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Applicants hit all-time high at 31k Bringing
By

John Conor Michalek

For The Heights
Admissions season - every college
student remembers it with varying degrees offondness. This year, high school
students from across the nation applied
to BostonCollege in unprecedented numbers.This newrecord trumps that oflast
year,when applicantsviedfor positions in

the class of2011. The upward trend that
hasoccurredin the lastfew yearsseems to
have persistedfor theclass of2012.
This year, a record high of over31,000
BC hopefuls mailed their transcripts,
resumes, recommendations, and other
paperwork to Devlin Hall. The '07-'OB
candidates represented a 5 percent increase from last year's pool of 28,850.
While the number of transfer applica-

tions has yet to be determined, the admissions office projectsreceiving between
75 to 100 transfer requests.
BC strives for a freshman class of
2,250, maintaining the relatively static
school population of around 9,000 students. Ideally, these 2,250 replace the
outgoing senior class. This has led to a
drop in the acceptance rate at BC; according to USA Today, BC's acceptance

rate hovers around 32 percent. BC was
ranked 41st in the nation for selectivity,

making BC more selective than schools
such as New York University and Colgate University, but was surpassed by
Harvard, which admits only 10 percent
of its applicant pool, Notre Dame,
and the Massachusetts Institute of

See Applicants, A4

Zoning codes target Boston students
Faculty
donations
lean left
By Casey Guerin

Heights Staff

Collegefaculties and administrations
have continually ranked among the top
contributors to presidential campaigns in
the nation, and this year their presence
is stronger than ever. The Chronicle of
HigherEducationreported that educators
donated $6.2 million to the presidential
campaigns of the 2008 election season
as ofDec. 21. Educators at Boston College, however, do not make the list of
universities with the highest number of
donors for the 2008 election. According
to Campaignmoney.com,the BC faculty
who are donating to this year's race are
supporting the Democrats almostexclusively, with Barack Obama as the clear
favorite.
Most BC faculty whose donations
were made public gave between $500
and $2,000, according to Campaignmoney.com. A significant number of
these donations came from professors at
BC Law School, while others were from
undergraduateprofessors.
An article on Capitaleye.orgsaid that
the field of education tends to support
Democrats, with 67 percent of donations made for the2008 race supporting
the left side. This bias is common in
academia, where a notable amount of
professors are liberal.
Dr. Donald Fishman, a politically
active professor in the communications

See Donors, A4

back the
Dream
As times change,
students reevaluate the
American dream
By

Jennifer Roach

Heights Editor

The American Dream was a concept
first realized by the forefathers of this
country. The men and women who anchored on the sandy shores ofPlymouth,
Mass. 388 years ago envisioned this as a
land of plenty, of freedom, and of hope.
Today, Boston College is less than 50
miles away from that first landing, from
the first steps those dreaming men and
women took on American soil. The idea
of the American Dream, however, seems
much more distant.
At BC and other universities across
the nation, students are being pushed
more thaneverto achieve anew American
Dream, one of vast wealthand materialism.

LastMonday, BC held its BlackHistory Month opening ceremony withspeaker

2003, however, a precedent for laxity regardinghousing restriction in the Boston
area has been set, and thus, illegalliving
situations like those of many living offcampus at BC have gone unpunished.
In 2000, Boston Inspectional Services Department (ISD) and the Boston
Licensing Board teamed up to crack
downagainst illegallodging houses. They
found three Vietnamese families living

Bakari Kitwana, author of numerous
books on hip-hop's fusion with politics
and faculty member at the Center for
the Study of Race, Politics, and Culture
at the University of Chicago. During his
discussion,Kitwana came across this idea
of the American Dream, and what it has
come to mean in today's society.
"The American Dream is evolving
fromwhere it used to be," Kitwana said.
"You used to work your entire life, turn
50, and retire with the gold watch. Now
you've got to be big, happy, and successful in your 20s. There's a disconnect
betweenwhatyoung peopleaspire to and
are being told to aspire to and the job
options made available to them."
Seniors searching for the perfect first
job can see this disparity, and may feel
Lhe demands of today's society lurking
over their shoulder as they seek out this
high levelof success thatothers havebeen
expecting of themsince their admittance
to BC four years ago.

See Housing, A4

See Dream, A4
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Boston College students and residents of Brighton playfootball outside of their Chestnut Hill Avenue home, which houses 13 people.

A new city ordinance

could keep students
out of Brighton homes
By Richard Patterson

For The Heights
Living in a house with 12 otherpeople
be the norm, but at Boston
College, the practice has become commonplace.
may not

Many of the homes in the areas surrounding BC's campus are constructed

withthe goal of housing as many students
as possible.
A Boston zoning code, however, disallows more than four unrelated persons
livingtogetherin a single family dwelling.
The zoning code has a strict definition
offamily; only directrelatives within the
second degree ofkinship count, and those
fitting into theserestraints are allowed to
live together.
Because of a court case settled in

...

Kumar goes to the White House
By

MatthewDeLuca

Asst. News Editor

Kal Perm holds degrees in film and
sociologyfrom the University ofCalifornia
Los Angeles, and has starred in
televisionshows 24 and House, M.D., as
well as movies such as HaroldandKumar
Go to White Castle and The Namesake.
Over the last couple of months, he has
takenon a newrole as a volunteerfor Sen.
Barack Obama (D-fll.), making appearances across the nation in support of the
LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR
Obama campaign.
Theologyprofessor Stephen Pope discusses homosexualityand the Cathoic Church.
On Thursday, Perm looked out over
the crowdedroom in McGuinn Hall, and
said, "fn terms of crowd size you guys
completelytrample thelittle event we did
at [Boston University] earlier."
Perm addressed the sense of alienation that affects many young voters. He
spoke of a friend in Texas who worked a
minimum wage job in the hope of saving
money for college.One day,Perm said, his
By Kelly McCartney
ics such as the teaching ofsexual ethics friend received a call from Halliburton,
Heights Staff
within thechurch and the concept ofvirthe Houston-based corporation that
tue ethics. Pope beganby giving what he holds a number of government defense
DAVID GIVLER/ HEIGHTS EDITOR
Naturallaw suggests that there are a said was a "thumbnailsketch" ofnatural contracts. Perm's friend was asked if he Harold andKumar Go to White Castle actor Kal Perm advocated for Obama on Thursday.
set ofrules that are determinedby the law, Catholicism, and homosexuality.
would be interested in driving trucks
Although he said that he is generally in frag for $90,000 a year. The friend lowaperforming volunteerwork for the
very nature of humanity, creating laws
BC Students for Barack Obama
that are universally true and not bound wary of any "ism." Pope believes that decided not to take the job, andhas still campaign. Inspired by the commitment started out as a Facebook group, a tool
of the volunteers,he decided to become that Darr said has been very helpful in
by any creed. Professor Stephen Pope Catholicism, at its best, can be very not been able to attend college.
of the theology department discussed positive.
Perm's politicalcynicism grew, but he further involved.
spreading awareness of Obama's camnatural law and how it relates to both
"When we talk about Catholicism, began to look for someone who would
"We finally have someone to rally paign to students.
behind," Perm said.
Catholicism and homosexuality as part we're talking about a long-standing address these issues.
"Obama's message definitely resoof the GLBTQ LeadershipCouncil (GLC) Christian tradition," Pope said. "It's
Perm said that Obama's speech at the
Joshua Darr, directorofBC Students nates with college students," Darr said.
and the theologydepartment's series on premised on the beliefthat God is active 2004 Democratic National Convention for Barack Obama, organizedPerm's ap"Barack Obama is a new kind ofleaderCatholicismand SexualEthics.
in grace in the lives of every person and
was a turning point for him. He saidthat
pearance.
ship, a new kind of politics."
The lecture, given to a diverse crowd in the lives of every community around his reactions were strong: "When is this
"The campaign contactedme on MonPermechoed the sentiment. He fielded
of undergraduates, membersof the comthe world."
day and said, 'We'dlike to haveKal Perm a number of questionsregarding Obama's
guy going to run for president? Who is
Pope also emphasized the role of the this?" he said.
on campus on Thursday, can you set that
stance on issues from the environment to
munity, faculty, andprospective students
on Wednesday night, was the third in a
Perm said that, after researching up?'"Darr said. "We were verypleasantly
series thathas previously touched on topSee Sexuality, A5
Obama further, he spent two days in surprised," Darr said of the turnout.
See Perm, A5
?
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Massive snow storms in
China disrupt railways

The Heights
Boston College - McElroy 113

GUANGZHOU, China (AP) - Hundreds
of thousands of desperate travelers, some

EUGENE HOSHIKO / AP PHOTO

LOCAL

hoisting terrifiedchildren or baggage over
their heads, pushed their way onto trains
Thursday as service resumed afterthe worst
winter storms in decades paralyzed China.
China's rail system was thrown into chaos
last weekend when heavy snow in regions
just north of Guangdong province brought
downelectrical lines that power the trains.
the capital of Guangdong
Guangzhou
quickly swelled with migrant workerswho
had just taken holiday leave from the thousands offactories in the province. The nation has nearly 200 millionmigrantworkers.
The freakish blizzards, which are forecasted
to continue, also caused dozens of deaths,
blackouts, and airport closures in southern,
central, and eastern China
regions that
aren't accustomed to such severe weather
and lack the equipment to deal with it.

Editor-in-Chief(617) 552-2223

BC alum named archbishop
for the U.S. military services

...

On Jan. 25 Boston College alumnus Timothy P.
Broglio, whoreceived his B.A. in Classics in 1973, was
named the fourth archbishop of the Archidocese for
the Military Services ofthe United States. Broglio will
be responsible for all the men and women in the U.S.
Armed Services, those in Departments of Veterans
Affairs, and all Catholicpersonnel of the U.S. Department of State serving across the globe, including all
dependents and family members, a population which
totals nearly two million. He joins more than a dozen
priests of the Archdiocese of Boston who serve as
chaplains in the Air Force, Army, Navy, and Veterans
Administration.

?

?

?

140 CommonwealthAye.
Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02467

Former Patriots and BC

football coach dies at age 88
Former Boston College football and New England
Patriots head coach, Mike Holovak,BC '43, died Jan. 27
from complications of pneumonia at the age of88. An
Ail-Americanrunning back at BC, he entered the Navy
after graduationto fight in World War 11. After the war,
Holovak playedprofessional football for the Chicago
Bears andtheLos Angeles Rams. In 1949he was named
the BC freshman football coach, before becoming head
coach in 1951. During his nine seasons there,he lead the
Eagles to a 49-29-3 record. He was appointedassistant
coach of the newly created Boston Patriots in 1960, and
then served as its head coachfrom 1961to 1968. A Mass
willbecelebratedat 10 a.m. Feb. 9 in St. IgnatiusChurch
for Holovak.
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News Tips
Have a news tip or a good ideafor a
story? Call Alexi Chi, News Editor,
at (617) 552-0172, or e-mail news@
bcheights.com. For future events,

One size-40 coat with an
extra, extra-long collar, please

Student piracy makes less of
an impact than once thought

Tiki the giraffe, current resident of the Oakland
Zoo in California, has reached the respectable age of
18 and is susceptible to the wear-and-tearthat often
accompanies old age. Already regularly visited by a
chiropractor, a masseuse, and an acupuncturist to help
ease her ailments, Tiki will now expand herwardrobe in
order to combat the winter chill. A custom-madecoat
will be madefor the 13-foot mammal, who is too largeto
use traditionalhorse blankets. "Poor Tiki in her blanket
looks like someone in her sister's hand-me-downs," zoo
spokeswomanNancyFilippi toldreporters.The coat will
be forest green and include a removableliner.

The MotionPicture AssociationofAmerica (MPAA)
recently announced that the illegal downloading activities of college students were responsible for a smaller
percent oflost movie revenue than previouslythought.
In 2005 the MPAA announced that college students
caused 44 percent of revenue loss, but afterreevaluation
has determinedthat students are onlyresponsible for 15
percent of its revenue loss. The MPAA attributedthis
discrepancyto "humanerror," accordingto The Stanford
Daily. The former figure led to a campaign targeting
student offenders and university file-sharing policies.

e-mail, fax,

Tops

1. Men's Hockey
Beanpot

DOUGLAS C. PIZAC / AP PHOTO

Mormon church leader
The president of the Mormon Church,

Panel on What to
Do with Your Life

Love thy Neighbor

Peace from Africa

Monday
Time: 8 p.m.

Thursday
Wednesday
Thursday
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Time: 3:30 p.m.
Time: 7 p.m.
Location: TD
Location: Gasson 100 Location: Heights Room Location: Higgins 300
Banknorth Garden
Former U.S. Secretary Archbishop Jaime
Representativesof
Boston College plays
Mission and Ministry, of State Barbara Spyri- Gongalves, one of the
Boston University in the Counseling Services, don Pope and others first mediatorswho
first gameof the annual and professors who
will participate in a pan- successfully brokered
men's hockey Beanpot have experienced
el discussion about the peace in Mozambique
tournament. BC will
following its 16-year civchanges in interests role ofreligion, faith,
play Northeastern or
politics, and equality in il war, will speak about
will talk to students
Harvard next Monday. about their majors.
the professional world. the peace process.

Lover's Lounge
Dating Game Show
Saturday

Time: 6:30 p.m.
Location: Vanderslice
Cabaret Room
BC students will participate as bachelors
and bachelorettes in
a dating game show,
followed by a dance
featuring music by
Sound Revolution.

detailed de-

Sports Scores
Want to report the results of a
game? Call Jessica Isner, Sports
Editor, at(617) 552-0189, or e-mail
sports@bcheights.com.

Hinckley remembered
things to do this week on campus

or mail a

scription of the event and contact
information to the News Desk.

Gordon B. Hinckley, died Jan. 27 at age
97 after acting as leader of the worldwide
church for nearly 13 years. Hinckley was rememberedSaturday at the Church of Jesus
Christ ofLatter-day Saints in SaltLake City,
Utah, where thousands of people gathered
to pay their respects to the leader, including Republicanpresidential candidate, Mitt
Romney. Romney, a Mormon, took a break
fromthe campaign trailto attend thefuneral.
Hinckley is remembered for establishing an
educationfund to helpreturned missionaries,
increasing humanitarianworkby the church,
and for building temples around the world.
Hinckley's successor is expectedto benamed
next week.

ArtsEvents
The Heights covers a multitude of
events both on andoffcampus - including concerts, movies, theatrical
performances, and more. Call Joseph Neese, Arts and Review Editor,
at (617) 552-0515, or e-mail review®
bcheights.com. For future events,
e-mail, fax, or mail a detailed description of the event and contact
information to the Arts Desk.

Clarifications / Corrections
The Heights strives to provide its

readers with complete, accurate,
and balanced information. If you
believewe havemade a reporting error, haveinformationthatrequires a
clarificationor correction, or questions about The Heights standards
and practices, you may contact
Pilar Landon, Editor-in-Chief, at
(617) 552-2223, or e-mail editor®
bcheights.com.

CUSTOMER SERVICE

Delivery

Police Blotter

Voices from the Dustbowl

1/28/08 - 1/29/08
Monday, Jan. 28
8:38 a.m. - A report is filedoffcampus regarding a student who was arrested by the Boston
Police Department. The student was charged
withpossession of a class "D" substancewith
intent to distribute within a school zone. The
student was issued a summary suspension.
10:25 a.m. - A report is filed in Alumni Stadiumregarding a fire alarm activation.
4:01 p.m. - Areport is filed inMcElroyregarding a temporary high school employeewho
was being let go and was argumentative. The
party left the area and a
trespass warning was issued.

parking log regarding two witnesses who
observed a motor vehicle back into a police
cruiser, cause damage, and leave without
stopping. The witnesses provided the suspect
vehicle's licenseplate number. A detectivewill
investigate.

2:45 p.m. - A report is filed in 21 Campanella Way regarding a faculty memberwho is
receiving unwanted phone solicitations. He
will track the calls for further action.
4:37 p.m. - A report is filed in Walsh Hall
regarding an ongoing roommate situation.
The case is being handled by the office of
ResidentialLife.

"Rugrats, definitely."
Donne Fletcher,
LSOE '12

"Power Rangers. My favorite

contact Michael Kindrat-Pratt,
General Manager at (617) 552-0547.
Advertising
The Heights is one of the most effective ways to reach the BC community. To submit a Classified,
Display, or Online Advertisement,
call our Advertising office at (617)
552-2220 Monday through Friday.

The Heights is producedby BC
undergraduates and is published
on Mondays and Thursdays during
the academic year by
The Heights, Inc.
(c) 2007. All rights reserved.

was the white one."

Josh Haden,
A&S '12
?

Tuesday, Jan. 29
?

- A report is filed in a commuter

television show?"

?

10:23 p.m. - Areport is filed in Keyes South
9:38 p.m. - A report is filed regarding an ill regarding a suspicious circumstance.
party who was transported to Cushing Hall.
11:34 p.m. - A report is filed in Welch Hall
regarding a suspended/trespassed student
10:17p.m. - Areport is filed in Voute Hall regarding a studentwho reported a past assault and a non-BC studentwho wereobserved in a
and battery on them by a non-BC student. A residencehall. Bothfled upon seeing the officers. The non-student was stopped, identified
detective will investigate and a trespass
and issued a trespass warning. The student
warning will be issued to the suspect.
could not be located.A criminalcomplaint for
trespassing may be sought against him.

12:26 a.m.

"What was your favorite childhood

To have The Heights delivered to
your home each week or to report
distributionproblems on campus,

Source: The Boston College
Police Department

"I thinkIwas a bigfan of
Arthur."
?Carolyn Aker,
Prospective Student

CORRECTIONS
Thursday's "Thumbs
Up, Thumbs Down"
incorrectly said that the
online-ticketing system
had crashed. Heavy traffic
contributed to delays,
but there were no server
errors.
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Students skip Tijuana for Google Voters face
a

By Amy Chow
For The Heights

The TechTrek
provides
Boston College undergraduate students
with the opportunity to interact withtop
executivesfrom Apple,Google,and eßay.
During spring break, studentsinterested
in business will take part in a field study
in Silicon Valley and San Francisco.
Foundedand ledby John Gallaugher,
an associate professor in the Carroll
School of Management, TechTrek was
established four years ago for CSOM
graduate students and has recently
been expanded to allow undergraduate
participation. TechTrek is a three-credit
seminar class that meets for half a semester and is not restricted to CSOM
students. The class focuses on how
companies developfrom start-up to blue
chip, both from the perspective of the
firm and from those organizations that
provide access to capital.
A group of 24 students will meet
with CEOs, partners, and senior executives from over 15 companies, many of
whom are BC alumni. TechTrek is the
only university group permitted to visit
Apple World Headquarters,and students
will attend lectures and a dinner with
partners and executives-in-residenceat
TallwoodVenture Capital, and sessions
and lunch at theGoogleplex.The group's
itinerary also provides for one day of
non-business fun, whichincludes eating The TechTrek program connects students with
dim sum in San Francisco and a visit to
Alcatrazisland.
Andrus said.
Athough the course encompasses an
The rigors of the course helpprepare
extensive field study portion, most of the
students for their spring break trip to
class is used for research and preparaCalifornia. "They are confident in their
tion. Prior to the trip, the students are knowledge and theywillbeable to maxibroken up into teams of two and assigned mize their time with executives," said
toresearch a company that the class will Gallaugher. "One employer said that
be visiting.
my students ask better questions than
Coached by Gallaugher, student HarvardBusiness graduate students."
teams worktogetherto fully understandElizabeth Dean, CSOM '09, agrees.
ing the company's history, recent activi"You have to be an expert on the comties, and current competitive challenges, panies because we are representing BC,
thenshare this with their peers. Groups and you shouldlet companies know that
assign readings, give a presentation, and you are really dedicatedand notwasting
run a discussion session. Studentsread their time," she said. Dean attended the
two books and roughly 100 articles, and TechTrek last year and is currently in
the process of obtaining an internship
complete a rigorous exam before heading west.
at Apple.
"The class is set up so that we teach
Although TechTrek is not a recruiting
each other," said participant Gretchen program, Andrus, Dean, andGallaugher
Andrus, CSOM TO. Andrus said that recognize the tremendous opportunity
the class is centered on studentresearch for internships and potential job offers
thatextends beyond the classroom. " [To at these top-name firms.
prepare for thefield study portion of the
"It is not supposedto be arecruiting
class] I've started reading rigorously, trip, but a lot ofinternship opportunities
my GoogleAlert is set on each company
come out of it," Andrus said. "Because
we are visiting, and I am always scanof the connection between BC and the
ning for any information about them,"
companies,Iwillbe able to get an intern-

Christine Zosche

COURTESY OF JOHN GALLAUGHER

executives from companies such as Apple, Google, and eßay, including many BC alumni.
ship for this summer. It builds a stronger
connection ofBC to the Silicon Valley."
TechTrek is also the product of the
efforts of BC alumni who support the
program. "More firms now want to
participate in the program than we can
schedule," Gallaugher said.
Justin Tease, graduate teaching assistant for this year's undergraduate
class and CGSOM '09, said theiralumni
contacts were enthusiasticsupporters of
the University. "There are alumni who
wear BC shirts to the meetings," Tease
said. In fact, Tease said, during several
sessions students met withformer TechTrek participants now working at firms
they first visited as part of the program,
Tease said.
Each of the 19 sessions with executives offer students a different insight
into the business world. In the past,
students have learnedfirsthand howthe
chief marketing officer at Cisco crafted
her firm's branding campaign, how
venture capitalists select which entrepreneurs to invest in, andhow therapies
are discoveredand brought to market at
biotech giant Genentech.

Tease said the opportunity of meeting with Sun Microsystems founder and
chairman, Scott McNealy, was a truly
memorableexperience. "The overarching
themeof McNealy'spresentationwas to
pursue your passions. Mostly everyone
we met was passionate about decisions
that they made in their career," Tease

said. "Executives can only succeedif they
have passionfor the end result."
"TechTrek came about so that students can gain a much deeper understanding and appreciation of classroom
learningby seeing it applied in the field.
In these sessions, students are gaining
tools that they will leveragethroughout
theircareers," Gallaughersaid. "Thereis
not a single course in any university that
can give students a depth and breadth
ofbusiness exposure that is comparable
to TechTrek.
"Students have regularly said two
things about this class," Gallaugher
said. "One, that they haveworkedharder
in TechTrek than any other class; and
two, that it is also their most enjoyable
course." \u25a0

BC students dance to support hospital
However, after merging with The Four Diamonds
Fund and Dance Marathon, all of the money raised
A&S TO, said that businesses such as Whole Foods was donated to a children's hospitalto benefit children
This spring, the sixth annualDance Marathon will are donating a $100 gift cardand Dominos Pizza will with cancer.
Similar to Perm State, BC chose to sponsor the
take place at theWilliam Flynn Recreational Complex be providing pizza.
"Our goal was to get everything donated," Tripp Franciscan Hospitalfor Children (FHC).
toraise money to benefit thechildrenofthe Franciscan
said.
Hospital for Children (FHC).
" [The FHC] is the only charity we support andit's
ThoughBC willbe havingits sixthDance Marathon, a little smaller and more closely connected to BC,"
Last year, the event raised over $50,000 for the
hospital. Dance Marathon is scheduledto take place the first Dance Marathonin the countrybegan at Perm Theiss said. " [The Hospital] works with our athletes
State University.
and is just veryinvolved withBC."
on March 29 beginning at noon and concluding at
TheInterfraternity Council at Perm State UniverThe close proximity ofFHC to BC makes it easy for
midnight.
The 12-hourevent consists ofdancing,video games, sity started Dance Marathon in 1973 and hosted a BC students to volunteerand visit, as it is just a few
crafts, and sports and is open to the public for a $5 30-hour competition in which couples attempted to stops down theB Line on the T.
dancefor as long as they could.
The FHC aids a wide spectrum of medical cases
doorfee. At Dance Marathon, thereare dancers, moThe marathonraised over $2,000 and would conin children, from the rehabilitation of children who
ralers, and volunteers.
In order to be a dancer, one must raise a minimum tinue for years to come. Two years later, the council are or have been fighting disease to those who are
of $125 for the Franciscan Hospital for Children and selectedThe Four Diamonds Fund to be the recipient victims ofabuse.
is required to stay on his or her feet for the duration of the funds that were raised.
"The Franciscan Hospital serves kids who need
long-term rehabilitative care and there are children
ofthe event.
In 1978,Perm State star footballplayer, Jimmy CeThe tired dancers are motivated by the moralers, falo, made an agreementwithHershey MedicalCenter who have been in the hospital their entire life," Diehl
that all of theprofits from THON, another charitable said. The goal of the FHC is to create a family enviwho cheer on and encourage them.
To be a moraler, one must raise at least $100. The university dance competition, would go toward The ronment and a type of care from which the children
benefit immensely.
volunteersof the event, who raise $50 dollars, aid in Four DiamondsFund as well.
At the time, THON was a contest that shared its
serving food and help run the booths and games.
" [FHC] is adjusting [patients] back into the real
world," Tripp said. "We try to visit at least once. The
"The volunteers are the behind-the-scenespeople proceeds with the winners ofthe contest andthe charkids are really fun." \u25a0
and help run the event logistically," said Erin Diehl, ity selectedfor thatyear.
and
Marathon
executive
director.
LSOE '08
Dance
These participants raise money through the sale
of raffle tickets as well as letter-writing campaigns.
Possibly the biggest crowd attractors are the appearances and performancesof the various Boston College
dance groups. Participating groups include Fuego
del Corazon, Sexual Chocolate, and Swing Kids. The
groups perform intermittently throughout the day
and evening.
In additionto the gamesand dancing, there will be
tworaffles with many prizes. The grandprize raffle is a
weekendstay in Boston and comes with two American
Airlines vouchers, a weekend stay at a Boston hotel,
a visit to the New England Aquarium, a Duck Tour, a
spa package, and dinner.
Tickets for theraffle cost $25 and are sold by the
dancers,moralers, andvolunteersto helpraise money.
The secondraffle, the"countdownraffle," is for smaller
prizes such as gift certificatesto Fire and Ice, Johnny's
Luncheonette, City Sports, and other wellknown restaurants and stores.
"These raffle tickets provide incentive and encourage the participants to raise as much [money] as
possible," said Kristin Theiss, CSOM '08 and Dance
Marathonfinance director.
Larger corporations, such as the Boston Red Sox
and the Boston Celtics, also show support for Dance
Marathon through donations.The Celtics are donating
four tickets to a game that will be raffled off at some
point during the 12-hour event.
Most, if not all, of the food andprizes are donated
Elite Behavioral Nutrition
from both local and larger businesses. Due to the
by appointment only Alexis Beck, mph, rd, ldn
length of the event, meals must be provided for the
By Brynne

Lee

Heights Editor

help provide it with its food needs. Allison Tripp,

executive board member, director of hospitality, and
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participants.
Local restaurants, as well as BC Dining Services,
have been working closely with Dance Marathon to
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Super Tuesday. The words are
electric. By the end of this single
day, the tide of the primary elections
will turn in favor of two candidates.
After this day, there's no coming from
behind. We will finally know to whom
the country is loyal, after months of
optimistic planning and campaigning.
I am most intrigued by the Democratic ticket. Who thought we would
see the day when two pioneers of
American politics - awoman and a
black man - wouldbe head-to-head
in the same presidential election?
The nature of the match-up is upsetting, though, as one groundbreaking candidate must inevitablylose to
the other.
Those crying out for change face
a dilemma.Both Democratic candidates are extremelycompelling,
and the election seems within either
candidate'sreach. I have not seen so
much inspiration, passion, and hope
in people about any electionbefore.
The ideaof novelty is intriguing at
this point in our history, which is why
the election could very easily go to
Clinton or Obama.
For many voters (including myself),
any change in the presidency is a good
changeright now. The candidates are
campaigning on ideals and attitude
insteadof strict plans of action. Eight
years ago, or maybe even four years
ago, the ballot could not look the way
it does today. The prospect is exciting, but not ideal.
When I received my absentee
ballot in the mail and sat down to
fill it out, I paid attention to the fact
that, more than ever, my vote matters. Though convinced in my choice
beforehand, I made a last-minute
deliberationof my decisionbefore filling in the ballot.
As a woman, if I votedfor Obama,
I would not be voting for the first female presidential candidate in history.
If I votedfor Hillary, I would be shunning the first black candidate to make
a serious bid for the presidency. My
heart sank as I pondered the outcome.
While the "pioneer factor" in both
candidates is intriguing, the election cannot be viewed solely in those
terms. In my opinion, the candidate
who most successfully transcends race
or gender will prevail in the primaries.
Surely they should each be respected
for their successes, but neither can
approach their campaign from the
perspective of race or gender. They
have donewell so far.
In an ideal world, each could campaign in the same way as every other
whitemale candidate has in the past,
if they chose to do so. Unfortunately,
the reality of the situation is that they
don't have that option. In order to
win, each must be extremelyconscious of his or her image.
As a woman, Hillary cannot appear too feminine or masculine.As
a black man, Obama must handle a
delicatebalance between appealingto
the masses and appealingto minority
voters, and cannot appear too partial
to either.
Each must prove that he or she
does not approach life solely in the
context of beingblack or being a
woman.
They also must be very careful of
how they approach one another. One
snub could easily be interpreted as
a racist or sexist action by voters.
Rarely has mudslinging or negative
campaigning been seen as an ineffective tool in campaigns.
For the first time, it hurts both
candidates to be in a state ofconflict
or mudslinging against one another.
Maybe that explains the messages of
optimism and hope that they portray
insteadof throwing around insults.
As Super Tuesdayapproaches this
week, I cannot honestly make a confident prediction of who will prevail.
This, in and of itself, is a great thing
about Americanpolitics, but a horrible one as well.
It is difficult to see one qualified,
pioneering candidatefall at the hands
ofanother. In all this confusion and
deliberationthat surrounds us this
Tuesday, however,maybe not all hope
is lost - there is always the vice presidential nomination.
Maybe, just maybe, we have found
a true "dreamticket"for the Democrats.

Christine Zosche is a columnist for The
Heights. She welcomes comments at
news@bcheights.com.
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Materialism, money, become new American Dream
Dream, from Al
"It used to be this idea that
make it in America,
that there were all these opportunities,"said Steve Isom, CSOM
'09. "But for kids at BC and other
major universities, the American
Dream has morphed into a getrich-quick mentality."
While everyone may not feel
this pressure, and some mayreject
this notion as being theAmerican
Dream, this definition seems to
havebeenabsorbedand accepted
by mass culture.
Charles Derber, professor in
the sociology department and
author ofThe Wilding of America:
Money, MayhemandtheNewAmerican Dream, recognizes that we are
in an era of the American Dream
thathas become synonymous with
capitalist gains, corporations,
and monetary wealth. He said,
however, that this is not the first
time in American history thatthe
original dreamof our forefathers
has been altered.
"There is a cyclic natureto the
dreamin American history," Derber said. "These periods [of the
money-drivenAmerican Dream]
tend to happen during the more
conservative eras in Americanlife,
such as the Reganperiod andthe
1920s - times ofmajorprosperity
dominatedby major business."
It is in these times, he said,
that Americans lose touch with
the original ideal of the dream,
an ideal that is encapsulatedwell
in our nation's greatest document, the Declaration of Indeanyone can

pendence: "We holdthese truths
to be self-evident, that all men
are created equal, that they are
endowed by God, Creator, with
certain inalienable Rights, that
among these are Life, Liberty, and
the pursuit of
Happiness."

So how and
when will this
country return
to this univer-

sal, egalitarian, and optimistic dream
ofthe past?
One problem, Derber
said, is the
actions of

students cheating on exams or
plagiarizingpapers in desperate
attempts to get ahead of their
peers, something found on any
collegecampus. He also cited the
use of performance-enhancing
drugs by college athletes
as another ex"Martin Luther King,
ample of this
Jr. had a vision and dire pursuit of
the new Amerhis vision was calling
ican Dream.
on us to live up to this
Of course
every colnot
rhetoric, this myth [of
lege student
the American Dream]. in America is
a morally deThat's the power
praved cheatmyth,people believe
er, but, Derber
said, this is a
in them. It's untrue
trend that is
thatall it takes is
becoming an
hard work"
increasingly
grave problem
within our so?

of

being
driven by this
unrealistic
goal of mass
self-prosperity. In his
Cynthia Young,
book, Derber
ciety.
Director of African and
"People go
uses the term
African Diaspora studies
"wilding" to
through life
refer to the
thinking 'I am
program and professor in
type of hugoing to work
the English department
man behavior
really hard
that this new
and get a great
American
job,' most of it
is just money driven," saidLeslie
Dream has created.
"This new American Dream Threlkeld,A&S '09. "People don't
leadspeople towardbehaviorthat concentrate on happiness now. If
is very sociopathic and self-abI were to die right now, I'd want
sorbed extremewilding is doing to be happy with what I've acwhatever it takes to get ahead, complished."
and this self-interestedbehavior
Another concern over this
is a perversion of the American changing face of the American
Dream, said Cynthia Young, diDream."
Derber gave the example of rector of the African andAfrican
citizens

?

...

Diaspora studies programand
associate professor of English, is
the loss of a sense of community.
To Young, the greatest threat to
theAmericanDream is thisbelief
of the dream as a changing ideal
on an individual-to-individual
basis.
"We as a country live as much
more isolated entities. We sit in
our own houses, get in our own
cars, and go to work. We know
less about our communities and
neighborhoodsthanever before,"
Youngsaid.
The problem with this, she
said, is that the dream of universal hope and success cannot
be realized without the entire
community working together for
a like cause.
"In the Jim Crow era of racial
segregation in the South, they had
a sense of themselvesas a community under seize. Thisbred a sense
ofcommunity andpeople need
to feelconnectedand accountable
to peopleother thantheirfamilies
and co-workers to feel the entire
worldis really connected to their
own,"Young said.
Derber said the last time in
Americanhistory whenthe American Dream was truly associated
with its original intentions of
freedom and equality and was
foughtfor on this common ground
basis was during the Civil Rights
Movementof the 19605.
This movement is honored
throughout the month of February and on the birthday of
MartinLuther King, Jr., one of
theleaders of the movement who

...

has been rememberedin society
as someone who kept the dream
alive through the legacy of his "I
Have a Dream" speech.
What Martin Luther King, Jr.
did for the dream, Young said,
goes beyond even what our forefatherslaid out. Young said he allowedthedream to be recognized
by modern American society as
something not yet attainable by
many still living in the country.
"Martin Luther King, Jr. had
a vision," Young said. "And his
vision was calling on us to live
up to this rhetoric, this myth [of
theAmerican Dream]. That's the
power of myth, people believe in
them. It's untrue that all it takes
is hard work."
Young cited the exclusion of
minorities, both racial and religious, from collegesuntilthe 19th
and 20th centuries as evidence
thatthisdreamwas no wherenear
universal. And these struggles
still exist today, she said, for
those people trapped in deadend jobs, and immigrants failing
to find sustainable incomes and
permanent lives in this country.
Young said this counteracts any
thoughtthat theAmericanDream
has been met.
"We need to realize that not
everyone's experienceis the same,
that's the first step," Young said.
"Then you need to develop empathy for these people struggling
to meet the American Dream of
coming to a betterworld, andthen
act on it."
During his speech, Kitwana
mentioned one outlet youths

across America have turned to
as a means of expressing the

reality of the dream today and
keeping Martin Luther King, Jr.'s
vision alive: hip-hop music and
culture.
He referenced organizations
such as the Hip-Hop Congress,
whose mission, according to its
Web site, is "to use the culture of
hip-hop to inspire young people
to get involved in social action,
civil service, and cultural creativity," and the "raptivists" of
the 19905.
"Dr. King's legacy is manifesting itself in another generation
of young people alienatedfrom
mainstream American life," Kitwana said. "Young people are
trying to create dialogue, and
all of this is very exciting and
empowering."
WhileKitwana was more critical of some of thebigger names in
hip-hop who have helped create
that "big-spending" mentality and "big celebrity dreams of
wealth early in life" that have
in some respect reshaped the
AmericanDream, he is still hopeful for a betterfuture.
"I do believe we have the capacity to build a political movement in our lifetime," Kitwana
said.
"I'm really excited, for example, about this year's election,
both because of the diverse candidatesand youth voter turnout,
but what I want to stress this is a
long time coming and it has taken
a long process to arrive at this
point today." \u25a0

Academia's money goes to the Dems Student homes
violate city code
Donors, from Al

department, said he believes
that BC's professors are also
politically active, but simply
don'thave a lot of extra money.
He said that within the BC
community, there are more
Democratic teachers than Republicans, true to the national
trend.
Marc Landy, a professor in
the political science department, also understands the
appealof the Democratic Party,
but thinks it can be limiting at
times.
"I do not at allfault academics for being liberal, but I do
fault themfor equating liberalism with oppositionto sensible
efforts to protect the nation
against the very serious threat
from Islamic extremist terrorism. As Senator JoeLieberman
personifies, there is no inherent
conflict betweenfavoring many
liberal policies and adopting
sensible positions on foreign
policy," Landy said.
Although he is not involved
in any campaigns, Landy supports McCain for "his fine
characterandhis soundforeign
policy."
The fact that BC's faculty
tends to swing liberal has not
affected students.
"I've noticed that professors leantowardthe liberalside
since I came to BC, but I think
they'refair about theirpolitical
views," said Michael Sinacore,
president of the CollegeRepublicans andA&S '08.
The University ofCalifornia
currently tops the list of 2008

presidential election donors,
putting $491,418 in the pockets of candidates as of Jan. 7,
according to a report from the
Center for Responsive Politics.
Of these contributions, 90
percent went to Democratic
candidatesand only 10 percent
to the Republicans. University
of California donors were followed by other well-known
institutions such as Harvard,
Columbia University, Stanford
University, and Georgetown
University.
"At Harvard, and many ofthe
other Ivies, there are wealthier
faculties who can afford to
give," Fishman said. He also
noted that at a university such
as BC, with no medical or engineering schools, there is less
likely to be an abundance of
affluent faculty.
At most of these schools, an
overwhelmingmajority, usually
around 80 percent, favor Democratic candidates. Harvard's
top choice was Obama, who
receivedhis law degree there in
1991. Many faculty at NewYork
institutions gave to the campaign of former New York City
mayor Rudy Giulianibefore he
bowed out of the race.
Despitehometown ties,Mitt
Romney has not been widely
supported at BC. He is, however, the third overall choice
and top Republican choice for
educators, notably at Harvard,
according to an article in the
Chronicle of Higher Education.
A Jan. 16article in The Daily
Trojan, the University ofSouthern California's student newspaper, also discusses the liberal

Campaign contributions by education
industry according to candidate

Housing, from Al
Rank
1

Barack Obama (D)

$2,110,775

2

Hillary Clinton (D)

$1,650,074

3

Mitt Romney (R)

$564,945

4

Rudolph Giuliani (R)

$466,975

5

Bill Richardson (D)

$419,312

6

John Edwards (D)

$351,911

7

John McCain (R)

$227,750

8

Christopher Dodd (D)

$155,616

9

Joseph Biden (D)

$98,600

10

Ron Paul (R)

$89,033

that that's where the money
from because you're
looking at people who debate
these issues for a living," she
toldreporters.
Many professors, whether
university.
"It worries me that there's donating to Democrats or Rethis much weight on one side. publicans, simply understand
They're basically casting a the importance of the political
vote with their dollars against process, according to capitalRepublicans," Kammas told eye.org. Fishman also added
thathe donates out of personal
reporters.
Judy Muller, a journalism local political experience.
"It's very expensive to run
professor at USC, responded
to such concerns: "I don't a campaign, even at the local
proselytize my politics in class level, so I like to donatebecause
at all, ever. That's not how I I understand how hard it is,"
teach. I'm not at all surprised Fishman said. \u25a0
bias in education today.
Anthony Kammas, a politicalscienceprofessor at USC,
worries about the effect such
an evident bias will have on a

comes

Prospective students vie for BC
inter-office communication to the waiting list. Depending
and the right amount of reli- on how short the projections
ance on past
were deterTechnology.
This trendhas repeated itself figures, Mamines howfar
at other colleges and universidown the list
honey said.
"On Admitted Eagle
administraties, which have seen similar
BC expects
results.
a candidate
tors must go.
day, I could hardly
Future
According to an article pubyield of about
believe the number
lished in The Hoya, the student 30 percent.
BC students
the
applicants
newspaper at Georgetown UniBC loses acsaidthat they
definitely
felt
versity, the school's admissions cepted appliclass 2012. With the
office received 18,750 applicacants to other
the pressure
increasing hopefuls
tions - a drastic increase from
schools, other
to outperform
the 16,163received last year.
competitors
interests, and
and decreasing
in the appliMany may question what even simply
acceptance rate, I
effect this new record high of changes of
cant pool.
"I knew I
applicants to BC will have on heart.
that I am part
the campus as a whole.
This perhad to do the
a very prestigious
John Mahoney, director of centage out
best I could
admissions, said that there of the 8,000
institution"
to get in [to
BC]. I joined
would be none. Referring to makes up
the 2,250 freshman class size the incomclubs and
Jennifer Evans,
thatBC strives for, the numbers ing freshman
teams startA&S'll
are anticipated to work out as
ing junior
class.
usual.
year just to
Ifthe 2,250
BC sends out approximately spots have
give myself a
8,000 "yeses" to applicants.
not been claimed by May 1, the chance," said Annie Finn, an
incoming freshman.
So how do these numbers deadline for enrollment deciwrap up? The process requires
Housing accommodations
sion, thenthe departmentturns

Admissions, from Al

of

feel
of
?

of

for

mony was given concerning

Amount

Candidate

will also be unaffected by the
recent flux of applicants.

Forced triples, though seemingly common throughout Upper Campus, are not factored
in.

Thus, even with the increase
in paper work, forced triples are
still a last resort for freshman

housing.
Many current students are
pleased about the rising numbers.
"I feel proud and privileged
to be part of such a selective
group," said Julia Juska, LSOE
'11.
These sentiments are mirrored in the opinions of other
students as well.
"On Admitted Eagle Day, I
could hardly believe the number of applicants for the class
of 2012.
"With the increasing hopefuls and decreasing acceptance
rate, I feel that I am part of a
very prestigious institution,"

said Jennifer Evans, A&S '11. \u25a0

house dubbed "the Animal
House," where a toilet was
thrownfrom the top floor windowinto a community garden.
Similarly, parents raising
children in the area have been
forced to move to less favorable
parts ofBostonsuch as Jamaica
Plain and Roxbury in order to
a

in apartments who defied the
city's zoning code and issued a
violation to the landlord, who
sought to evict the tenants.

The families filed a lawsuit
and eventually won their case,
citing the need for affordable
housing as their defense.
Although the case dealt
primarily with the definition
of a lodging house, or dwellings
used toprovide lodging for gain
or hire, it weakened the city's
power to effectively inspect illegal housing situations.
"Zoning that was intended
to protect these neighborhoods
from turning into actual institutions
was thrown out the

...

pay rent.

Bill Linehan, city councilor
and chairman of the Economic
Development and Planning
Committee, said that with this
change in the zoning code,
"ISD will have an amendment
that can be used to control too
many studentsbeing housedfor
profit in the housing system."
How changes in the zoning
code will affect the BC community, specifically juniors who
are living off campus, has yet
to be seen.
If the code

window," said City Councilor
MichaelRoss in a recent public
meeting on the issue.
"Boston has
been try"Boston inspectional

is enforced,

however, it
services department will
define the
is probable
meaning of
have an amendment that
that many
family ever
houses
can be used to control
since this
once availlandmark
too many students being
able to BC
case."
students
housed profit in the
Recentwill either
housing system"
ly, Ro s s
be sold
to Boston
proposed
in the defifamilies,
Bill Linehan,
nition of
or failing
of the Economic
Chairman
"family."
that, diDevelopment and Planning
The new
vided into
terms alsmaller
Committee
low any
apartnumber of
ments and
people to
leased
live together.
to groups of students small
That is, except for college enough to stay within the constudents.
straints of the zoning code.
For those attending a postConsidering the questionsecondaryinstitution, the numable marketability of homes
ber of unrelated people living designed with large groups
in the same household must
of college students in mind,
remain below five.
however, the latter is more
That means any BC student likely.
living in a house with five or
With BC's Master Plan
more other students is in violapromising to build more resition of the zoning code.
dencehalls on campus, howevThe change targets univerer, a large portion of the junior
sity students specifically; this class willhave beds on campus
direct hit comes because of the within the next 10 years.
mass University expansioninto
But what happens until
Boston's housing markets.
then?
The effect is not wholly
If the proposed change in
seen in the Brighton area that
the zoning code is cleared by
surrounds BC, mainly because the Boston Redevelopment
most of the houses are owned by Authority (BRA), then the
thepeople living in them.
classes of 2011 and 2012 are
But in areas near Mission most likely to be affected.
Hill and Fenway, where houses
Even if the amendment
are usuallyonly rented by their passes before the start of the
tenants, the effect has taken a fall semester, those students
large toll on the community.
who have signed leases prior
Landlords buy out houses, to Sept. 1willface no issue for
gut the insides to make room for the next school year.
as many bedrooms as they can,
If the proposed changes do
and thenlease the homes exclupass, however, BC students
sively to college students.
may soon face a very different
In a public hearing, testi- off-campus scene. \u25a0
ing to re-

for
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Church challenged Advocate speaks: Youth to effect change
to understand, trust
Perm, from Al

the war in Iraq, as well as his exSexuality, from Al

Church is the challenge of understanding, the challenge of comCatholic Church and its responpassion. The fear ofthe Catholic
sibility to promote the authentic Church is this fear ofrelativism;
identityofChristianity as best as that you can't trust people to
it can, a duty that can sometimes
make a decisionbecause they're
get lost in the process.
going to abuse it, but people are
"Unfortunately, the institugoing to abuse it if they want to
tion oftentimes betrays its own abuse it," Pope said.
identity, and it ends up being a
Pope emphasized that the
counter-witness to the love and
Catholic Church explicitly
justice it's supposed to be witness condemns all hate crimes and
to,"Pope said. "In any institution, discrimination against people
because there are human beings who are gay. While the Catholic
who are in charge, that authority Church does believe that there
is subject to beingmisused."
is something "implicitly disorPope then discussed there- dered," about those with homolationship
sexual desires,
between the
they do not
church and
believe that
"Personally, I don't
natural law.
there is anythink the issue is
While natural
thing wrong
law is an imthe indistraight or gay. I think with
portant conviduals themthe issue is whether
selves, only the
sideration in
Catholic docspecific action
you're going to use
trine,it ideally
ofhomosexual
sex to get pleasure
can apply to
sexualacts.
every civiliThe rules
and treat it as a
zation in the
against horecreational activity,
world.
mosexual
"[Natural
discriminaor you're going to
law's] aption within
treat it like a deep
peal is that
the church are
it can reach
bond!'
mirrored at
across reliBoston Colgious boundlege. In the
aries and it
bias-inciStephenPope,
can reach
dent protocol
across culturProfessor in the Theology
drawn up last
fall, discrimial boundaries
Department
to answer banation and

if

perience. "Ithink it is an important question to ask, what kind
of experience someone brings
to the table," Perm said. "You're
seeing someone who hasn't had
just a kind of experience, but a
way and an approach."
Obama spent time as a con-

stitutional law professor, civil
rights activist, and grassroots
organizer, Perm said.
He spoke of Obama's effort
to build coalitions between
Democrats and Republicans
to address such issues as the
genocideinDarfur, issues sometimes obscured by therhetoricof
polarization.
"This is someone who was a
grassrootsorganizer aprofessor," Perm said. "Ithink it would
berefreshing to have apresident
who actuallyread the Constitution."
Though Perm and the other
Obama volunteers present answered many questions about
Obama's platform, students were
given the opportunity to write
downadditionalquestions along
with their e-mail address to receive further information.
Perm also agreed to sign a
student's copy of Harold and
Kumar Go to White Castle after
he answered his question about
Obama's economic policy.
"The most encouragingthing

...

DAVID GIVLER/ HEIGHTS EDITOR

Perm cited the examples set by thefounders of Myspace and Facebook as a counter to critics of Obama's youth.
about the Kal Perm event was
that every single question he
answered was substantive,"
Darr said.
Perm spoke about the effect
that young people have had on
the world, particularly citing
the influence of Facebook and
YouTube.
Both founded by young

adults, these sites have yielded
tremendousprofits andhave had
significant cultural effects.
Perm said that whereas the
profits of past generationsoften
came with negative social and
environmental implications,
these products have had no such
effects.
"Our generation has created

billions of dollars just by sitting
in front of our computers our
hands are clean," Perm said.
"We've made billions for
the Facebook and the Myspace
guys, and it would be great to
do something for our friends
in Texas who still can't afford
college." \u25a0

...
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sic questions

about what
makes a good community," Pope
said.
As an exampleofnatural law,
Pope said that while many creeds
forbid stealing, one doesn't have
to be a follower of a particular
religion to know that stealing
is wrong. Adherents to natural
law would argue that the general
aversionto taking someoneelse's
possessions is contained somewhere in humannature and thus is
universallyunderstoodacross culturaland religious boundaries.
Natural law relates to homosexuality in a specific way.
Thomas Aquinas was one of the
first people to study natural law
within the context of the Catholic
Church. In his studies, Aquinas
considered both the rational
nature and biological nature of
human beings. Pope discussed
how Aquinas's consideration of
natural lawfound the male and
female bodiescomplementaryfor
purposes of procreationand thus
any union not betweena man and
awomanwas contrary to nature.
But as the church reached
the middle of the 20th century,
the understanding of sexual acts
within the church started to
shift.
"There starts to be an understanding of sex not as a physical
act, but as a form of communion of
two people who love each other,"
Pope said. "The church stopped
talking about the primarily procreative aspect of sexuality and
startedtalkingabout procreation
and love becoming two coequal
purposes of sexuality."
Pope finished his sketch when
he said that this new perspective
on sexuality also has the possibility to change the role or at
least offer a new way to consider
homosexualitywithin the Catholic Church.
"Thechurch doesnot condemn
sex within a marriage if a woman
is infertile or pregnant or during
a time in her monthly cycle that
is likely to be infertile," Pope said.
"This openness to the moralvalue
of non-procreative sex have been
takenby sometheologians to constitute useful indications of the
potential of morally meaningful
sex among gays and lesbians."
The question-and-answer
session opened with a question about the ramifications of
what is now understood to be a
constantly changing nature of
Thomas Aquinas's natural law,
which was based on a very static
view ofthe organic world.
"One ofthebig shifts that took
place is the beginning ofthe notion of human experience being
historical; thatour verynotion of
human nature is always affected
by history," Pope said.
Pope saidthatmuch ofour understanding ofwhatit means to be
humanhas changed considerably
since Aquinas's time. We have
come to a greater understanding
of people as cultural, social animalsand also to an understanding
of the distinctively human traits
of love and consideration, Pope
said.
"The challenge to theCatholic

acts against
gay

students

It's Groundhog Day, and lo and behold, six more weeks
of winter are on the way. What better way to spend
those snowy days than writing stories for News?

are explicitlyforbidden.

"I think the belief of the entire University community, and
I include the administrationand
faculty, is that every student on
this campus, regardless of sexual
orientation and religious beliefs,
shouldbe treatedwith the utmost
respect," said Interim Dean for
Student Development PaulChebator. "That's where we have to
start. And from there we have to
start looking at other issues."
For Pope, one particularly pertinent issue is the consideration
of sex by both gay and straight
couples.
"Personally, I don't think the
issue is straight or gay. I think
the issue is whether you're going
to use sex to get pleasure and
treat it as a recreational activity,
or if you're going to treat it like
a deep bond," Pope said. "The
fundamentalquestion is whether
you can channel sexual energy
into love, into commitment."
Pope notedthat some Catholics have a tendency to condemn
the behavior of gay individuals
without acknowledgingtheir own
sexual indiscretions as seen by
the church.
"I applaud [Professor Pope]
for talking about sexuality as
it should include heterosexual
conduct. This notion of lovebeing
the primary goal ofa sexual union
along with procreation is really
important and there are a lot of
cavalierattitudes on this campus
about sex," Chebator said.
The discussion ofsex on campus continues the tradition of
earlier lectures in the series, the
brainchild of Celso Perez, president of the GLC and A&S '09.
Perez started the series in order
to foster discussion on what he
feels are important issues involving sexuality and the Catholic
Church.
"I commend Celso for doing
this," Pope said. "I think it takes
some guts and some practical
wisdom, but to organize it the
wayhe has, in a constructive way,
is really great." Chebator was
equally impressed with the attendanceandcaliberofthe event
from an administrative point of
view. "Even though thereis no formallyregistered organization,you
wouldn't know it by last night,"
Chebator said.
"Here is an organization that
is run as a part ofstudent government that is sponsoring programs
around gay student issues. I understand symbolically there is a
peace there; we do whatever we
can to try and support our gay
students."
Perez was very satisfied with
the evening, particularly the
involvement of the prospective
students, community members,
and faculty in the question-andanswer session. The spirited conversation sparked by the debate
lastedfor a full hour and a half.
"This is the type of conversation we'resupposedto be having."
Perez said. "I don't think what
we'redoing is in spite of our Catholicism, but rather because of
our Catholicism." \u25a0

The Heights News team is looking for News writers.
Write to news@bcheights.com for more information.
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For details, call CPT Brett Tashiro at 617-552-3230 or email tashirbr@bc.edu
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QUOTE OF THE DAY

Proposed housing
restrictions unwise

"Competition brings out the best in products and the worst in people."
?

David Sarnoff

THE ISSUE: Part of zoning plan specifically targets students
WHAT WE THINK: New rules both misguided and unfair
A proposal before the Boston City
The program is also unjust in
Council seeks to redefine the zoning singling out college students. These
definition of "family" to effectively individuals are both more likely to
restrict the number of students livneed concentrated housing due to
ingin the same house. City Councilor cost concerns and more likely to
Michael Ross' proposal loosens the want it to stay close to their friends.
current law to allow more than four It is unfair to restrict a whole class of
unrelated people in the same house, people from pursuing housing simbut creates a special category for ply because of the behavior of a few
- contrary to popular belief, not all
students of post-secondary institutions, limiting their numbers to five students are loud partiers. As long as
dwellings abide by safety and zoning
per dwelling.
The law on this matter has gone regulations, students should be able
through a complex evolution. Until topursue their housing decisions just
a consent decree in 2005 between like any other adult.
Greater Boston Legal Services and
The safetyissue is oneofparticular
the Supreme Court ofMassachusetts, importance to both students and the
it was illegal for more than four un- city. It is true that some off-campus
related people to live
houses are overcrowded
Students should be and therefore unsafe,
together in the same
dwelling.
able to pursue their but this is no reason
After the decree
to penalize students.
housing decisions
(which was inresponse
Instead of restricting
just like any other
to a court casebrought
students' choices of
dwellings by overreguagainst the original
adult.
rule) the law became
lation (and creating an
more muddled. Ross' proposal atunsafe black market for cheap houstempts to clarify the regulation by ing), the city shouldbespending more
loosening the zoning restrictions on time ensuring all off-campus housing
families and working adults while at is safe and in decentcondition.
the same time creating a special reBoston is a college town. It has
strictive category for students.
been since Harvard was founded in
This proposal seems both ill-con1636. With over 60 colleges now in
ceived and unfair. Though supposthe Boston area, the city needs to be
edly, catering to neighbor's concerns sensitive to the needs of students,
about loud parties and poorly-kept especially when it comes to housing.
residences, Ross actually does the As colleges continue to draw students
from near and far into the Bay area,
community a disservice.
By breaking up highly concentheseyoung people deserveto be able
trated dwellings, this rule will lower to find appropriate,affordable housthe housing supply, raising rents ing without undue restrictions.
for both student and non-student
ThoughRoss' plan would likely not
renters alike. In addition, students begin affecting students until 2011 or
will be forced to spread more widely 2012, today's students must speak up
throughout the community, bringing against a plan that not only treats
with them the "disturbance" they them unfairly, but is counterproducseem to cause. Parties will not stop tive to the constituency it seeks to
simply because students are forced placate.
into smaller lodgings - theywould just
Unwise and unreasonable, this
become more dispersed, andpossibly, proposal should find a new home
morenumerous.
somewhere other than Boston.

Primaries offer a
chance to be heard
THE ISSUE: Primaries and caucuses in 24 states on Tuesday
WHAT WE THINK: Students should get out and vote
Tomorrow, the largest Super Tuesday in American history will take
place in which residents of 24 states
cast votes in presidential primaries
or caucus with groups of like-minded
supporters. The early caucuses and
primaries of lowa, New Hampshire,
Michigan, Nevada, South Carolina,
and Florida have given some indication about thenational moodbut have
failed to identifythe heir apparentfor
either party.
Though some candidates have
dropped out, a virtual dead heat still
remains between Mitt Romney and
John McCain, andHillary Clinton and
Barack Obama. This is why Feb. 5 is
not only thelargest SuperTuesday, but
also one ofthe most important days of
primary voting in the last century.
Apathy among voters between the
ages of 18 and 30 has been the oftrepeated refrain of political pundits
and MTV Rock the Vote campaigns.
It's Hard to believe that 30 years
ago, there was a relentless campaign
enacted to lower the voting age. On
July 1, 1971, the 26th amendment to
the Constitution was ratified, which
lowered the American voting age to
18, a tremendous victory for the university students and Vietnam soldiers
who worked to change the law. Today,
however, we havebetrayed that passion
with uninformed citizenship and pure

The

laziness. Though we know that voting
is an opportunity and not a requirement, we have an obligation to our
forebears and the nation to which we
belong to exercise this privilege.
Five Northeastern states (Massachusetts, Connecticut, New York,
New Jersey, and Delaware) are preparing to participate in the Super
Tuesday voting, which means that
many students at this University will
have the opportunityto vote in person
or through absentee ballots. It is the
strong opinion ofthis newspaperthat
all those who can vote do so.
We are entering a period of transitionin this country. The babyboomers
are retiring, giving way to a new generation of leaders. This is why voting
is imperative. If this generation of
rising Americans wants a say in the

America in which they will be living,
working, and raising a family, they
must exercise their democratic right
to choose their leaders.
Students atBC are privileged with
both the resources and information necessary to make an informed
decision regarding Presidential candidates. With University voter registrationdrives and frequentreminders
from local and campusmedia sources,
the only excuses for not voting on
Tuesday are apathy and laziness,
labels befitting no BC student.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
All New Yorkers not jerks

Not stingy, just disappointed

Irecently readthe Thumbs
Up andThumbsDown section

Kalyn Belsha's article
("Number of donors stagnant," Jan. 31) reminded me
of my senior year at Boston
College. I had many, many
conversations about why I
would NOT give to BC until

of the Jan. 31 editionof The
Heights. One section which
stood out, in particular, was
the topic ofpresidential candidate, Rudy Giuliani.
Personally, I do not support Mr. Giuliani or his politics. However, I am a native
NewYorker. I do not appreciate you callingMr. Giuliani a
"jerk" who should "go back
to New York."
Whether or not you were
directly attacking Mr. Giuliani or indirectly attacking
New Yorkers, you have no

ethicalright to defameaman
simply because you do not
agree with his politics. Your
attack came off as one on
Rudy and all New Yorkers.
Quite frankly, you lost a
fan today in the process of
losing your class. I expect
that this will not be published in the Opinion section
of your next edition. However,I felt it was necessaryto
tell you how I feel. After all, I
do go to Boston Collegeand I
do love to read your paper.
Daniel Kenny
AdS '10

the school showed some
respect for the needs ofLG-

BTQ and AHANA students.
(Someof thoseconversations
were with my friend andcol-

league, Lou Manzo, whose
articlefrom fall 2007 makes
this same point).
I know I speak for many
of my fellow alumni who
share this sentiment. I hope

appointment.

Bill Przylucki
BC'O7

Drinking age affects drinking culture
I am now a university student. I

Kelsey Lescop

grewup in New YorkCity andhavebeen

By passing the National Minimum
Drinking Age Act of 1988, the federal
government essentially mandated the
national drinking age by imposing a 10
percent cut in highway aid for states
that maintained a drinking age lower
than 21.
ThoughI'veoftenbeentold thatthe
reversal of this act would take nothing
less than politicalrevolution, I urge the
candidates to considerthe implications
of such a drinking age on theculture of
the United States.
Americans are not allowedaccess to
alcohol untilthe age of 21. That means
that at every point in that person's life
until the age of21, they havecommitted
an offense in drinkingalcoholoutsideof
situations involvingreligionor parental
guidance.

drinking freely with the aid of Indian
bodegas since the age of 13, but more
significantly, I'm seeing that in Europe
drinking is sociallyaccepted at ages as
lowas 14.
Americans are taught to believe that
youth consumption ofalcohol can only
leadto promiscuity, drunk driving, and
run-ins with the law. Our laws lead us
to believe that alcohol is directly correlated to drunkenness, that there is
no middle ground, and that alcohol
consumption is synonymous with alcohol abuse.
Now, I'm in college. In talking to
people around campus, I've realized
that most of the people here have had
no experiencewith alcoholbesides the
single botched raid of their parent's
liquor cabinet in freshman year of high
school. What I also see is thousands of

underagepeoplewith an impulse to fall
into garbled,stumbling, vomit-stained,
and date-raped drunkenness. It's an
epidemic; if you go out on a weekend
night, the message ofthe group is clear:
"We are here to get wasted."
This is what happenswhen you don't
letkids learn howto live with alcoholbefore they learn how to live on their own.
Maybe we should control this outdated legislature and teach kids ourselves, in the household; then, when
they are on their own, they will know
how to drink like gentlefolk instead
hobos.
Understanding the impossibility of
that proposal, I'll second it with the
suggestion of a grassroots approach
to fostering a culture that is more
permitting of alcohol, which is not the
problem, and insteadfiercely opposed
to thedrunkenness that decaysour collective soul.

THE ONLINE BUZZ
Reprinting reader comments from bcheights.com, The Online Buzz draws on the
vibrantonline community to contribute to the ongoing discussion.

Responding to "This Sunday: Go Giants," by Derek ahead, as he should in this situation; his office should have
Welch
justkept it quiet for a few days.
Petesays: Nice cospiracy theory here. This has nothing to
do with political "tactic."This is all about logistics.
Responding to "Is this as good as it's going to get for
Menino has already statedhe'drather do [a Super Bowl BC basketball?" by David Amstutz
parade] on Wednesday but refuses to do so because Pro
Johna. phieffer says: It's probablyas good as it's going to
Bowl players from the Pats must head to Hawaii on Wednesget unless we're willing to violate NCAA rules, compromise
day. The only time to do this with the whole team would our academicstandardsand graduationrate, andpay a coach
be Tuesday, since Monday is too early. He's acknowledged over $2 million per year. I thought one reason why BC left
that it is more difficultto do it on Election Day particularly the Big Eastand joined the ACC was so we wouldn'thave to
because of the shortage of police detail needed to secure do those things to be consistently competitive andperhaps
the parade route; an officer must be present at every single more in a good year. And, remember, even if we do, the big
polling area in the city which will alreadydeplete the police state universities that have millions of people paying their
department for the day whether there is a parade or not. expenses can and will always do more. Do you want your most
People want to vote are going to go out and vote whether prominent alumnus to be Doug Flutie or Brian Bosworth?
there is a parade for the Pats or not. Menino was thinking
READERS NOTE:

The Heights welcomes Letters to the Editor not exceeding 200 words
and column submissions that do not exceed 700 words for its op/ed
pages.

The Heights reserves the right to edit for clarity, brevity, accuracy, and
to prevent libel. The Heights also reserves theright to write headlines and
choose illustrations to accompany pieces submitted to the newspaper.

Submissions must be signed and should include the author's connection to Boston College, address, and phone number. Letters and columns
can be submitted online at www.bcheights.com, by e-mail to editor©
bcheights.com, in person, or by mail to Editor, The Heights, 113 McElroy
Commons, Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02467.
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Striking a balance with 'solidarity'
Thumbs
Up
Voting - With over 20
contests in each party, Super
Tuesday is the Super Bowl
ofprimary competition.
With the nomination of
both parties up in the air,
these votes (which include
Massachusetts) will help
choose the front-runners.
Microsoft - Watch out
Google. Tech behemoth
Microsoft makes an
unsolicited $44.6 billion
offer for Yahoo, 60 percent
over the current share price.
Mardi Gras - New Orleans
parade returns to its old
route through the city,
bringing some sense of preKatrina normalcy back to
the community. Now for the
other 364 days.

Matt Carroll
"Living in solidarity:" it's a phrase
that garners a lot of attention at Boston
College. It's right up there with "Men and
women for others," "Settheworldaflame,"
and "Ruinedfor life" as go-to Jesuit ideals.
It's also one ofthe most challengingprinciples to incorporate into our daily lives.
When I was majoring in education as a
freshman, I learnedabout these concentric circles we begin forming when we're
young andkeep developingas we get older.
At the center, there's you and me, andfor
most of us, our parents make up the first
ring. They're followed by our siblings,
grandparents, our friends andother family

members, teachers and classmates, coworkers, neighborhoods,cities, etc.
These circles keep going and going and
at the outer rings we reach strangers and
countries in far awayplaces. As thecircles
becomefurther removed, we identify less
with and becomeless concerned for the
peopleinhabitingthose circles.For example, I assume that given the choice, most
of my readers would elect to give one of
theirkidneys to theirmom or theirbrother
before giving it to me (with the exception,
perhaps, ofmy editor,who needs 600-700
wordsfrom me each week).
It's only natural to care deeply about
those closest to us, but we are not limited
to caring only for thosepeople.In fact, the
very missions of the Appalachia Volunteers, the Arrupe InternationalImmersion
trips, andother service programs on this
campus are based on making the lines
between thosecircles a littlecloudier.This
is a goodthing; byblurring thelinesofexactly where "we"end and "they"begin, we
better identify and empathizewith others

different, strange, or foreign to us.
It sounds like a simple concept, but
putting it into healthy practice can be

harder than ever imagined.
From volunteer trips to the classes
I've taken, the experiencesI've had have
made me certain that I want to volunteer
internationallyafter graduation.I saw this
route as the most direct path to livingin
solidaritywith the poor and oppressed. I
sense it is similar with many who volunteer or study humanrights and justice, but
there is a hiddenrisk involved.Whde on a
retreat followinga BC service and immersion program, and one ofthe challenges we
discussed was how to engage in solidarity
with thepeoplewithwhomwe connected,
engaged, and served, without sacrificing
the community we already possess at
home,school, and with our families.
This dangerwas previously lost on me
before the retreat, but as I reflectedon my
past few semesters, I saw thatratherthan
merge the concentric circles, I had tried
to flip-flop them.

My mom has always supported me
in whatever I do and continued to do so
when I toldher ofmy plans for next year.

But althoughthe ideaof leavinghomefor
a foreign land doesn't worry me, I never
once stoppedto think about how her only
child leaving wouldaffect her. I've done
the same to my friends, several ofwhom
feel the increasing anxiety of being an
almost-graduate.Rather than be present
with the friend, I change the subject to
what I think "reallymatters," like elections or whereI'm planning to volunteer.
Solidarity is an incredibly important
thing to try to achieve, and BC programs
are wise to elevateit so highly among their
values. But we must be careful; if we take
for granted those with whom our solidarity has come easy and sacrifice these
connections, how can we ever expect to
maintain it with those so far away?
Matt Carroll is a Heightsstaffcolamnist.He
welcomescomments at mcarroll@bcheights.
com.

Nicholas Sarkozy - French
president marriedCarlaBruni
at the Elysee Palace in Paris
on Saturday. It marked the
first time aFrench president
has marriedwhile in office.
Nathan Gerbe - BC forward
nabs Hockey East Player of
the Month for January. With
nine points (four goals and
five assists) in seven games,
Gerbe helped BC to a 4-1-2
record in January.
AcousticVersion of
"Sweetest Girl" - Hop on
YouTube to catch the soulful
acoustic remix of Wyclef
Jean's "Sweetest Girl," with
haunting vocals from Niia
and jammin' bass from Jerry
Wonda.

Hunting Lessons - West
Virginia strays from the
classic dodgeballparadigm to
propose a gun safety lesson
as part of the state's physical
educationcurriculum.

LM OTERO / AP EXCHANGE

Republican presidential hopeful and former Governor of Massachusetts Mitt Romney walks down the stairsfrom his campaign charter jetupon arrival at the airport in Denver.

Romney represents true conservatives

Thumbs
Down
Kevin Boland
Sickness - Winter coughs,
sneezes, and sniffles spread
likewildfire through the
residence halls. Nothing
is worse than being sick
at school, so cover your
mouths, people.
Thumbs Up / Thumbs
Down - TU / TD outrages
New Yorkers with a flippant
comment based on a
stereotypeof their jerk-ness
and misreports the UGBC
ticketingdelays as a "crash"
of the computer system.
Oops.
Exxon Mobile - Big Oil
continues to benefit from
consumer pain. Exxon
Mobile reported $40.6 billion
in profits last year, setting
therecord for any company
ever. According to The New
York Times, Exxon Mobile
made $1,287 ofprofit every
second of 2007. Ridiculous.

Early Classes - Students
now have a scientific excuse
for sleepingthrough class.
After a sleepstudy found that
almost a quarter ofstudents
sleep in class each week,
scientists pointed to early
starts as the culprit, as 12-to-25-year-oldsdon't start
producing the sleep hormone
melatoninuntil 11 p.m.
PunxsutawneyPhil - For
those looking for an early
spring, Phil should have
stayed in bed. Instead, on
GroundhogDay, he emerged
from his hole and saw his
shadow, indicating six more
weeks of winter.
Super Bowl - From the best
team ever to a historical
footnote in 2:07. The Patriots
dreamseason goes up in

smoke as Eli Manning leads
the Giants to victory.

Tomorrowis "Super Tuesday,"when
21 states - including Massachusetts
- will cast their ballots in the Republican primary. In the Republican
primary, only two candidates remain
viable. I would like to persuade my
fellowRepublicans to pull the leverfor
Governor Mitt Romney.
John McCain is an American hero
and areal patriot, but he is not a conservative. McCain voted against - and
stridently spoke against - the tax cuts
passed in 2001 and 2003, which have
significantlyboostedthe economy and
created a gushing ofrevenue into the
federaltreasury. Moreover,McCain has
a penchant for actively disregarding
Republicans in favor of "bipartisanship" - always supportedby the press,
liberal elites, and never for thebenefit
of the conservative agenda.

In fact, every one of his signature
legislativeproposals fall under this category: McCain-Feingold, which significantly limited freedom of speech during
election cycles; McCain-Kennedy, the
amnesty immigration bill which would
have allowed 12 million people a pathway
to citizenship; and McCain-Lieberman, a
plan that would unilaterally impose caps
on carbon emissions on America. These
were all championed by McCain, and all
were opposedby the conservative base of
the party for policy reasons.
Conservatives define themselves by
their policy objectives. We believe the
economy will grow if it is taxed less and
it will slow down if energy prices rise
above market rates as a result of federal
environmentalpolicy. We believe that the
only reliable exit from poverty is to improve public education, not to spend more
money on a broken system because the
teachers' unions demandit.
McCain is an honorable man. He
just does not believe what conservatives
believe.
Let me make this one point in his favor.
Should he become the Republican nominee, hewouldbe a superiorchoice to either
Hdlary Clinton or Barack Obama.That is
for certain. What is in question, however,

is whether he is the best nominee among
the remaining candidates to advance the
conservative agenda. I do not believe he

is. Conservatives are looking for a man
who wholly embraces the three legs of the
stool - those offiscal, military, and social
conservatism. The correct answer is former
Massachusetts Governor Mitt Romney.
Romney has articulately laid out a vision for America consistent with the conservative principles that have guided the
RepublicanParty to victory in seven out of
the last 10 presidential elections.National
Review, in its endorsement of Romney,
declaredthat "Romney is a full-spectrum
conservative: a supporter of free-market
economics and limited government, moral
causes such as theright to lifeand thepreservation of marriage, and a foreign policy
based on the nationalinterest."
A vote for Mitt Romney is not simply a
vote against John McCain. A vote for Mitt
Romney is a vote for a man who understands the economy and how to compete
with India andChinabecausehe's spenthis
life running a successful business; a vote for
Romneyis a vote for a competent executive
becausehe was governorofMassachusetts.
A vote for Romney is a vote for someone
who wdl vocally defend traditional marriage, the sanctity of human life, and the

Students addicted to life
could talk first, then walk, thendominate
theplayground. By the timewe couldread,
The CavalierDaily
it was all about grades and youth sports.
School leads to the marketplace and who
(U-WIRE) CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va."Lifegoes by pretty fast. Ifyou don't stop canget the best job, make the most money,
andlook around once in a while,you could buy the best car or house. After competing to have the best midlife crisis, it's all
miss it."
Ferrismakes an excellentpoint. Drugs, about who can retire first, and then live
sex, lies, and reality TV aren't the only the longest. I betthere is even pushing and
things that catalyze our lives. In many shoving in line at the Pearly Gates.
cases we are to blame. We are addicted
Far and away the greatest fix for our
to competition and the fear of being left addiction is college, during the prime of
behind.Our motto has become, "Winning our lives when we are most fit for thefight.
isn't everything, it'sthe only thing." In the We compete to get here with SATs, GPAs,
rush to the top, even winning has become IBs and APs, only to realize that is simply
an instrumental end only to better our a testto see if we're capable ofcompeting
position for the next competition. It's a with the big boys. Then we try and outdo
eachotherby seeing who can complainthe
vicious cycle, andthe worstpart is thereis
no one with whom to share the victory.
most about his schedule.
It's not our fault for starting the
Even when we are trying to relax and
game. For that I blame nature - and the blow off steam we can't help ourselves.We
1980s. Biologistswill tell you that "fight compete to see who can wait the longest
or flight" is programed into our brains. before a basketball game actually starts.
The onlyproblem is that today there is Drinking games provide simply another
avenue to expand the game.
no place else to flee. The competition
Social competition was intense enough
has spread to the point where you either
stand your ground or get hit in the face when it was confined to normal threedimensional space, but when it spread
by a flat world.
Frombirth it hasbeen a race to see who to cyberspace it really got out of hand. I

By

John Gregory

speak, of course, ofFacebook and the race
to buildthe largest socialcircle. Competition is stiff as people try to inflate their

digital selves.
As if grades and socializing weren't
enough to get us off, there's the realm of
extracurriculars to plunge into. Rare is
the group that you just show up and join
- almost all require some application or
test. One sincere person's desire to do
something only creates demand and escalatesthe game.
Unfortunately, the game has become
about the next move and filling the next
line on the resume. One person's compassion and vision has turned into everyone
else'sambitionand pursuit ofself-interest.
Competitionhas been boiled down to an
attention-seeking activity to prove the
self-worthofthe competitors. If they win,
they pass on to the next game, and if they
lose,they are doomedto repeat the cycle.
We seem to take an almost masochistic
pleasure from the simplicity and finality
of the game - black or white, win or lose.
It simplifies life.
Iflife is a game, we shouldtake a time
out and enjoy the game before the game
ends.

importance offaith in America.
The Republican primary season has
been one filled with a variety ofcandidates
of various visions, positions, and experiences. Only two real choices remain. Both
men would be competitive against the

Democrats in the general election. The
choice that voters in 21 states face tomorrow is, which man best represents the
Republican Party's values?Who can unite
andlead all thefactions of theRepublican
Party to victory in the fall?
Substantively, the choice is Romney.
There is also a tactical consideration.On
every issue other than defense andforeign
policy, McCain plays the Clinton triangulation game. Turn-about is fair play; perhaps
it's appropriate then for conservatives to
vote for Romney in order to pressure McCain into some meaningful concessions on
economic and social policy.
My home state of Maryland votes on
Feb. 14. I'll be casting my vote for Mitt
Romney. For the sake of our party and
the future of the conservative movement,
I urge all other likeminded Republicans
to do the same.
Kevin Boland is a Heightsstaffcolamnist.He
welcomes comments at kboland@bcheights.
com.

Online Poll

Where do you prefer
to buy your burritos
from?
O Anna's Taqueria
O Boloco
O Chipotle
O Taco Bell
O Corcoran Commons
O Boca Grande
OQdoba

Submit Vote
@bcheights.com
(Jot an Opinionworthpublishing?

Send Op-Eds and Letters to the Editor
by logging on to bcheights.com.
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SAUDBTERRACATLS

By Elizabeth Flock

Heights Staff

There

are

only seven

days until Christmas
and it is two in the
morning. O'Neill Library is packed. Students are memorizing
note cards for a psychology exam, writing
papers on Shelley andKeats, and trying to
organize their thoughts to write 25 pages
on the Crimean War.
For Molly*, a senior

history major at
Boston College, the task of focusing long
enough to finish her final paper seems
monumental.Thanks to the giftof a friend,
a tinyblue pill makes it easier. Her20th pill
this semester, Molly says,"It gives me the
concentration I need to stay up all night
and write this. And ifI get tired, I will just
take another one."

The pill is AdderallXR, a psychostimulant, which is of the class of prescription
amphetamines used to treat Attention
Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD).
Adderall XR is an extendedrelease pill,
which means it does not impact an individualall at once, but doctorsstillconsider
it to have high potential for abuse and
addiction.
At college campuses across the country,
Adderall XR is being widely used by students who do not have ADHD, reported
the Drug and Alcohol Dependence Journal
in 2005. Students say it brings about more
focused study, longer hours of cramming,
and ultimatelyhigher grades.
Although students across the country
use it illegally, Adderall XR is not difficult to obtain. Shire Pharmaceuticals,
which manufactures the drug, says that
over 100,000prescriptions havebeen dispensed since it was released to the market

in 2001.

At BC Health Services, therehavebeen
89 requests for prescriptions of Adderall
XR since June 2007, says Nancy Baker,
associate director of Health Services.
"While we try to impress upon thestudents
we prescribe Adderall to be very cautious
with their drugs, we know that there is a
lotof conversation out thereabout sharing
medications," she says.
For some, it is as nearbyas family. Sarah*, who is a psychology major, has always
hadtroubleconcentrating on her work. She
gets the medicationfromher brother, who
is prescribed Adderallto treat his ADHD.
Sarah has been taking the drug since high
school, and says that she is aware of how
much of it she can handle. "With one pill,
f am much more productive. But with two,
f feel like I'm on speed," she says.

See Adderall, B3
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A series of

unfortunate

"My roommate's girlfriend is always over. She practically lives
here. She's nice and everything but she's just over here too much.
I asked my roommate if maybe they could stay in her room from
time to time and he got pissed and now he's not speaking to me.
What should I do?
?Three's a Crowd

events

Ryan Responds:

Lisa Says:

Don't room with him again next year. Maybe lock the door before he gets home.
That's annoying. There are certain couples thatfeel the need to hang out all
It's rude and stubborn of him to banish you to the couch every night; you are paying the time. At the onset of a relationship, it's understandableand even encouraged.
However, couples who continue to hang out that much bother me.
thousands of dollarsfor that bed. And you did not sign up for a forced triple.
If he's not speaking to you, there is little you can do. Provided you didn't shove
Your roommate and his girlfriendsound like one of those couples. Hanging out
him against the walland deliver a harsh ultimatum, you didn'tdo anything wrong in in a relationship, like everything else in life, should be enjoyed in moderation.
this relationship. Continue to offer jokes about your day, ask him questions, or offer
As a guy, I have always wonderedwhat the incentive is to hang out with your
a small conciliatorystatement for a day or two, but if he continues on this path of girlfriend for so long. Obviously, I have some idea, but after a certain point, do
jerkishness, offer thesilent treatmentright back. The "talk to yourroommate"advice these people ever think, "Youknowwhat? lam triedof looking at your face."
that I gave last week won'twork if he refuses to
Here's the advice I would give to these couples:
talkback.
If you feel theneed to hang out all the time, or you
"Make noise when you go to bed, turn on the light, have to lock yourselves in your room for endless
Ifyou haveother roommates maybe they could
drop
talk to him while you aren't around. Ask them
books, and sigh loudly. If you have a ladyfriend, hours doingGod knows what, or you hang out so
to make a big deal when they head out to their invite her over for nightly socialization sessions. You much with each other on weekends thatyou barely
leave your apartment or room and it gets to a point
girlfriends' rooms, announcing how considerate guys can have sleepovers. And maybe he'll finally unand well-manneredthey are being.
where your friends wonderif you are still living
I hear that sometimes guys need more than derstand. Sometimes mockery is the best policy."
with them, do everyone a favor and stop.
subtle hints to understand complicated situaIn your case, I would simply tell yourbuddy
- Lisa's last-resort advice
again how muchthis bothers you. If they continue
tions, so the loud and obnoxious strategy might
work quite well.
to hang in your room all the time, then find someThere's not much else to tell you other thanto wait this one out. Make noise when one else to live with next year. People who are that inconsiderate are not worth
being friends with anyways. And besides, getting rid of him is, in essence, getting
you go to bed, turn on the light,drop books, and sighloudly. Ifyou have a ladyfriend,
invite her over for nightly socializationsessions. You guys can have sleepovers. And rid ofhis girlfriend as well.You can thank me later,
maybe he'll finally understand. Sometimes mockery is thebest policy.

"It's the middle of my junior year and I've been feeling that the major I chose just isn't right for me. I know it's not too late to
change it, but I would risk having to overload or take summer classes to finish. The only problem is, my parents won't allow
this by any means. They've always pushed me to be a doctor but what I've realized is that this only makes me miserable. How
do I tell them that the M.D. title is just not in the cards for me?"
Getting Major Fever
?

Ryan Says:

Lisa Responds:

A lot of times, when your parents are spendingthousands of dollarsto send you
to Boston College, you feel obligated to comply with their wishesfor your future.
Iknow you are feeling pressure to change your major, while at the same time you
want to placate yourparents. You probably don'tknow what to do. Maybe you have
a persistentknot in your stomachor maybe you cry yourself to sleep everynight. I
don'tknowhow you are handlingthis situation, but whatever you are doing to beat
yourself up, stop doing it.
Thefirst thing you need to understand is that for almost everycareer field you
can go into, your major won't limit your op-

This is very tricky if yourparents are paying for your four-year stay at Boston
College,but ultimately you have to do what makesyou happy. This is probably
the same optimistic advice thatyou heard from your friends, the Career Center,
and your veryhelpful academic advisor, deliveredwith sympathy but not any real
empathy. Theyprobably got to pick their majors.
There's a lot that you can do with a science degree - a lot that doesn'thave
anything to do with science. As a senior who has heardthe "you can be anything
you want to be" talk many times this year, Irealize that most companies are looking for someone who likes to learn and work hard,

tions. There are exceptions like pre-med (as
regardless ofwhat he or she majoredin.
"Now, your parents are probably more of a concern
Think about picking up a minor in something
you alreadyknow) and accounting, among
for you because you are worried how they are going to you actually like, for a different experience or just
others, but I know you don't want to be a
doctor, and I am guessing you don't want to
for fun. It can help you decide on something else
take it that you don't want to be a doctor anymore.
you really want to do after graduation. Ifyou're
be an accountant.
Just tell them the truth and, because they are your
feeling ambitious, you can even take other edifying
As forfiguring out what you wantto do for
parents and hopefully love you, they will understand." classes that have nothingto do with a title on a
a job, I would go to the Career Center and set
diploma.
up an appointment. I've heardthey are really
- Ryan, on parents' unconditionallove
If it'll make things easier with your parents, tell
goodwithhelping you figure out what you
want to do with your life.
them you wouldlike to take a year or two off, earn
some money, learn about yourself as a person, etc., and then proceed confidently
Now, your parents are probably more of a concern for you because you are
on to mcd school.
worried how they are going to take the news that you don'twant to be a doctor
Two years later just tell them you love your job and - surprise - will not be addanymore. Just tell them the truth and, because they are your parents and hopefully
ing an M.D. to your name after all.
love you, they will understand.
Ryan Lopez is a staff columnistfor The Heights. He welcomes comments at lopezr@

bcheights.com.

Lisa Cook is a senior staff columnistfor The Heights. She welcomes comments at
cooklb@bcheights.com.

"He Said/She Said" always welcomes questions for future columns
as well as comments about this week's responses. All printed questions remain anonymous. Send any questions or comments to Tula
at batanchi@bcheights.com.

COLLEGE CONNECTIONS

Dissecting the group project, one person at a time
how wonderfulthe prospect seems, it
just ain't gonna happen.
Group projects are great... in theory.
They promote teamwork,they prepare
you for the business world, etc. In the
real world, when everyone is working
the same, solitaryjob in the same of-

Steven Keppler

fice, group work is ideal.

There are some things about life
at BostonCollege that just go hand in
hand withbeing a Carroll School of
Management student. Facing thebrunt
of incessant, playful (I hope) claims
that you have sold your soul. Dealing
with theridiculous number of abbreviations and acronyms that go along
with every course. Relishing the fact
you have indeedsold your soul and will
make tons ofmoney(kidding).And
along with all these comes the inevitable, stressful, confusing, unsolvable
anomaly that is the group project.
This is not to say students in other
departments never have group projects
- but in CSOM, they have become a
way of life. This semester, three of my
five courses have multiplegroup projects as part ofeach student's grade. In
past semesters, it's been four of them.
It's begun to feel like a CSOM class
with no groupprojects is like Mary
Ann's not being crowded - no matter

In college, this is not the case.
Everyone has different schedules, so
finding a meeting time is a challenge.
No one has an office, so finding a meeting place is a challenge.Half the battle
is setting a time wheneveryone can be
in the same room.
All group projects begin the same
way - in thefirst meeting of the semester, the professor will hand out the
syllabus and announcethat there are
one or two group projects or presentations to be done during the semester.
They will then make the ever-important
distinction as to whether students can
choose their own groups or if theywill
be assignedto them.
If the answer is that students will
choose their own groups, every student
immediatelybegins the meticulous
process of rapidly scanning the room.
They are looking for friends, acquainanyone they
tances, familiarfaces
know ofwho wouldbe at least marginally capable of contributing in a group.

....

After class, there is then a wildrush
to recruit as many of thesepeople as
you can to avoid being the outcast that
some group needs to take on as its
charity case.
Now, if you are fortunate enough to
have good friends in a group, this will
be boththe best and the worst situation. There is the obviousbenefit of
knowing you will get along with these
people well, you canrely on each other,
etc. (if these things are not true, please
find yourself some new friends).
However,once Friendbecomes
Group MemberFriend, they alsobecome the Human Distraction. No group
completes its project slowerthan a
group offriends.
An agenda thatconsists of research
quicklybecomes a marathon viewing
ofYouTube clips. Practicing apresentationbecomes a challenge as to who
can withstandthe antics ofthe others.
Nothing is worse than having a fiveperson group with four good friends
- that fifth person spends the entire
project feigning laughter at the four's
jokeswhilethey contemplate dropping.
A group with no friends isn't any
easier. For starters, thereis that raceagainst-the-clock at the end ofclass to
secure enough groupmembers before
exclusion. Next comes the somewhat

awkwardfirst introductions(everyone
has been there). After this, you immediatelybegin scouting the others to see
if there are any characters you need to
watch out for.
Some common project-kdlers
include theZealot (who wants to meet
seven times a day and will callyou
persistently until you assure him you
can make tomorrow'smeeting) and
Mr. I-Have-So-Much-To-Do-I-CanOnly-Meet-At-9-a.m.-On-Sundays(a
close cousin of the slacker who wishes
he were too busy to meet so suggests
nonsense meeting times like midnight
on a Thursday).
Truth be told, in most cases, once
you are able to settle on thatfirst group
meeting (which has a 98 percent chance
of being held in Corcoran Commons),
most things tendto go pretty smoothly.
And, ofcourse, there is that rare
possibility that your group will provide
that amazing combination ofgood
gradesAND new friends. I havebeen
fortunate enoughto experience this just
once - andhow lucky I was. Maybe this
semester it'll happen again I can only
wait and see.

...

Steven Keppler is a staff columnistfor The
Heights. He welcomes comments at kepplers@bcheights.com.

Madeleine Rodriguez
This is a mistake, a huge mistake. No, I'm not talking about
Paris Hilton's record deal, Vanessa
Hudgens's experimentationwith
photography, or Britney Spears's decision to procreate. This, my friends,
is an evenbigger one. Someone out
there actually thinks I'm funny, and
that person was just lucky enoughto
be the editor of this section.
Don't get me wrong, I'm excited
that someone on the staff is so
comfortable with their insanity (the
Heights board, they're just like us!),
but my experiencewith new extracurricular activities hasn't always
been a pleasant one. In fact, you
could say my college career has been
a series of extracurricularfailures.
Ever since my father found out
I was accepted into and attending
Boston College, he's had some really
randomrequests. Case in point, to
this day my father really,really wants
me to join the Screaming Eagles
Marching Band. Reasonable enough,
until you find out that I have about
as much experienceplaying musical
instruments as Boston University
does with winning football games.
Luckily, dad's next suggestion at least made sense. I've
always wantedto be a lawyer, so
he thought I should look into the
Mock Trial team. Unfortunately, no
one informedme that New England
prep schools basicallybreedkids to
give opening statements in secret

courtroom-furnished dungeons.
Apparently, I wasn't up to par with
my cross-examining skills either, because when I asked the person playing the witness to state their name,
grade, and major for the court, no
one looked impressed. At least I
finally found out whythey decided
to use theword "mock" instead of
"pretend" or "imaginary." Jerks.
I couldn't let Pops down, though,
so my next stop was the fourth floor
ofLyons to auditionfor the University Chorale. I had always enjoyed
singing and never missed an episode
ofAmericanIdol. I gave them my
best rendition of "My Country 'Tis
ofThee" and smiledin confident
anticipation. They did not. Apparently "the shower," "my car," and
"shady Japanesekaraoke bars" were
not thekind of prior experiencethey
were looking for. Alas, my singing
career was over before I even called
Timbaland to produce/take credit
for my album.
At this point I was desperate, so
naturallyI asked someone to give me
a column in this newspaper. When
an editor, obviously as desperate as I
was, actuallyagreedto grant me my
wish and decided to assign me this
lovely space you'renow reading, I
deleted my profile on Chemistry.com
andcelebrated.
Basically, my only experience
with comedy is reading the profiles
of lonely men in the Allston/Brighton area, but I'm stillrelieved to
finally end my slew of extracurricular
failures andlearn that nepotism is
still alive andwell in this country.
My apprehensionstems from the
fact that people who have written
this column (and currently share
the honor with me) are members of
improv and sketch comedy groups
or even stand-up comedians.When
peoplethink ofthem, they think
"funny." When peoplethink of
me, they thinkHigh School Masical
(which is an award-winningand joyously wonderful cinematic experience but essentially not funny).
I do, however, promise to write at
least seven words that makeyou
laugh each week (I always aim for a
1 percent success rate, just ask my
chemistry professor). At least I know
my roommates will definitely use my
column to clean up our dog's poop.
My mom and dadkeep swearing
they're reallyproud of me.
Dad hasn't brought up the
marching band in two wholeweeks.

...

Madeleine Rodriguez is a staff columnistfor The Heights. She welcomes
comments at rodriguez@bcheights.com.
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Judgment under the 'dress code' gods
Dress codes are
a topic of much
debate
By Tula Batanchiev

Features Editor
Threatsof a "rustyrazor"from
the disciplinarianforcedtheboys
of Holy Cross High School in
Connecticut to remain mindful
of their facial hair and, likewise,
theirappearance. Althoughthese
teenage boys were required to
remain clean-shaven,as Michael
Killian, a 2005 graduate of Holy
Cross in Connecticut and CSOM
'09, recalls, the schooluniformfar
exceededthis one restriction.
"We had some freedom, we
didn'thave to all look the same,"
Killian says. Their uniforms were
far less rigid thanwhat is assumed
to be proper dress code by those
who are unfamiliar with school
uniforms; however, therules were
firm. Boys were required to wear
solid,button-downdress shirts, a
tic of any color or pattern as long
as it was deemed appropriate,
dress pants in either blue, tan,
or black, and dress shoes; sneakers, sandals, and boots were not
allowed.
"[The] no facial hair [rule] got
guys into a lotof trouble,"Killian
says. So much trouble, in fact,
that many boys were sent to the
principal's office to shave with the
"rustyrazor" sans shaving cream.
"It got me to shave,"Killian says
emphatically.Luckily, he never
had to endure this torture.
Killian's transition from high
school to college was also a departure from his former dress
code. Boston College, a private
Jesuit university, sees many applicants from backgrounds not
too removed from Killian's. In
this respect, the transition from
a private high school to a private
Catholic college is an easy one
to make. The one major difference, however, is the attire.
WhileKillian andhis high school
classmates were required to wear
a uniform, his BC peers have

...

big of a change for me some
people did go out and buy fancy
dress shirts or $100 shoes for the
girls, so I guess it dependson the
with a dress code was mainly person in that regard, butfor me
positive - he generally didn't I guess it was cheaper."
mind wearing his uniform - othDeMaio notes how her parers weren'tas appreciative, citing
ents liked her school uniform for
the loss of individuality. "A lot of that reason as well. "They loved
them [my classmates] didn'tlike it. They didn't have to buy me
it. Theywould always try andfind
clothes," she says.
loopholeswhere they would wear
Additionally, the dress code
sweaters and have their shirts was mandatedfor teachers of the
un-tucked, or try and modify Holy Cross High School as well.
the uniform making it more Killian's father, Dennis, teaches
popular." His classmates were at the high school;both father and
not alone. Many students and son were required to follow the
dress code, although Dennis was
parents feel that a uniform restricts children's personality and
allowed some leeway. He could, as
uniqueness,requiring everyoneto Killian recalls, wear striped shirts
look the same.
where his son was not afforded
Allison DeMaio, a 2005 graduthat luxury.
ate from Fenwick High School
The school uniform has been
in Oak Park, 111. and A&S '09, said to encourage students to
had similar experienceswith her get to know a person based on
high school classmates. "A lot personality and not simply on
of people tried to get away with dress. DeMaio agrees on the
things like wearing theirskirts too positive impact of her school's
short or wearing patternedsocks, uniform, which was different
but no one outwardly hated it. It based on the student's class year.
was OK at times," she says. This is
The girls had two differentskirts
where the debatebegins: Should - solid gray and purple plaid for
schools, private or otherwise, the underclassmenandblack and
whiteplaidfor the upperclassmen
require a uniform?
Killian consistently notes the - thatwere permitted, establishadvantages of having a uniform ing a difference between upper
and underclassmen. Every girl
policy,especially citing the"business" oflearning. "It got me used was required to wear an oxford
towearing suits andties andstuff shirt while solidknee highs were
and it got me geared toward the popularbut not mandatory. Girls
real world and conforming with had the option of wearing pants;
the business world. Now when the only restriction was that a tic
must accompany the pants.
people have to dress up for inter"One of the girls who wore a
views, I am able to tic my own tic
andtuck in my shirt,"Killian says. shirt and a tic, we had no idea
He is adamantabout thefact that ifshe was a guy or a girl for the
this required form of dress made entire year. Her name was Iffy,
him more cognizant ofhis attire. and it worked," DeMaio jokes.
"In middle school I never cared However, DeMaio was appreciawhat I looked like," he says, but tive ofthe school'sdress code: "It
now he is more conscious ofhow
was positive because therewasn't
he presents himself, especiallyto any pressure to impress anybody
future employers.
because everyone had to wear the
Likewise, the cost effectivesame thing, plus you had more
ness of uniforms makes them time in the morning," she says.
an attractive alternative to the
Although the rusty razor
expensive school apparel most Killian mentioned was one way
teenagers wish to wear. Killian of forcing students to follow the
dress code, JUG - judgment
says, "I'm not really that fashionable anyways so it wasn't that under God - was another such
no

such restrictions, unless one

counts the seeminglymandatory
J. Crew apparel.
Although Killian's experience

...
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practice. DeMaio says, "You had
to stay after school and see one

teacher in our high school, Mr.
Arellano, and you had to copy
out the handbook the infraction
that you broke for an hour. Some
kids would haveto do it everyday."
She recalls Mr. Arellano as one of
the scariest teachers at Fenwick.
"ThankGod I never had to do it,"
she says.
More often than not, the
schools requiring a uniform are
private. This is a major distinction, as students have the option
to attend these institutions. No
option was given, however, in
Polk County, Fla., when thepublic school board decided that it

would mandate a uniform dress
Regardless of the negative
codefor its students. On May 11, implicationsthat thePolk County
1999, in a 4-3 decision, the school school board and superintendent
board put a uniform into effect faced in persuading parents and
that has been criticized as being students that school uniforms
"oneof the most restrictiveschool would only be a benefit, there's a
uniform policies in the country." general consensus among those
By disallowingparents the option whoattendedprivate high schools
to opt their children out of the that the dress code was manageuniform, and likewisethreatening able.
At times, it was even liked.
suspension on those who do not
followthedresscode, Polk County Killian, a product of his Holy
has raised the question of where Cross education, rusty razor and
the authority of a school ends all, agrees, saying, "My brother
andthe parents' begin. A lawsuit and sister both went to the same
has been filed against the school high school and they were able to
board and the superintendentby cope with it [having a uniform].
disapproving parents, which is All in all, it wasn't that big of a
still in litigation.
deal." \u25a0

Use of Adderall multiples on college campuses
Adderall from Bl
"I can't eat, my thoughts are
going too fast, and I feel like I'm
going crazy."

Although many studentsknow
where to find it, not as many know
the sideeffects ofthe medication,
which are amplified in people
who do not needthe drug. Laurel
Eisenhauer, professor emeritus
in nursing and drug therapy at
BC, warns students against the
dangerouseffects. "A student who
takes Adderall without ADHD
will become hyper-excitable and
there is even danger of a stroke.
When they come down off the
medicine,there is always a physical depression," she says.
Jane*, a double major who
uses the drug to write the many
papers assigned during finals,
recognizes the feeling. "The next
day, you feel like a house with
termites. You feel hollow inside
and physically exhausted. You
know you just did something bad
to your body," she says.
Jane is not alone in her age
group. Recent data from the
National Survey on Drug Use
and Health indicates that an estimated 21 million persons aged
12 or older in the United States,
or about 9 percent, have used
prescription stimulants non-

medically at some point in their
lifetimes.The highestpercentage
ofusers comes from the 18-to-25
age group.

"I think college students are
the biggest users," says Ali*, a
straight-A student who has been
taking Adderall since high school
but significantlyincreasedher usage at BC. "Here, it is easy to find
and easy to hide. And it makes the
demandsof college a lot easier."
Non-medical usage ofAdderall
andotherpsychostimulants, such
as Ritalin, are on the rise at collegecampuses. Arecent study by
theNationalCenter on Addiction
and Substance Abuse at Columbia found that the proportion of
students abusing these stimulants
increased by 93 percent between
1993and 2005.
With an increase ofthis magnitude,doctorshavebegun to study
why. Judith Shindul-Rothschild,
Ph.D., who teaches Advanced
PsychopharmacologyatBC, notes
the rate of success Adderall has
in those who are prescribed it.
"When students use it, coaches,
teachers,parents, andthe student
themselvesallreport they are doing better," she says.
Ellen*, a cultural diversity
major, also saw the effects of the
stimulant. "I saw the difference
it made for one of the girls in my

class on a test. So now when she
isn't using her prescription, I ask
her if I can buy it," she says.
Diagnoses of ADHD are also
growing in children, which leads
to more Adderall prescriptions,
more prevalence of the drug in
schools, and - as these children
grow up -on college campuses.

According to a recent report
in Psychiatric Services, a journal

of the American Psychiatric Association, ADHD-related doctors'office visits by children ages
3 to 18have doubledbetween 1993
and 2003. The number of visits
that included a prescription for
an ADHD medication more than
doubled, from 2.7 million to 6.6
million.
For those receiving these prescriptions, there are mixed feelings about sharing their drugs.
John*, a studentwhotakesRitalin
for his ADHD, says the abuse of
stimulants by other students has
made it difficult for him to get a
prescription for a medicationhe
desperately needs. "Every time I
need anew prescription, I have to
go into thedoctor'soffice andpay
a fee. The doctors are suspicious
because so many kids fake needing it," he says.
Sam*, who is prescribed a
20 mg dosage ofAdderall XR as
needed for ADD, does not see a

problem with it."I think that it
has a really good stimulanteffect
that allstudents shouldbe ableto
have," he says. "Although,Ithink
it might be counterproductive
for someone who doesn't really
need it."
While students chiefly identifyAdderall as an aid for better,
longer, and more focused study,
some may use the drug in social
situations as well. Ali says her
first experiencewith the drug was
in high school, when her friends
would take it before going out.
"They were snorting it for a more
immediate reaction, and then
staying out all night partying,"
she says.
John says he can understand
why. "When you're on it, and up,
you feel like the incredible hulk,"
he says. Colin*, a sociology major who takes the drug before he
writes any paper, agrees. "Your
work is up to a better standard.
You are a perfectionist. You feel
like you can do anything."
And students see the results.
Ellen hasreceivedthebest grades
she had ever gotten when she
started taking it in her junior
year of college. "I took20 [pills]
duringfinals week, and got A's on
every one," she says.
For one studentin Boston, the
need for stimulation - and per-

haps better grades, went
too far. In April 2005, a

U.S. Food and Drug

23-year-oldTufts graduate student died after
Administration's 10
drinking a stimulant
Risks and Side Effects
called Ma Huang. The
of Adderall XR
FDA responded to his
death by placing warnings on most stimulants.
While the FDA has
1. Sudden death
never taken action
2. High abuse potential
against Adderall XR in
3. Worsening mental illness
the United States, the
4. Possible decreased growth
and weight loss
drug was suspended in
Canada in April of 2005
5. Increased tics
afterthere were 20 inter6. Loss of appetite
nationalreports of death
7. Difficulty sleeping
in children and adults.
8. Dry mouth
AdderallXR returned to
9. Headaches
the market four months
10.Mood changes
later, with new warning
labels about misuse.
In the United States,
the warning label for
abuse potential for the
drug says: "Amphetamines have when they start taking the drug,
a high potential for abuse
they cannot stop it abruptly."
Peter*, a studentwho has obParticular attention should be
paid to the possibility of people tainedthe drugfor non-therapeutic use over 200 times, recognizes
obtainingamphetamines for nontherapeuticuse or distributionto the dangers. "When I'm coming
others."
down off Adderall, I know why I
Rothschild's biggest concern shouldn't use it. My body hurts.
is that so many students ignore
My mind feels like it's physically
these warnings. "Students have turning in my head. But I always
become cavalier about it. But know I can take anotherone. And
whatthey don'tunderstandis that thenI'm calm again.""

...

BLAST FROM THE PAST

New housing policy places more transfer students on campus
By Bryna Butler
Heights Staff

Published in The Heights on
Tuesday, Feb. 18, 2003
Before this academic year,
the majority of transfer students
accepted at Boston College did
not receive a guarantee for any
formof on-campus housing. This
year some changes have been
implementedand the University
hasbeen able to provide a greater
percentage of transfer students
with housing in hopes of making their transition to BC more
pleasant.
Previously, the number of
transfer students admittedto BC
fluctuated greatly, with enroll-

ment numbers varying from 50
to 200 students each year. When
admitting such high and varying

thatthedeadlinedatesfor transfer applications are now later
and students are thus notified
numbers of students, providing of their admission to BC later as
all of them with housing was well. As a result, the search for
difficult, said John Mahoney, off-campus housing was more
director of the Office of Underdifficult for the future students,
graduate Admissions. Transfers and on-campus housing almost
who requested to be on campus became a necessity.
were placed on a waiting list, but
"It has been difficult to build
veryfew ofthe students were ever
this into the model," Mahoney
given housing.
said.But he believes thatthe new
The new University policywill policy will help make the transibe to admit only approximately tion "much more enjoyable" for
50 transfer studentseach year out the new students.
ofabout 1,000 applicants,but all
Susan Robertson, assistant
of whom will now be guaranteed director of Housing Occupancy
on-campus housing for at least and Assignments, explained
the first semester or year of their that not living on campus made
enrollment at BC.
the process ofassimilationmore
One reason for this change is difficultfor students coming into

BC. She believed that "their BC initially."
experienceswouldbe enhanced"
Onestudentwhotransferred to
by living on campus because it alBC as a sophomore this year and
lowsthem more contact with othlives in Walsh Hall raved about
er students, on-campus groups,
the benefits of living on campus.
and University activities.
"Living on Lower [Campus] with
Matt Kossak, A&S '04, who most of the other sophomores
transferred to BC in September helpedme feel more a part of the
of last year, commented on his student community. A lot of my
experience living off campus as friends here are my roommates
a new student. "It was difficult to and other kids whom I have met
come to orientation, find roombecause of living on Lower," said
mates and an apartment, and at Theresa Berkery, A&S '05.
the same time deal with classes,"
One concern BC students
he said.
raised is that premium housing
He and his roommates found is being granted to transfer stucompensation this year with dents, when students who have
housing in 90 St. Thomas More attendedBC since theirfreshman
Rd. "It was exciting [being placed year and who went through the
in 90 off the wait list] but it was housingplacementprocedure are
what should have happened living in less favorable dorms.

"We havebeen here for a year
and live in Welch, andkids just
come in and get better housing.
It's ridiculous. BC housing is a
joke," said Zach Haigney, A&S
'05.
Students have the option of
requesting to be placed in better
housing mid-year, and requests
are granted based on availability.

Most sophomores who make
requests to live on Lower Campus do so in groups of two or
more, as opposed to applying on

an individual basis. It is much
easier to satisfy the desires of
individual mid year transfer
students because occupancies
generallybecome available only
for singles. \u25a0
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Safety given consideration on service trips

FIRST IMPRESSIONS

A lesson in

productive
procrastination

Zachary Thompson

PHOTO COURTESY OF RICHARD GRANARA

Regardless what kind of workis occurring on service trips, a common theme of safety remains on the minds of both volunteers and organizers. Hard hats are one such precaution.

Safety on service trips
takes No. 1 priority
By Laurel Manlow
For The Heights

Paris, Milan, Madrid, London: So
capitals of the world are at our
fingertipswaiting to be visited - so much
shopping to be done, sights to see, and
fine dining to be experienced.Epicurean
tastes aside, many Boston College students are venturing into a whole different kind of traveling experience for the
sole reason of doing something selfless.
Service trips have been popular at this
very service -oriented, Jesuitinstitution,
and countless students have opted out
of spending time at home with friends
over winter break or the typical Cancun
spring break to go do charitablework in
Appalachia or even South America.
But how safe are these trips toremote,
small, rural towns? An investigation of
the risky world of service trips to Punta
Gorda, Belize, andotherunfamiliar towns
where safety seems questionableonly
reiterates thatBC's record is clean. One
might expect to hear about crime and
health concernsor evenjust a scare - but
therewas nothing ofthe sortto befound.
Perhaps this should not be surprising in
hospitable cultures in whichpeople seem
to be veryopen to BC studentswho come
to assist with schools, housing, and other
areas of concern.
Nervous and excited students alike
many

receive far-reaching preparation materials for their endeavor, including an
extensive list ofrules and regulations they
must agree to adhere to. Kara Cherniga,

a coordinator in the Arrupe office, thirdtime Belize, volunteer and GA&S '08,
says, "There are a lot of procedures in
place: We have numerous relationships
with hosts in other countries, everybody
has cell phones, and there is always an
emergency contact person at BC without
fail."
She also insists that it is important
to have good relations with people in the
surrounding neighborhoodsin case any
problems do arise. Staffleadersmake it
apriority to ensure that allstudents feel
entirely at ease before they depart for
their trip. The Arrupe internationaldepartment ensures thateverything is kept
under control, which begins with a close
relationship with the community.
Patrick O'Brien, A&S '08, agrees that
everything is thought ofwell in advance
and says that he felt extremelyprepared
before he went to Belize: "BC has an
excellent reputation for safety. All the
leadershavebeen on the trips alreadyand
knowhow to deal with any type of situation."He recalls that a trip to Haiti was
recently canceledbecause the particular
area students were planning to go to was
deemedunsafe by the University for this
coming year. BC has no problem pulling
a location from the list of trips if need
be. However, he notes, "If they need to,
they will have helicopters come andtake
you away." He believes strongly that BC

only allows students to work in towns
that are deemed safe, and where there
is no more danger than there may be in
parts ofBoston.
Richard Granara, CSOM TO, feelsthe
same way about his spring break trip to
Concord, N.C: "Once a roof collapsed
- the tresses fell down all of a sudden
and almost took out some teamplayers.
That's not Boston College'sfault though
- just a regular dangerlike anywhere else
- there's nothingyou can do about it. We
did get chased by a car once, but that's
not something that couldn't happenhere
as well."
In terms of dealing with the town
citizens, the service trips have not had
any major problems. In fact, O'Brien,
emphasizes that the communities are
very welcomingand extremely accepting
of the work students are doing. This is
especially true when students are helping to improve the community - no one
seems to want to harm these student
volunteers.
For some, however,the doubtremains.
When Granara thinks about venturing outside of U.S. borders to practice
his passion for community service, he
decides that he cannot bring himself to
do it: "I'mtoo afraid; you always hear of
peoplegetting hijacked. It would take an
armedguardto makeme feel safe - these
trips are not to the most politically and
socially stable places."
He is not alone. Cherniga finds this to
be a perfectly valid concern, but assures
students that safety issues should not be

PROFESSOR PROFILE

Procrastination is a problem that
affects people of all ages, allaround
the world, but is especiallyprevalent
among the college student population.
It has been scientifically proven to be
a horrible detrimentto our society,
making people unproductive and lazy.
When I Googled"procrastination"I
came across an article titled"Procrastination: The SilentKiller." The fact
that procrastination shares a nickname
with JasonVoorhees is downrightterrifying. And we are all victims.
Last Thursday, I sat at my desk
writing a columnfor The Heights at 4
a.m., mere hours before it was supposed to be submitted. This was following a night that consistedof watching
Lost, playing video gamesfor a few
hours, mingling, andthe always necessary "going on Web sites that serve no
useful purpose in the world" (thank you

She suggests
that students who may feel somewhat
apprehensive shouldresearch the political situation for themselves,learn about
the community, and talk to previous trip
participants, who are always willing to
share their experiences.She stresses that
BC is "very, very cautious and does the
best to pave the way for a safe and good
experience." Steps must also be taken
overseas by volunteers themselves in
order to ensure their safety in a foreign
place.
Students know thatpart of asuccessful trip is being alert; there is no room
for naivete. While their efforts in much cracked.com).
I felt absolutely awful about the fact
poorer countries are whollyappreciated
by town residents, students know they that I hadwasted so much time. Sudhave to be vigilant and careful, as one denly, however, an absolutelybrilliant
should be anywhere. Fortunately, everythought came to my mind. If I could
one looks out for one another. Whether
find a way to turn procrastinationinto
theyknew each otherbefore leaving Bosa productive, fulfilling activity, then
ton, service tripparticipants form abond I wouldfeel so much better about
my
that perhaps cannot be translated into
time-wasting ways, and I couldimpart
words. A common interest unites them
my knowledge upon others. So, I asked
all in spirit, but it is also just as important to physically stick together. O'Brien myself, "Is there a way to turn procrastinationinto a productive activity?"
says, "There's such a large group of us
The short answer is no. The long
- 12 of us walking around everywhere
together. You're never alone, always in at answer is probably still no, but I'm
least pairs or threes." This is absolutely going to do my damndestto convince
crucial; no one will ever have to come myself and everyone else otherwise,
across a situation alone. Being aware of
so, withoutfurther ado, I present my
one's surroundings is critical whether
simple, handy guide to productive
in South America or on Commonwealth
procrastination.
Avenue. And, as Granara puts it, "LookThe first and most common way to
ing out for others is what people callthe
productively procrastinate is to tidy
Jesuit spirit." \u25a0
things up. Vacuum a little, organize
the stuff on yourbureau, organize your
undergarments by color, dowhatever
you have to do. Changing sheets looks
like an infinitely more attractive and
exciting activity whenthe alternative is
writing your chemistry write-up.
Another excellentalternative is
to become more learnedand worldly.
Watch C-SPAN for a few horns per
day. Start readingbooks like Voltaire's
Candide for fun. Listen to lots ofclassical music. Incorporatewords like
"esoteric" and "incongruous" into
your everyday vocabulary. For all of
you that are planning on voting for
Barack Obama justbecause he is the
"hip" choice, maybe take a lookat how
he actually stands on politicalissues.
By pursuing all of these activities, you
will seem like a much more intelligent,
insightful, and of course pretentious
person. Everybody wins.
A third optionis to start doing
something you have always wantedto
do, but never hadthe chance to. For
example, a friend of mine has always
expressed a desire to become a slick,
suave, Casanova type around the opposite sex, but the fact that he is inundated with schoolwork has prevented
him from working on his moves. Instead
of doing homework, he can devotehis
time to becoming the ladies man he
has always wanted to be. While I never
understood that desire, because of the
whole girls-haying-cootiesthing, I
totally respect him. In all seriousness,
PHOTO COURTESYOF ABIGAIL BROOKS
if you really, truly want to be productive
Brooks sailing on the boat she owns.
(while still managing to not do schoolwork), the way to go is to volunteer. No
happens, she said, she justwants to continue in the field ofsociology andfind an
matter who you are, there will always
academic tenure track position. "That's be someone who needs help more than
my passion and I get so much fulfillment
you andwould truly appreciate your
and so much intellectual growth," says assistance.
Brooks. \u25a0
Indeed, next time I procrastinate,
I will no longer be the one who, in the
wee hours of the morning, will have a
sad, dejected look. Instead, Iwill be
the person with a massive amount of
clean, neatly folded laundry next to
me, and I will exclaim, "I have certainly
extricatedmyselffrom this deplorable
predicament withprodigious deft,"
while gently strumming on the sitar
that I have always wantedto learn how
to play. It will be a glorious moment.
And then I'm gonna go do my stupid
homework and be miserable.
an overwhelming concern.

Professor emphasizes the 'social' of sociology
Brooks says.
Much ofBrooks's academicwork centers on issues relatedto women's studies
At age 5, she wanted to be a trapeze and gender. Early in her career, she exartist for the circus. Unfortunately for amined and studied the Italianwomen's
RinglingBrothers, she lost interest in the movement, later moving on to form her
circus and as she matured,AbigailBrooks master's thesis around interviews with
settled, or rather gracefully advanced, post-college men and women, asking
into the career of a professor.
them to share their courtship practices
After graduating from Smith Colandrituals. "I talkedto differentwomen
lege with a degree in American Studies, and men about how that experiencewas
Brooks received a Ph.D. in sociology like and how the sexual revolution, and
through the Boston College sociology women's movement, and socialfragmendepartment. Brooks initially became tation and such, influenced thekinds of
interested in sociologythrough her work roles andbehaviors that they were enactas a supervisor at a treatment center for
ing," Brooks says.
teens who were struggling with emotional
For her dissertation, Brooks speand socialproblems. In her own personal cifically focused in on women and the
debateabout whether to focus in on the pressures of gender as she looked at
individualwithpsychology, Brooksfound cosmetic surgery, particularly anti-agthat with sociology she could more or less ing procedures, and how new technology
look at the individualwhilealso exploring influences women's own interpretations
the widerframe that affected that indiof aging. Evolving from this, her present
vidual. "I wantedto look at the structures workfocuses on much ofher dissertation
that were impinging on daily struggles, researchfindings and theparticularissues
and that'swhen I decided I wanted to go of gender identities and women and the
into sociology," Brooks says.
body. At BC, she has taught classes in
"I live, breathe, and sleep sociology the sociology department, including Inandthat's the wayI like it." She laughsas troductory Sociologyand Social Theory,
she admitsthat herworktakes up most of as well as her present courses Gender
her time, giving her little room to enjoy and Society and the upper-level course
Gender, Environmental Health, andNew
novels or go to the movies with her husband, John Rogers. And as a sociologist, Technologies.
Brooks says that her profession is someReceivingher Ph.D. in thefall of2007,
thing she can not just step out of when Brooks has been teaching as a visiting
she leaves the office. "It is hard to turn professor for almost a year. Because as
that offbecause you can't help yourself an undergrad she learned most in the
from analyzing everythingyou're seeing seminar format, Brooks favors teaching
in film, television, and the news. Even
collaborativeclassesbased on discussions
when I listen to NPR [National Public that engage students in active learning.
Radio], I'm always analyzingnotjust the "It's more like I want to impart on them
content but how it is being presented," an excitement andenthusiasm versus any
By MichelleKaczmarek
Asst. Features Editor

...

particular content I am encouraging
them to analyze and see the world and
think about the world in sociological
lenses," Brooks says.
Mentoring her students and forming
relationships with them is part of what
is important for Brooks as a teacher, as
well as developing students who actively
think for themselves. "I alwaysthink that
they canrelate to me, but I'm not always
so sure that is true," Brooks says.
"When I was a student, I had a lot of
potential,but I didn't always realizethat
potential," Brooks says. As a student,
Brooks remembers pulling all-nighters
to finish papers and admits that as an
undergrad sometimes socializing and
having fun took priority over studying.
Particularly in her first semester at Smith
College,Brooks says she and herfriends
often caught themselves falling prey to
procrastination. "We would stay up on
Sunday nights and we would be these
comrades of procrastination," Brooks
says.

However, in her third year of college,
Brooks found her intellectual voice and
becauseofthatfinds teaching at a university most fulfilling. "I see the young adult
phase as being exciting and so dynamic,"
Brooks says.
Comingfrom a smalltown in Vermont,
what she calls "the middle of nowhere,"
Brooks now lives in Andover, Mass, with
her husband and her "neuroticcat." Althoughit is more difficultto find tenureat
the university where onereceives training
and a degree,Brooks says thatbeingable
to continue teaching the studentsshehas
become so attached to and working with
the faculty that sheloves at BC wouldbe a
dreamcome true. Nevertheless,whatever

Interested in Features? Join us for our weekly meeting
today at 5:45 p.m. in the Eagle's Nest
Can't make it? For more information, e-mail Tula
Batanchiev at features@bcheightsxom.

Zachary Thompson is a staff columnistfor
The Heights. He welcomes comments at
thompsonz@bcheights.com.
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Spring Break '08. Dont get left
behind. Discounts and free trips still
available for groups. Over 20 years
experience. Free parties and drinks,
1-800-426-7710. www.sunsplashtours.com.
SPRING BREAK FROM $199.
Land price starting from $199 for 7
days. We also have an all-inclusive
hotel starting from $799 per person.
Give us a call today; it's nottoo late to
still getaway. 1-800-GET-SUN-1.

OFF-CAMPUS SEPT. 2008 LISTINGS: Greenline Realty 617-7315434. Haven't found your housing
for next year? We have the best
off-campus exclusive listings still
available for SEPT. 2008! Gerald,
Lake, Foster, Manet, Radnor. Easy
walks to Tor campus We will pick
you up and drop you off at campus
for showings. Call todayto see NEW
LISTINGS for all groups, large or
small. Greenline Realty: 617-731-

5434, www.Greenlineßealty.net

One-bed condo on corner Foster/
Comm. S23OK. Everything freshly
painted, floors redone. New deck
and windows. Laundry, basement
storage, pet-friendly. Call Eric to
show, 508-878-5212.

LUiLUliafl

parking Spot Available. 25 Gerald
Rd (less than 5-min walk to campus)
$200. Please contact Mila at 513885-6452 or via e-mail at merchan®
be edu

Selling/missing something? Need

a sublet? Want to advertise an
event on campus? Have a friend
with an upcoming birthday? E-

-

mail classifieds@bcheights.com to
place a FREE student classified!
Check www.bcheights.com/classifieds for even MORE J ob °PP or

tumes

*'">""
Happy Birthday,

-

Ira! Love, The

Heights Board.

The Laughing Medusa is BC's only
women's literature and arts journal.
Creative non-fiction, short stories,
poetry, and visual art of any genre
are accepted. Submissions can be
droppedoffat the Women's Resource
Center (McElroy 141) or e-mailed to
Wrc@bc edu

:

:

Research participants needed,
AX y U interested in discussing
issues of social class at BC? Then
please consider being interviewed
for a sociology senior thesis. Contact
KatherineLaToresat/afores@oc.ed(v
for more information.

°

BC CVSA: CV Night in Lyons. Fri
Feb. 8, 6-9 p.m.: Performances to
celebrateCVculture. 10p.m.-1 a.m.:
After-party with D.J. Mastermind.

-

SOUTHASIAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION PRESENTS: 11th annual
culture show. "Chal Nachle ... Come
on Let s Dance! " Sat Feb 9 Robsham Theater. 7 p.m. $10 admission,

''

assigned seats.

Tired of Windows Vista? Looking
to try something new? Contact The
BC Linux Project to find out about
the growing popularity of open source
computing! E-mail dingmant@bc.edu
tor more info.

Amanda Geiger never saw the drunk driver.
Friends Don't Let Friends Drive Drunk.

V_C3U"IC_II

US. Department of Transportation

"Before giving, I
always look for the
Humane Seal."
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The Humane Charity Seal of Approval
guarantees that a health charity funds
vital P atient services or life-saving medical
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Because helping people
doesn't have to mean
harmin 9 animals.

Council on Humane Giving
Washington, D.C.
www. HumaneSeal. org
202-686-2210, ext. 335
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Heights Senior Staff

The fact that you arereading this
may be a minor miracle. It's not just
because a ship's anchor happened
to cut Egypt's two main fiber optic

cables last week, instantly cutting
Egypt offfrom the rest of the world,
and leaving three-quarters of the
country without Internet. It's not
just that the Internet is supposed
to take another two weeks to fix
and I'm writing this in the corner
of my apartment where it seems the
only Internet in the continent exists. Nor is it just because crossing
the street in Cairo requires an act
of Moses to avoid taxi drivers attempting to recreate Paeman in the
gridlocked streets of Cairo, turning
pedestrians into targets and other

cabs into competitors.
You see, Egyptians live and die
by the saying inshahallah, a motto
that is not much appreciated by
foreigners until coming to live in
Cairo. The sheer chaos that ensues
in a city with an official population
of 12 million - a number that is in
all likelihood closer to 20 million
- living in an area half the size of
Paris (which has a population of
just over two million), makes the phrase inshahallah, whichtranslates to "God willing,"
a cornerstone of one's vocabulary.
The sheer magnitude of Cairo - not to
mention the chaos which is ensuing among
thousands oftaxis right outside of my apartment at this very minute - makes it difficult
to even attempt to describe life in Egypt. But,
after dodging a bus that nicked my pants and
ordering my first batch of baklava in Arabic
last night, I feel empowered, so inshahallah,
I'll give it a shot.
After traveling in Tanzania for two weeks
and climbing Mount Kilimanjaro with my
pops, Cairo was an assault to all my senses
right off the bat. After landing at 4 a.m.
and getting to bed just before the sun came
up - I've decided that the authorities who
schedule all international flights to Cairo at
this ungodly hour to ease travelers into the
chaos of daytime traffic and crowdedness in
the city are the reason I wasn't afraid to get
off the plane - I was awakened right away to
what I thought was the start of World War

111.
I hadbeen warned about the call to prayer
in Cairo, especially that wake-up call when
the sun rises, but with a mosque seemingly
on every street corner, nothing could have
prepared me for my first call to prayer. The

MAROSHEGYI

CHRISTOPE
OF

COURTESY
prayers came from every part ofthe city from loudspeakers in every alley and corner, mixing with the
morning rush-hour traffic to create an ominous
and imposing sound. I never did fall back asleep

that morning.
By now, the call to

prayers are starting to

become background noise,
washed out
by the loudest
street in Cairo
right outside my
window, home

in the African Cup on a street corner with 100
Egyptians, Cairo is often so overwhelming that
only laughter can describe my surroundings.
The sheer chaos of this city makes it one of the
most interesting and dynamic cities I have ever
visited. The clash between modernity and tradition is everywhere
in Cairo, rearing its

head on every street
corner and every
conversation. In a
10-minute walk, you
can go from seemingly the poorest
neighborhood in the

to

constant
gridlock, constant arguing
over the price of

pita bread, and
planes flying
overhead. After
discarding my
noise-canceling

world - the City
of the Dead on the
outskirts of Cairo
is home to millions
who live in crypts
and tombs because
OF
of a lack of adequate housing - to
the Grand Hyatt,
where you can find
a group of Saudi businessmen making deals with
their Blackßerrys.
On the day you can be sitting in the oldest
mosque in Cairo, listening to the call to prayer
as an entire city shuts down on the holy day, and
the next minute you can be eating a cheeseburger
listening to Kayne West in Zamalek, a Westernstyle island on the Nile catered to Western diplomats and expatriates.
In essence, living in Cairo is like living in
the 20th century with 21st century technology.
Satellites line every apartment building, BMWs
frequent the five-star hotels, and you can find any
product you want at one of the world's biggest
malls in Cairo, while at the same time, in the very
same streets, donkey carts will deliver the satellite dish to your apartment, a lack ofregulations
keeps that BMW in gridlock and a taxi without
door handles from the 1960s takes you out to the
super-modern malls.
But for now, I'm content with only having Internet in one secluded corner of my apartment. My
bowl of koshri - pasta, rice, fried onions, chick
peas, beans, and tomato sauce mixed to create
absolute bliss - awaits at the local hole in the wall,
and I can't wait to play my next game of chicken
with a taxi and see what else this indescribable
city has to offer.

FLICKR.OM

headphones,
which were no
match for the
game of musical honking cab drivers seem to enjoy so much, my roommate, Dan Lavoie, and I lay
awake laughing at the sheer ridiculousness of the
chaos outside of our window.
That night it dawned on me that laughing
quicklybecomes
one's best method of defense to
the city of Cairo.
Whether it's being stranded in
a sea of cars,

z
o

o

>o

people, food,
hookahs, and
smog in KhanKhalili - the
oldest market
in the world and
one of the most
densely populated areas of
Cairo - watching
the cars playing
chickenwith pedestrians, or being swept up in
a crowd watching Egypt play

COURTESY
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Numbers to Know

Southern Discomfort

4-2
Women's basketball's record
since freshman point guard
Jaclyn Thoman became a
starter.

14-5
advantage

BC's shot
over
Providence in the third period
of Friday night's 3-2 loss.

2
Shutout victories for women's hockey this season, after
blanking Vermont Friday, 4-

-22.25
Dominick Boccio's first-place
finish time in the 50-yard free
against Boston University
Thursday.

Talk of the Heights
"We need that love.
Right now, we're licking
our wounds. It'd mean
so much for them to
come out and support
us; they can give us
that extra boost on

Wednesday."
-Bonzie Colson,
men's basketball assistant
coach, encouraging fans
to support the team at
home against Maryland on
Wednesday

GERRY BROOME / MARY ANNE CHASTAIN/ AP PHOTOS

It was a tough two days for the men's basketball team, who traveled down south for some hospitalitybut came away with a sub-.500 conference record for thefirst time this season.
By

Jessica Isner

Sports Editor

The last time the Boston College
Eagles visited Clemson University, they
stole one of the greatest victories in
school history.
This time, thebasketball team wasn't

the rolling Tigers - but this time around,
quite as lucky as the footballteam, suffering a debilitating 78-56 loss to its the loss was disappointingfor a different
reason.
southern ACC rival.
traveled
Clemson
It droppedBC under .500 in ACC play
year,
Last
BC
to
in the midst of its most disappointing for thefirst time this season at 3-4. With
stretch of the season - Scan Williams onlynine games remaining on the schedhad just been dismissedfrom the team, ule, the Eagles willlikelyneed to win all of
and ACC-leadingßC was embarrassedby themto be considereda viable candidate

Is this a joke?

for the NCAA Tournament.
BC andClemson were both desperate
to improve their identical 3-3 conference records. The Eagles were coming
off one of their worst performances of
the season against No. 4 North Carolina,

See Clemson, C4

MEN'S HOCKEY

There was the pre-sale on the Boston Globe'sbook that documentedthe

ACC
Standings
JessicaIsner

Basketball
As of Feb. 2
Duke
North Carolina
Virginia Tech
Clemson
Wake Forest
Boston College
Maryland
Georgia Tech

Miami
NC State
Florida State
Virginia

Overall
6-0
5-1
4-3
3-3
3-3
3-3
3-3
3-3
2-4
2-4
2-5
1-5

Games to Watch
Men's Hockey- Beanpot

What a nightmare. What an absolute
nightmare.
We all should'veknown it was too
good to be true. Our team was about to
become the best team in the history of
professional sports.
Snap back to reality. This is Boston,
remember?
There were so many bad omens.
The entire two weeks leading up to
Super Bowl XLII, something just didn't
feel right. The NewEngland Patriots
spent the entire 2007 football season
refusing to think about that one number. 19.
As soon as it truly was within their
grasp, they thought about it, and it
killed them.
The Patriots - the Tom Brady, Bill
BelichickPatriots - were supposed to
be immune to pressure. They had tunnel
vision, a one-track mind. One game at
a time. As soon as they reached 18, they
started thinking about 19-but suddenly,
it was about more than getting 19 wins.
It was about being undefeated. It was
about makinghistory.
The New England Patriotsmade
their name by practicing and preaching
a cultish mantra that proclaimed every
game was just a game. It wasn't life or
death. It was a football game. 60 minutes of football equals a win. A simple
equation.

They made this game thebiggest
- and the biggest
potentialdisappointmentof theirlives.
That is exactly where it all went wrong.
All week, the stoic, brainwashed,
tunnel-visionedPatriots ofold were
nowhere to be found. These Patriots
were loose, too loose. Randy Moss committed the most wretchedcardinal sin of
Patriotismwhen he repeatedlypreached
his own excellence at MediaDay. Tom
Brady firedback at Plaxico Burress
for making a bold (and almost correct)
score prediction, when the Patriots of
old would'vebrushed off the moronic
comment like they always have in the
game of their lives

Boston
Boston
vs.
College
Univ.
The powerhouses of the Hockey East
will dukeit out once again in theannual
battlefor regional supremacy.

past.
Monday, 8 p.m., TD Banknorth Garden

BillBelichick was friendly to the
media.

INSIDE SPORTS
THIS ISSUE

historic perfect season of the 2007 New
England Patriots before perfectionhad
evenbeen achieved.
Like I said, bad omens. They were
there during the game, too, and I'm
not just talking aboutPeyton Manning
looming in a skybox, glaring down at
the field like an online sexual predator watching footage ofhimself getting
caught on one of those hidden camera
shows.
The Giants had better walk-out
music than the Patriots. I think that's
the moment I really knew something
was up. They got "Stronger" and we got
what I thought was "Let's Go" - which
would'vebeen awesome - but was
actually "Crazy Train." I think it topped
the time the Seahawks got "Bittersweet
Symphony."
Junior Seau spent this entire week
preaching about howhe'd cut off his
right arm to win this game.
Where were his motivational
speeches whenthe play clock struck
1:59last night?
He, and all of the other veterans,
should've known better. The Patriots of
old never made any game untouchable.
It was all just a game.
These Patriots made this one different. It's their ownfault.
This isn't aboutbruised egos or
shattered pride or the fact that each and
every one of the 1972Miami Dolphins
is locked in a holdingcell somewhere in
Florida right now for tipping cars and
lighting them on fire in celebrationlast
night. It's about the fact that we were
all about a minute and half away from
seeing a monumental event go downlast
night. One grip on Eli Manning's jersey
that could'vebeen a little tighter.
We're never going to see that again.
It's over.
And the saddest, most tragic part
of it all is that I can't makefun of Eli
anymore.

I believe in sports karma. For every
unbelievable win, there is a debilitating loss. I've been waiting threeand a
halfyears for thekarmafrom the 2004
Yankees collapse to come back around.
The worst choke job in the history of
sports has a new home, right back where
it belongs.
Like I said. A nightmare.
JessicaLsner is the sports editorof The
Heights. She can bereached at sports®
bcheights.com.

Men's Beanpot Preview
See what lies aheadfor BC in Boston's most
anticipatedhockey event of the season. C3

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

The Eagles offense was stifled by Providence goalie Tyler Sims, who tallied 36 saves.

Hockey skids
before Beanpot
Dan Cagen
Heights Staff

By

Boston College would have liked to
have gone into today's Beanpot opener
against Boston Universityona high note,
but instead the Eagles will be looking
to recover from a tough home loss to
Providence.
Despite out-shooting the Friars 38-23, and playing what head coach Jerry
York called "perhaps the best game we've
played in a month," BC took a 3-2 loss
that could comeback to bite them in the
Hockey East standings, which get tighter
with each passing weekendas March approaches.
BC had some chances, butProvidence
senior goaltenderTyler Sims stopped 36
shots and was ableto contain the dangerous power play ofthe Eagles, which came
into the game as the top unit in the nation
at over 25 percent. But Providence was
able to maintain a physical style while

Siu's View
Vincent Siu discusses the recent turmoilrunning rampant among Major League Soccers' stars. C5

staying smart, only committing four
penalties, one ofwhich was for too many
men on the ice.
It was the power playresulting from
the extramanpenaltyin whichtheEagles
had perhaps their best opportunities.
The score was tied at 2-2 when Pierce
Norton was sent to the box to serve the
penalty with less than seven minutes
remaining.

BC's leading scorer Nathan Gerbe,
who was namedHockey East's Player of
the Monthfor thesecond straight month,
had a strong chance from the right slot
about a minute into thepenalty,but Sims
made a good save on it. York then chose
to take a timeout in the hopes ofkeeping
the attack fresh.
"We would've had to change," said
York. "I thought it gave us a chance to
keep thosefive guys out and give us our
best chance to score."

See Men's Hockey, C4

ACC Roundup
Hockey East Roundup

C6
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NOTABLE QUOTABLE
"We're going to beat Kansas at home. We're
going to beat them in their house. We're
going to beat them in Africa. Wherever we
play, we're going to beat them"

Short

?Michael Beasley, Kansas State Forward,
before scoring 25 points, andleading Kansas
State to an 84-75 upset win oversecondranked Kansas.

in

Sports

Taking AIM
File Edit Insert People

Warning Level:OX

BCEaglesFans: I'm going to sell my basketball tickets. That trip down South ended our
dreams of making the tournament.
BCEaglesFans: Josh Southern needs to play
more. Come on Skinner
he's our best offensive threat downlow.

...

BCEaglesFans: Are we going to beatBU?
Or will we find some new way to blow the
Beanpot again?
BCEaglesFans: Why don't we ever sign any
five-star footballrecruits? It's time to get
some better talent on the fieldif we're going
to win in the ACC.
ah

?»a»a

_^^^^

iintna©

BCHeightsSports:Didn't get a message in this
week? Send your thoughts to BCHeightsSports.
Warn

Block

Add Buddy

Cat Info

GAME OF THE WEEK

-

College Basketball No. 3 Duke at No. 4 UNC
Where: Dean Smith Center, Chapel Hill, N.C.
When: Wednesday, 9 p.m.
TV: ESPN

No. 2 Kansas falls from unbeatens
Kansas fell from the list ofundefeatedteams, leavingMemphis as the onlyperfect team left in men's collegebasketball.
The Jayhawks lost to upstart rival Kansas State 84-75 on
Wednesday.
The Jayhawks entered the contest with a 20-0 record, but
could not contain theWildcats' dynamicduoofMichaelBeasley
andBill Walker. Beasley guaranteedvictory beforethe contest
and delivered on his promise. He scored 25 points, grabbed
six rebounds, and harassed Kansas forward Darnell Jackson,
limitinghim to just seven points. Walker, the Wildcats' highflyingfreshman forward, scored 22. His steal at midcourtand
ensuing dunk with27 secondsleft sent the Manhattan,Kansas
faithful into mass hysteria. The win was the Wildcats'first at
home over Kansas in 24 years.
Kansas was paced by junior guard Mario Chalmers's 19
points. Brandon Rush added 15, while Darrell Arthur scored 12
for the Jayhawks. Jackson's struggle against Beasley, however,
provedto be the difference in the game.

ORLIN WAGNER/ AP PHOTO I

NATION

The first part ofthe 2008 version of theDuke-UNC
rivalry kicks off on Wednesday night in Chapel Hill,
N.C. The Tar Heels and Blue Devils both enter the
contest atop the ACC standings, and ranked in the
nation's top five.
North Carolina will be playing in front of a home
crowd expecting nothing but a win. The Tar Heels enteredthe season as preseason No. 1, and onlyrecently
relinquished that spot when they lost to Maryland
82-80. Look for coach Roy Williams' squad to try and
run the BlueDevils out of the Dean Dome.
Duke, on theother hand, enters the contest riding
high at 19-1, and 7-0 in conference play. CoachMike
Krzyzewski will look to wings DeMarcus Nelson and
GeraldHenderson to control the game.

Sports Calendar
DAY

BCSPORTS

EVENT

Rowing to have new home

Tues., Feb. 5

8 p.m.

Beanpot (BU)

The BostonCollegerowing team will have a new home in July
of this year. The team,which currently leases space on Newton's
Daly Ice Rink, will move into a state-of-the-artfacility on the
Charles River in Brighton. Construction for the project began
over the summer in 2007.
The new 30,000-square-footfacility willprovideyear-round
access for therowing team. A two-story main bulding willhighlight theproject. On thefirst floor, there willbe room for repairs,
work, and storage. Thesecond floor will include a weightroom,
lockers,and office space. A second buildingon thesite will have
the capacity to house over 150boats.
Community Rowing, a nonprofit organization, is heading
the project, which should cost over $15 million. Boston College has contributed $2.5 million to the project, which should
allow the public access to the Charles River. Currently, access
is limited.

Sat., Feb. 9

7 p.m.

New Hampshire

Mon.7 Feb. 4

8 p.m.

Beanpot (BU)

Fri., Feb. 8

7 p.m.

MEN'S HOCKEY

LANCE MURPHY / AP PHOTO

In honor ofNorth Carolina State women's basketballcoach
Kay Vow, whosefight withbreast cancer becamepublic news
last season, the ACC has designated 12 games as "WEAR
PINK" games. These games will raise money and awareness
for breast cancer.
The Women's CollegeBasketball Association is helping the
project, recognized as theKay Yow/WCBA Cancer Fund. The
V Foundation, the cancer fund named after former NC State
men'sbasketball coach Jim Valvano, has also played arole in
theproject.
Boston Collegewill participate in two "WEAR PINK"
games. The Eagles face Vow's Wolfpack on Sunday,before
returning home to face Georgia Tech on the following Monday.

UMass

Thurs., Feb. 7
Sun., Feb. 10

Memphis shook off a pesky Texas-El Paso team by just six
points on Saturday afternoon, 70-64. Chris Douglas-Roberts
scored 24 points to lead the Tigers to victory. His jumper with
2:31 remaining broke a 60-60 tic, and gave Memphis the final
lead.
The story of the contest, however, was Memphis' inability to
shake the Miners. UTEP, which led with as few as three minutes
remaining, ran withMemphis throughout the contest. Miners'
coach Tony Barbee, aformer assistant at Memphis under John
Calipari,game-plannedaccordingly.
Star guard Stefon Jacksonscored 27 points to lead the Miners'
scoring effort. Marvin Kilgore was the onlyother UTEP player
toreach doublefigures. Despite thelack of depth, UTEP proved
itself against the mighty Tigers.

TBCRIVA

5 p.m.

@ Brown

10 a.m.

St. John's

f>l«Y

7 p.m.

Duke

4:30 p.m.

@ Virginia Tech

7 p.m.

Maryland

1 p.m.

@ Duke

3:30 p.m.
10 a.m.

Binghampton

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Wed., Feb. 6
Sat., Feb 9

MEN'S TENNIS
Fri., Feb. 8
Sat., Feb. 9

Virginia Tech

SWIMMING

6 p.m.

Tues., Feb. 5 (Men)
Sat., Feb. 9

your assigmweivt, {Mis.
%c **&Ws.

I

Fri., Feb. 8
Sun., Feb. 10

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Memphisrallies to top UTEP

On Wednesday, recruits around the country will sign letters
ofintent to play footballat various schools aroundthe country.
Boston Collegewill sign anywherebetween25 and30 high school
seniors this year.
Currently, the Eagles have 27 commitments for the class of
2012. That number includes several players who have already
arrived on campus for spring practice. Quarterback Codi Bock
and running back Josh Haden are among the early enrollees.
On Wednesday, coach Jeff Jagodzinskiwill look to secure the
signatures of the other commited players, and any others that
the Eagles want.

ACC launches cancer fund

@

WOMEN'S TENNIS

Signing Day approaches

ACC

TIME

WOMEN'S HOCKEY

TBA

Holy Cross
N. England Invitational
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Six ACC teams ranked in initial poll
The National CollegiateBaseball Writers Association
released its eleventh annual preseason pollrecently. Six ACC
teams were ranked in country's top-35, the second most for
any conference behind the SEC.
Heading the list for the league is No. 2 North Carolina,
the two-time defendingrunner-up. The Tar Heels are joined
in the top 15 by Miami at No. 12 andFlorida State at No. 13.
Clemson is ranked No. 16, whileVirginia and GeorgiaTech
round out the ACC teams at No. 21, and No. 31, respectively.
North Carolina State andWake Forest alsoreceived votes
in the poll.
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Men's hockey misses opportunities for win
By Mike Nadolny

For The Heights

"Missed opportunities" was how
Jerry York described the Eagles' per-

formance. In a close race for the No. 1
spot in the Hockey East standings, the
Eagles could not get it done against the
Providence Friars on Friday night at
Kelley Rink, losing 3-2. Ninth-ranked
BostonCollege came into the game one
point behind the top dog, University of
New Hampshire.
An early goal by Jon Rheault (his
14th of the season), assisted by Eric
Baier and Greg Collins, at 5:44 of the
first period put the Friars up 1-0. Two
minutes later, Providence added another goal, this time courtesyofCollins
(his fifth of the season) with assists by
Matt Germain and Cody Wild. The
Eagles had opportunities to make their

mark on the scoreboardin the first period, but several scoring chances were
turned away by Providence goalieTyler
Sims. At 15:16 in the first, Providence
forward Kyle Laughlin took a hard hit
and stayed down. He was eventually
helpedoff the ice, though he did return
to the game. With 11 seconds left in
the period, tempers flared, resulting
in matching roughing penalties for
Providence's Joe Lavin and BC's Matt
Greene.
The second period began with the
Eagles playing fast and furiously, with
Matt Lombardi checking Providence's
Baier hard in front of the Providence
bench, drawing some "oohs" from the
crowd.The tenacity of the BC offense
paid off quickly with Kyle Kucharski's
first goal ofthe season on a wraparound
off Sims's leg (assisted by Andrew
Orpik).

Tim Kunes's shot from the point, heldits breath as Kucharski went down tripping at 19:21 gave the Eagles a sixwhich would have tied the game, and failed to get up for about a minute. on-four advantagefor theremainderof
bounced off the crossbar at 10:55. The He would leave the ice on his own but the game, andthe puck remainedin the
aggressive BC offense continued to would notreturn to the game. With just Providence zone. A shotfrom the point
overwhelm the Providence defense, reunder 10 minutes left in the game, it by Benn Ferriero was snatched up by
sulting in a game-tying goal at 16:38 of appeared as though Providence might the glove of Sims in the final second to
the second by Greene (his eighth of the score, but John Muse (20 saves) made close out the victory.
BC fell to 12-6-7 on the year(8-4-6
year)in front ofSims on a beautifulpass an incredible save on a Providence shot
from Pat Gannon at the point. Also asas he was falling backward to hold the in Hockey East play), while Providence
sisting on the goal was Matt Price. The score at 2-2. A mentalmistakeby Proviraised its record to 12-9-2 (9-5-2 in
tenacity became just a bit excessive, dence at 13:12 gave the Eagles a golden Hockey East)
however, when forward Brian Gibbons opportunity as the Friars were caught
Ferrieroheld steady at 98 points for
was calledfor cross-checking with just
with too many men on the ice, but BC his career, still two short of the magiover a minute to play in the period.
could not capitalize.Comingout ofthe cal 100.
The Eagles had theirchances early power play, theFriars caught a break, as
BC fell to three points back of the
and often in the final period of play. a Matt Taorminashot bounced off the Hockey East leader UNH, who disA breakaway was broken up 5:40 into crossbar and in for the game-winning mantled the University of Vermont,
the period and shortly thereafter BC goalwith under five minutesto play (as5-1 on Friday. Providence maintains a
was unable to capitalize when Sims sisted by Norton and Nick Mazzolini). five-point deficit behind UNH but is
fell down with the puck in front of the
In a last-minute effort, York pulled now only two points out of a tic with
net.
Muse with just over one minute to play BC for second in the standings as of
At 7:00 of the third, the entire arena in the game. A Mazzolini penalty for Friday night. \u25a0

Hockey suffers misstep, loss of
momentum before Beanpot
From Hockey, CI
The move didn't work, though, as the
Friars did a goodjob of getting their sticks
on any BC shot. Shortly after the penalty
ended, Providencemade a line change that
resulted in the game-winner.
Friars junior Matt Taormina stepped
off the bench and gave his team the lead
with a shot from just inside the left slot
that rocketed past BC goalie John Muse's
left shoulder.
"I'd just came on from the bench for
[Mark] Fayne," said the defenseman. "I

just saw the opportunity to jump in the
play. They had two guys stuck behind the
play. It turned out to be a four-on-two.
[Pierce] Norton passed it over and either
[Nick] Mazzolini or I was gonna get the
puck. I calledMazz off and saw the corner
and it went in."
BC had a couple of good chances from
there, particularly after Mazzolini went
off for tripping with just 48 seconds left.
But Sims made a nice glove save on aBenn
Ferriero wrister andthe Friarshadsecured
their first win in Kelley Rink in over five
years.

BC's loss, combined with New Hampshire's 5-1 win in Vermont, leavestheEagles
three points behindthe Wildcats with nine
leaguegames remaining. BC and UNH still
have two meetings remaining, Feb. 22 at
Chestnut Hill and Feb. 23 in Durham.
Heading into tonight's first-round game
of the Beanpot against BU and down the
stretch of a tight league race, the Eagles
will need to get their potent offense back to
putting pucks in the back of the net.
"Ithought we had a lot ofgoodchances,"
Yorksaid. "We hit some goalposts. Wehad
some real good opportunities for us."»

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Eagles senior co-captain Matt Greene notched a second-period goal, his eighth of the year, but it wasn't enough for the Eagles to ovecome Providence.

GET INTO THE BALLGAME.

JAMAICASPRING
BREAK 2008

Write for SPORTS.

Eagles have
their minds on
the Beanpot
By

Nick Tarnoff

Heights Senior Staff
As the calendar changes from
January to February, one of the
first things that comes to mindfor
thelocalhockey communityis the
Beanpot, the hallowed tournament that captures the attention

ofBoston-areahockeyfans for the
first two Mondays of the month.
"I grew up in this area, so
there's a great deal of personal
history in it," said BC headcoach
Jerry York, "watching it when I
was younger, playing in it when I
was at BC and coachingin it now.
It's a fun experience for all of us
involved. It's a great event for the
fans, teams and the local media,
although once you move outside
Boston people don'trecognize the
significance of the tournament."
The four local universities,
Boston College, Boston University, Harvard, and Northeastern
take to the ice onceagain to battle
forBeantownbraggingrights. The
tournament always brings out
the best in each team, although
recently BU has had a strangle
hold on the title. The Terriers
have won the last three tournaments, and have collected 11 of
the past 13 titles.
"BU has won it three straight
times, so they probably have the
favorite role despite their winloss record," said Coach York.
"But this is definitely a yearwhen
any of the four teams can win it.
We'd always like to come in as the
favorite, but this is a year when
it's wide-open and every team
has a shot."
The first game today will feature theHarvardCrimson andthe
Northeastern Huskies. Harvard
has struggled this season and
enters Monday's contest with a
7-10-3 record, whileNortheastern
has continuedits strongplayfrom
a year ago and boasts a 12-8-3
record.
The second game will pit the
BC Eagles against Comm. Aye.
foe BU. On paper BC has a decided advantage, having taken

the season series from the Terriers
with two wins and a tic. But as
the Beanpot has proven before,
it does not matter what has happened earlier in the year or even
who is the better team.
Last season after the Eagles
lost a heartbreakerin the Beanpot
final to BU, they put together a
13-game win streak that carried
them all the way to the National
Championship game.
"The beanpot is the first of
the major tournaments and it
helps us prepare to play on the
big stage and under the bright
lights,leading to the HockeyEast
tournament in afewweeks andthe
national tournament at the endof
March," said York.
TheBC seniors willbefighting
for a chance to collect theirfirst
Beanpot trophy and will certainly
be up to the task. On the other
hand, the BU senior class will look
to collecttheirfourth trophy, and
go out on top.

"It's been too long since we
said York, "so we would
definitelylike to bring that trophy
back to campus with us."
The Eagles will rely on significant contributions from their
freshman class, kids who will be
stepping onto the Beanpot stage
for the first time.
Freshmen Joe Whitney, Brian
Gibbons, and John Muse all hail
from the Boston area and will be
expected to contributeifBC is to
bring theBeanpot back to Chestnut Hill, Mass.
"As a freshman you need to go
into it with a determinationthat
this is going to be yourbest game
of theyear, feeling that I have to
play my best and but alsorealize
that I don'thave to do it all myself
and that my teammates will play
theirbest as well,"Yorksaid today
ofhis first-year players.
BC will need to be at its best
this first Monday of February,
if they want to end the Terriers'
strangle hold on the Beanpot, and
potentiallybegin a majorwinning
streak to carry through the end of
the season. \u25a0
won one,"

Meetings are at 5 p.m. on Monday in the
Eagle's Nest. E-mail sports@bcheights.com
with any questions orconcerns.
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Eagles lose third straight
at hands of Tar Heels
By

Catherine Cyper

Heights Staff

The debate will always rage
on: In sports, how much rest is
too much for a team?The University ofNorth Carolinabasketball
team's answer: at leastmore than
a week. The Tar Heels, coming
off a seven-day break since their
last game, dismantledthe Eagles
in Chapel Hill, N.C. on Thursday
night, 91-69. The Boston College offense struggled all night,

with only two players reaching
double figures, as opposed to
UNC's five.
After a shaky first five minutes in which Rakim Sanders's
and John Oates's respective 3pointers were the Eagles' only
field goals, BC started to pick up
the pace, going on a 7-0 run and
thentradingbaskets with theTar
Heels until the halfway point of
the first half. A three pointer by
Oates at the nine-minute mark
gave the Eagles a one-point lead,
but this wouldbe their first and
only lead of the game, as UNC
wouldgo on a 22-5 run to endthe
half. Frustrated with his team's
performance, UNC coach Roy
Williamstookallfive ofhis starters out and gave them an earful

about their sloppy play. While
the starters were taking heat
from their coach, the reserves
that replaced them were quietly
turning a one-point deficit into
a five-point UNC lead. After
the UNC starters returned and
TyrelleBlair picked up his third
foul with 8:02 left in the half, it
was all Tar Heels for the rest of
the game.
After Tyler Hansbrough threw
down a dunkthat sent the Smith
Center into pandemonium,Deon
Thompson drew an offensivefoul
on Tyrese Rice on BC's nextpossession. The Tar Heels rode the
energy of the crowd to an 11-0
run, sending the Eagles into the
lockerroom down 47-31.
The Eagles were not making
it difficult for the Tar Heels to
score, as a poorly run offense
led to badly missed shots, long
rebounds, and easy fast-break
points for UNC. "We did not do a
goodjob, particularly in the first
half, ofrunning our offense," said
BC head coach Al Skinner. "And
again it led to runouts for them.
We needed to control ourselves
on the offensive end and try to
cut down on some transition."
Rice, who matched his average with 20 points on the night,

scored 12 of those points in the
second half, trying to get his
team back in the game. But he
didnot have much help, as Sanders, with 16 points, was the only
other Eagle in double figures,
and the frontcourt trio of Josh
Southern, Blair, and Oates were
struggling with foul trouble.
Blair and Southern both picked
up their fourth fouls early in the
second half, andOatesfouled out
with 10:30left in the game. With
Hansbrough going unchallenged
in the post, UNC opened the
second frame with a 10-0run and
never looked back. A Southern
layup quelledUNC's momentum
slightly, but it was too late, as the
TarHeels had alreadyopenedup
a 63-44 lead.
The two teams played relatively evenly for the rest of the
half, with UNC outscoring the
Eagles 28-25, but by that point
all hope for the Eagles to break
their losing streak was lost. BC
has now lost three in arow and
five of their last seven to fall to
3-3 in the ACC and 12-7 overall.
With their next three games at
Clemson, versus Maryland, and
at Duke, maybe theEagles would
dowellto takeafterthe TarHeels
and get some rest. \u25a0

GERRY BROOME / AP PHOTO

Tyrese Rice, Rakim Sanders, and Co. appeared to be no match for well-rested No. 4 North Carolina.

A running diary of the North Carolina debacle
Ryan Kiracofe

Tonight I'm going to be writing a running diary for the North
Carolina versus Boston College basketball game, a la Bill Simmons.
I've always wantedto do this, and I'm just hoping that the game stays
close enoughthat I won'thave to switch over to Are YouSmarter Than
a sth5th Grader, or theLost season opener. I don't even watch Lost.
Our best chance tonight may be that the UNC-Duke game is fast
approaching, and hopefully we'll catch the Tar Heels looking ahead
to their Wednesday night match-up with the No. 4 Blue Devils.
7:02 - The color commentator awkwardly opens up the night by
referring to the BC team as a "young group of Eagles that has just
fallen out of the nest," then waits for the obligatorychuckle from
Brad Nessler. This should be interesting. How long until Dickie V is
back and healthy?
7:03 - Oates gets the start to give BC more size inside against
Hansbrough. UNC's Ellington hits a pull-up 15footer to open scoring, and we look somewhatintimidated out of the gate.
7:05 - Two minutes in, and our best player, T-Rice, hasn't touched
the ball yet. 6-0 Tar Heels.
7:07 - John Oates hit a 3-pointer from theleft side, his 11thof the
year not sure whether that will play out as a good thing or not for
our chances tonight. As anyone who was at the VT game will remember, once he makes one, he's not afraid to chuck up a few more.
7:08 - BC's getting bullied in the transition game. It's 14-7, Carolina is beatingus down thefloor, and we keep committing dumbfouls.
As the commentator notes, if it weren't for a rare Oates 3-pointer
and anotherfrom Sanders,it wouldbe 14-1 and lookinggrim. Things

...

still don't look good.
7:13 - GooglyeyedTylerHansbrough stepsto theline and misses
two in a row, then nice jumpers from Sanders and Rice make it a
7-0 BC run.
7:17 - Trying to explain the speed with which UNC executes
the fast break, Jimmy Dykes spends about seven seconds trying
to compare them to "sprinters coming out of sprinter's sprinting
blocks." Hmm....
7:18 - T-Rice hits a big 3-pointer to silence the crowdandbring
us back withintwo. I hate to be a pessimist, but I feellike I've seen
this movie before playing abig-time top-five team lookingnervous earlybut hitting 3'sfor a while to stay in the game anybody?
We're goingto have to be quicker on defenseand get more physical
inside ifwe're going to stay in this for the longrun.
7:22 - Oates and Shamari Spears have done a terrific job on
Hansbroughin thelast few minutes both are keeping their hands
straight up, and Hansbrough's getting frustrated that no fouls are

...

...

...

...

coming.

...

...

...

7:24 - The banks are open for Oates from three a big chuck
from NBArange hits the square and goes in to put us up by one. I
don't think he called that one.
7:25 - Blair picks up his third foul, and all of a sudden our biggestbody to defend Hansbrough is gone for the rest of the halfand
likely much of the second.
7:30 - I see the somewhatawkwardCuba Gooding, Jr.-Michael
JordanHanes commercialfor the I,ooothtime. Youknow the one.
"I'M WEARING YOUR UNDERWEAR!" Has anyone else wonderedhow Jordaneven knows CubaGooding Jr. in this commercial? Ryan Kiraeofe is a sophomore in theSchool of Arts and Sciences. He can
And why is he giving him underwear? On a movie set? I'm lost. be reached at sports@beheights.com.

...

Eagles fall to
4-0 in ACC play

GMAIH-H3

screbM

Clemson, from CI
and Clemson, losers of two of three, needed to get back on the ACC
winning track.
From the outset, the Eagles looked disastrous trying to break
Clemson's full-court press, which resulted in 10 first-half turnovers
andconfusion on the offensive end - but BC, despite fallingbehindby
as many as nine in the first half, battledall the way back to knot the
score at 29 with about three minutes left in the first half.
In the first 12 minutes, the Tigers completely stymied Rice, who
scored hisfirst two points with just 7:30 remaining in the first half. He
finished the halfwithfour points on just one field goal. Rakim Sanders,
whohad a team-high eight points in the first half, carried most of the
offensiveburden with help from Corey Raji and Shamari Spears.
Then, in a run reminiscent ofNorth Carolina'ssecond-halftear on
Thursday, Clemsonbegan to pull awaywith the victory midway through
the second period, capitalizing on 20 BC turnovers, which led to 30
points. Rice finished with a team-high 17 points, the lone Eagle in
doublefigures after Sanders was held scorelessin the final 20 minutes.
Clemson got offa lopsided 66 shots to BC's 39.
The Tigers raced out to a quick 4-0 lead after the Eagles' first inbounds pass was stolen, and Clemsonextendedthat to a 9-3 leadafter
Perry stole a Rice pass, was fouled on his layup, and completed the oldfashioned three-point-play. The Eagles continued to look disoriented
as Rice held on to theball with theshot clock winding down, struggling
to find an open shot or an open man before finally settling on Oates,
whokicked it aroundthe arc to Sanders - but by then, the shot clock
had alreadyexpired,losing another scoring opportunity.
With just under 10 minutes left in the half, Trevor Booker extended
the lead to 20-12 when he hit a jumper with two defenders on him.
After freshmen JoshSouthern and Corey Raji subbedin, the Eagles
seemed rejuvenated andpulled within three with about six and a half
minutes remaining, thanks to four bench points from Raji.
The Eagles tied the game at 29 on a jumper to the left of the key
by Spears, but by halftime, the Tigers extendedthe leadback out to
36-31 when a tip-in by Terrence Oglesbybalancedon the rim and fell
in just as the buzzer sounded.
Clemsoncame out ofthe gates hungry once again, extendingits lead
to nine on a pull-up jumper by Cliff Hammonds within the first two
and a half minutes of the second period. Tyler Roche sunk a 3-pointer
to get BC on the board and pull them within six, but the Tigers were
quick to answer on the otherend and regained aneight-point lead when
Hammondsdrove to the basket over Blair to make it 44-36.
BC chipped away at the lead for the first five minutes of the half
until Clemsonbegan torun awaywith it. After a BC inboundspass was
stolen,Oglesby misseda trey, but thereboundkicked out to Hammonds,

7:38 - The threefouls on Blair leads to a rare Josh Southern
sighting, in an attempt to keep Hansbrough away from the bucket.
I suppose it's working somewhat he only has four points, but
UNC's not having trouble getting looks from elsewhere.
7:44 - Hansbroughraces on the fast break from end to end and
caps it with an emphatic slamto send the Dean Dome into a frenzy.
Dangerous time for BC right now, down nine with two minutes to
go in the half.
7:48 - We're down 16 at half, and UNC simply looks bigger,
faster, and stronger than us.
8:08 - UNC's lead has ballooned to 22, and Blair quicklypicks
up his fourth foul. Our biggest defensivethreat has been a "nonfactor," notes Nessler. But wait... Southern now has four fouls too.
This is probably going to get worse before it gets better.
8:16 - It's 63-36 UNC, and Are You Smarter Than A sth5th Grader is
sounding pretty good.
8:20 - I'm not sure, but I think the UNC student section just
attempted to make a chant about the Red Sox? Something like
"blank you Red Sox"
I'm not positive, I couldn't quite hear
because I had my two recent World Championship rings in my
ears. And what team does Carolina students support anyways?
The Braves? HAH!
8:33 - Woah a big 360 jam from Hansbrough, and you can
start the busses on this one. A 27-point lead, and not muchhustle
on defense anymore. Looks like we're packin' it in.

Register Online:
www.bc.edu/testprep

Call us:
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testprep@bc.edu
MARY ANN CHASTAIN / AP PHOTO

BC, after beginning the season 3-0 in ACC play, has lost four straight.
whogave the Tigers the51-40 lead ona three.Then TyrelleBlair threw
away a pass over the mid-court line, and Booker missed areverse but
Mays steppedin for backup, jamming theballhomefor a 13-pointlead,
Clemson's largest ofthe night, with about 13 minutes remaining.
Clemson pushed the lead out to 17 after David Potter sunk a 3pointer following a timeout, and Rice finally ended the BC scoring
droughtwith a layup at the 10-minutemark. The Tigers maintained a
double-digit leadfrom there on out, leading by as many as 24with five
minutes remaining when Rivers hit a jumper to makeit 71-47.
After a few days off to regroup, the Eagles will face Maryland on
Wednesdaybefore taking on Duke next Sunday. \u25a0

Stop by:
Service Building, Room 206
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BC completed a series sweep ofVermont on Saturday, which lifted the Eagles over .500 at 10-9-6. Sophomore goalie Molly Schaus recorded eight saves, and freshman goalie Amanda Rothschild chipped in two.

Eagles sweep past the Catamounts in shutout
Ira Berman
Asst. Sports Editor

three minutes off an assist by freshman
Katelyn Kurth. Stack's goals were her

By

The Eagles breezed through their
weekend series, defeatingthe Vermont
Catamounts 4-0 on both Friday and
Saturday afternoon.
Friday afternoon was Boston College's second shutout of the season.
Scoring started early for the Eagles,
as sophomore Allie Thunstrom scored
her 11th goal of the season in the ninth
minute of the first period. The goal was
assisted by senior Lindsay Wright and
junior Becky Zavisza.
Sophomore Kelli Stack took over
in the second period. Stack's first goal
came at the 6:18 mark, when she collected the puck in front of the Vermont
net and fired it past goalieKristen Olychuck. Senior Deb Spillane and junior
Meghan Fardelmannhad the assists on
the goal. Stack scored her second goal

12thand 13thof the season.
Thunstrom scoredher second goalof
the day 15 minutes into the thirdperiod,
putting a slap shot into the top of the
net. Wright had the assist on the goal,
her thirdof the game and third multipoint game of the season.
Sophomore goalie Molly Schaus
recorded 17 saves, while freshman goaltender Amanda Rothschild saw her
first game action in college. She played
the final 10 minutes of the game and
recorded three saves.
Despite a slowstart, theEagles came
out ofSaturday's contest with the same
dominatingresult as Friday's.
BC appearedto be lost in the first
period. Despite a nine-to-two shotson-goaladvantage, the Eagles couldnot
manage a goal andboth teamsremained
scoreless. Stack had what looked to be

solid opportunity for a goal in front bit [in the second period]. I think we
of the net, but a hooking penalty on were a little, not necessarily nervous,
Vermont junior forward Sarah Smiddy but [because] there were more people
here than normal, it was a little bit
prevented the chance.
"I thought after thatfirst period we of a different feel," King said. "But I
picked it up and started playing well think they settled down after the first
intermission and took a deep breath
again," said head coachKatie King.
The second period saw a dramatic and said hey, we're fine, let's not panic,
turnaround in the teams level of play. and I thought they did a good job [of
The Eaglespicked up the pace en route recovering]."
to a three-goal outburst.
The Eagles' final goal ofthe day came
At 3:53intothe second period,fresh- from Wright at the 10-minutemark of
manKatelynKurth gathereda deflected the third period by. Thunstrom and
shot by Zavisza and scored. Zavisza was Zavisza assisted the Wright goal.
creditedwith the assist on theplay. Less
At the 9:15 mark Rothschild came in
than two minutes later, senior co-capfor Schaus for her second career game
tain Deb Spillane fired home another appearance. Rothschildmade two saves
goalon an assist from Stack. The Eagles' while Schaus saved eight shots on the
third goal of the period came with 5.3 day.
seconds to go. Senior co-captain Lee-J
The Eagles held Vermont to only 10
Mirasolo scoredoff an assist from junior shots on the day. They also killed all
forwardLauren Wiedmeier.
four of the Catamountspower-play op"I think we just settled down a little portunities, but they failed to score on
a

their three chances.
"I thought some key people really
played well. You see Lee-J get a goal,
you see Lindsay get a goal, and they
are not our typicalbig goal scorers, but
I thought they did a great job.
"KateylnKurth, to have a freshman
step in and score that goal there was
huge for us, it boosted our bench. So
we were looking at some differentkids
getting goals and producing for us,
and I think that took some relief off of
the people we usually have as scorers,"
King said.
The two victories bring the Eagles
record to 10-9-6 and their conference
record to 6-6-2. The Catamounts fall
to 5-20-1 overall and are now 1-11-1 in
leagueplay.
"It was a goodweekendfor us all together. We startedclicking thisweekend
and hopefully that can carry us on into
the Beanpot." \u25a0

Siu's View: Fall of the big boys
Vincent Siu
Whoa. David Beckham's
been dropped from new coach
Fabio Capello'ssquad for
England's friendly match
against Switzerlandnext
week.
Just how much has this
guy had to suffer over the past
few years? He received "death
threats"after his red card in
the 1998 World Cup (he said it
himself in his Adidas commercials). He took the flak for
missing a penalty against Portugal in the 2004 European
Championships when an inept
showingby the team should've
been to blame. He was left
out of Steve McClaren's first
squad, because it was apparently his fault that England
did so poorly in the 2006
World Cup. Oh, and he got
humiliatedby Real Madrid's
very own Fabio Capello (before the latter was sacked)
after a dismal start to the new
season last year. Becks is one
game away from making 100
internationalappearances for
England; there would've been
no better occasion than for
him to lead the team out, as
captain, for his final game in
an England shirt next week.
That really is a pity.
Let's turn to domestic
affairs. The English Premier
League is having a fantastic
season this year, with Arsenal's resurgence to the top of
the table in a scintillating title
race with Manchester United.
Chelsea is a solid thirdbehind
them, with an exciting race
for fourth place, the coveted
last ChampionsLeague spot,
loomingbetween the likes of
Everton, Aston Villa, Manchester City, and Liverpool.

Ah, yes, speaking of Liverpool, they haven't been playing wellsince the Christmas
period; in fact, they haven't

won a single league game this
year. This, of course, has been
aggravatedby the much-highlighted row betweencoach
Rafa Benitez and American
owners Tom Hicks and George
Gillett(who own just about a
billion other sports franchises
in the United States).
Rafa isn'tthe only manager under pressure, of course.
Across Europe, RonaldKoe-

already causing major
controversies by radically
man is

changing his recently inherited Valencia team, releasing captain David Albelda
and long-time favorite Santi
Canizares. Credit must be
given, however, to Villarreal
and Atletico Madrid, perennial underachievers, who've
both bounced back this year.
Frank Rijkaard's about to get
the sack as well, because his
Barcelona team is currently in
a mediocre second place in La
Liga. Chelsea'sbeloved Jose
Mourinho (who frequently
distractedthe media with interviews about omelettes and
bird flu) is the favorite to take
over for Rijkaard.
Jose is, apparently, also
in the running to take over at
Carlo Ancelotti'sA.C. Milan. See, this makes absolute
sense, because last year's
Champions League winners
are currently fifth in Series A.
Inter Milan shouldbe able to
retain their Scudetto this year,
but with the ever-improving
Roma, a revived Juventus and
an up-and-comingFiorentina,
whoknows? Despite the recent
off-field scandals that have
plaguedthe Italian scene, it

remains afascinating league.
(A side note: Keep an eye
out for Alexandre Pato, A.C.

Milan's impressive 18-yearold Brazilian wonderboy; he's
the real "nextbest thing.")
There isn't a case for the
fallen big boys over in Germany, though. Bayern Munich
and Werder Bremen look to be
fighting to the deathfor the
Bundesliga title. They're currently locked on 36 points after 17 games. You would think
Bayern would edge out in the
end, with impressive personnel in Franck Ribery, Miroslav
Klose, and Luca Toni. Bayern
was the fallen big boy last
season; they finished outside
of the ChampionsLeague
places in the German league,
and are now waging very
competitive matches in the
UEFA Cup (against the likes
ofAris Salonikafrom Greece
captivating stuff). Ottmar
Hitzfeld, despite having made
impressive changes at Bayern,
will be taken over by Jurgen
Klinsmann, Germany's own
young coach, and legendary
former player, who guided his
home nation to World Cup
Glory two summers ago (all
right, they got third place).
Jurgenwill be flying over from
L.A. in Julyto take over the
reins at Bayern.
In July, David Beckham
will also be in L.A., playing for the illustrious Galaxy
in the MLS. He'll still be
stuck on 99 caps, and probably won't get the chance to
increase that tally. Sigh.

...

Vincent Siu is a sophomorein the
Carroll School ofManagement.
He can be reached at sports®
bcheights.com.

JON SUPER / AP PHOTO

It's been an interesting year for David Beckham, who has fallen from grace- or the top of the soccer hierarchy.
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MEN'S BASKETBALL

Blue Devils surge
past NC State

Virginia Tech wins
again in overtime

For the second time in two games,
Duke found itselfdown by nine points
at the half. Once again, it rallied to
victory. Four players scored at least
18 points for the Blue Devils in their
92-72 win over North Carolina State
on Thursday night. Point guard Greg
Paulus, malignedfor his play in recent
games, led the way with22 points and
six assists. Freshman forwardKyle Singler added 19, while wings GeraldHendersonand DeMarcus Nelson scored
18 each. After coach Mike Krzyzewski
decidedto employa full-court press at
halftime, Duke limitedthe Wolfpack to
just 26 second-halfpoints. The press
led to 18 turnovers in the game, opening up easy opportunities for the Blue
Devils on offense. The results showed,
as the team shot 66 percent from the
field after halftime. Duke also connected on seven of 11 3-pointers en route
to scoring 55 second-halfpoints. The
BlueDevils' win pushed theirrecord to
6-0 in ACC play, keeping themat the
forefrontofconference standings.

For the second consecutive Saturday
afternoon, Virginia Tech won an ACC
game in overtime. The Hokies defeated cross-state rival Virginia 72-65
this weekend,just a week after beating Boston College 81-73 in overtime.
Deron Washington led the Hokies with
15 points, whileforward A.D. Vassallo
added 14 points. Washington also
grabbed 12rebounds. JeffAllen scored
four ofhis 12points in a 10-2 overtime
start for the Hokies, which effectively
ended any chance thatthe Cavaliers
had of pulling theroad upset. Point
guard Scan Singletaryscored 26 points
for the Cavaliers in the losing effort,
but made only two assists. JamilTucker
was the only other Virginia Tech player
in doublefigures. The Hokies home
win improves their ACC record to 5-3,
a surprising markfollowing their mediocre 9-5 nonconferencerecord. They
will travel to North Carolina State on
Tuesdaynight. Virginia dropped to 1-6
in the league with the overtime loss.

Maryland remains hot
Maryland, led by the stellar play
of its starters, defeated GeorgiaTech
88-86 on Saturday afternoon. All five
starters scored at least 13 points for
coach Gary Williams's Terrapins,who
have won four of five games after opening the year with a sub-par 10-7record.
Despite Yellow Jacket center Zack
Peacock's career-high 18 points, Georgia Techcould not handle Maryland's
strong frontcourt. ForwardLandon
Milbourne, who enteredthe game averaging just 8.1 points per game, doubled
his average with 16 points, while star
JamesGist scored 14 points and added
nine rebounds. Center BambaleOsby
led the scoring effort with 18 points,
and hit two key free throws with 16.9
seconds left to ensure the victory.
Marylandwas forced to hold on after a
double-digitlead dropped to just two
with under a minute remaining. Peacock led the charge for Tech, scoring six
straight points down the stretch. When
Anthony Morrow's 3-pointer missed
with seconds left, the rally fell short.
Maryland improves to 4-3.

Duke holds off Miami
SARADAVIS / AP PHOTO

Duke's DeMarcus Nelson dunks against North Carolina State on Thursday night. Nelson scored 18 points in the Blue Devils' 92-72 win.

Best of the best
Player of the Week -DeMarcus Nelson, Duke
Nelson, the lone senior on Duke, scored 27 points against
Maryland on Sunday in the Blue Devils' 93-84 comeback
win. His 19 second-half points helped Duke turn a nine-

point halftime deficit into a nine-point final victory. On Thursday, Nelson added 18 points as Duke rallied again to defeat

North Carolina State 92-72.

Standings
School
1. Duke
2. North Carolina
3. Virginia Tech
4. Maryland

5. Clemson
5. Wake Forest

ACC
7-0
5-1
5-3
4-3
3-3
3-3

Overall
19-1
20-1
14-8
14-8
15-5
13-6

Next Week
School
ACC
5. Boston College 3-3
8. Georgia Tech 3-4
9. NC State
2-4
9. Miami
2-5
ll.Florida State 2-5
12.Virginia
1-6

Overall
12-7

10-10
13-7
15-6
13-9
11-9

Virginia Tech at NC State, Tue., 7 p.m,
Georgia Tech at Wake Forest, Wed., 7 p.m
Maryland at Boston College, Wed., 7 p.m
Florida State at Miami, Wed., 7:30 p.m,
Duke at North Carolina, Wed., 9 p.m,
Clemson at Virginia, Thurs., 12 p.m
Boston College at Duke, Sat., 1 p.m,
Miami at Virginia Tech, Sat., 2 p.m
Virginia at Wake Forest, Sat., 3:30 p.m,
Clemson at North Carolina, Sun., 6:30 p.m

DeMarcus Nelson once again saved
his best for the second half, as he scored
19 ofhis 21 points in the secondframe of
Duke's 88-73 win over Miami. Nelson,
a senior guard, also led the Blue Devils
with sixrebounds and four assists. His
efforts were not alone, however, as Duke
displayedbalanced scoring. GregPaulus
hadanother goodgame for the Blue Devils, scoring 16 points, while Kyle Singler
added 14. Jon Scheyer andNolan Smith
came offofthe bench to score nine points
apiecein the victory. The Hurricanes, who
trailed 38-31 at the half, pestered Duke
all day behind guards James Dews and
Jack McClinton. McClinton scored ten
points, while Dews had 15 to lead the
'Canes. Their efforts proved fruitless
against the deep Blue Devils, though.
The win keeps Dukefirst in the ACC, with
a sterling7-0 record. It moves to 19-1on
the season, andfaces rival NorthCarolina
on Wednesday. Miami, which started the
season with much promise, drops to 2-5
with theloss in the ACC, and 15-6on the
year. The Hurricanes return to action on
Wednesday when they host FSU.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Maryland bests Miami

Duke rolls again

Crystal Langhorne,Maryland's
dominant6-foot-2-inch center, scored
19 points to lead the Terrapins to an
easy 90-50 victory over Miami on
Thursday night. Maura Strickland
added 14 points for Maryland, while
point guardKristi Toliver dished out 10
assists. Behind Langhorne, who scored
her 2,000th career point in the game,
the Terrapins outscored the Hurricanes
44-24 in the paint. Langhorne became
the first Marylandplayer ever to reach
that milestone. After the game, coach
Brenda Frese presented the senior
captain with a game ball commemorating her success. The victory over
Miami set another Marylandrecord, as
the Terrapins won their 16th consecutivehome game. Maryland, rankedfifth
in the country, improved to 23-2 on
the year, and 7-1 in ACC play following
its loss to North Carolina last Sunday.
Miami droppedto 8-13 overall, and just
1-5 in the ACC. Guard Maurita Reid
led the Hurricanes with 15 points, and
EpiphanyWoodson added nine. The
Hurricanes return to action against
Georgia Tech on Thursday evening.

No. 9 Duke continued its stellar
play this season, defeating Virginia
Tech 85-50 on Friday. Wanisha Smith
and Joy Cheekled the Blue Devils
with 14 points each. Cheek added five
rebounds. Point guard Abby Waner
scored seven points and had five assists in the winning effort, while center
Chante Black scored 11 points and
grabbed seven rebounds for the Blue
Devils. Duke led just 29-22 at the half
but scored 56 points in the second
frame to blow out the Hokies. Andrea
Barbour scored 15 points to lead Virginia Tech's scoring effort. Versatile
guardBrittany Cook added 14 points,
10 rebounds, and four assists for the
Hokies. Duke's strong second half
should prepare it for Mondaynight's
game against rival North Carolina,
which coach Joanne McCallie cited
after the game. Virginia Tech remains
winless in ACC play, watchingits record drop to 0-7 in the league following an impressive 13-2nonconference
start. The Hokies host Maryland on
Monday night.

Tar Heels dominate
LaToya Pringle scored 23 points to
lead No. 3 North Carolina to a convinving, 76-55 win over Wake Forest on

Thursday. RashandaMcCants added
14 points and grabbed six rebounds for
the Tar Heels, fresh off of their thrilling
double-overtimevictory over Maryland
days before. The Tar Heels struggled
out of the gate, spotting Wake Forest an
early six-point advantage, but rebounded by halftime. North Carolina led
38-30 at the half, and then pulled away
in the second frame behind an early
13-7 start. North Carolina coach Sylvia
Hatchell decidedto press in the second
half, forcing several turnovers. The
turnovers led to 18fast-break points,
many by Cetera DeGraffenreid, who
finished the game with 15 points. DcGraffenreid, a freshman guard,picked
up the slack ofAll-ACC forwardErlana
Larkins, who only scored two points
in the contest. Wake Forest doubleteamedLarkins throughout the game to
frustrate NorthCarolina. The Demon
Deacons dropped to 0-8 with the loss.

GAIL BURTON / AP PHOTO

Maryland's Crystal Langhorne fightsfor position against Miami in the Terrapins 90-50 blowout win on Thursday night in College Park.

Best of the best
of theWeek UNC
was a
for the
Tar Heels, havPlayer

LaToya Pringle,

Monday
dissapointment
lady
ing suffered a tough loss to No. 1 UConn. Pringle chipped
in a team-high 20 points and three rebounds.

Pringle stepped up big for the Tar Heels in a double-overtime
win over the No. 4 Maryland Terrapins. Pringle scored a
career-high 31 and grabbed nine rebounds.

Next Week

Standings
School
North Carolina

ACC
6-0

Maryland

7-1

Duke

5-1
5-1
4-2

Virginia

Florida State
Boston College

4-2

Overall
19-2
23-2
16-5
16-5
14-7
16-5

School
Georgia Tech

Clemson
NC State
Miami
Virginia Tech
Wake Forest

ACC
4-3
2-5
2-5
1-5
0-7
0-8

Overall
17-4

9-13
14-8
8-13
13-9
13-10

Maryland at Virginia Tech, Mon., 7 p.m
MooreheadState at Virginia, Mon., 7 p.m
North Carolina at Duke, Mon.Jp.m
Clemson at North Carolina, Thurs., 7 p.m
Duke at Boston College, Thurs., 7 p.m
Georgia Tech at Miami, Thurs., 7 p.m
NC State at Florida State, Thurs., 7 p.m
Virginia Tech at Wake Forest, Thurs., 7 p.m
Virginia at Maryland, Fri., 7 p.m

Virginia blows out
Wolfpack
Point guard Sharnee Zoll scored
eight points and dished out 12 assists
to lead Virginia to a 74-49 win over
North Carolina State. Zoll, who missed
her first career double-doubleby two
points, helped three Cavaliersreach
double figures in the game. Forward
Lyndra Littles led Virginia with 17
points, while guards Monica Wright
and PaulishaKellum scored 16 and 10
points, respectively. The Cavaliers had
a strong first half, as they outscored
the Wolfpack 42-20. ForwardKhadijahWhittington led NC State with
15 points and nine rebounds, but her
efforts were no match for the surging
Cavaliers. Virginia improved to 5-1 in
the ACC with the win, and 16-5overall.
It hosts Moorehead State on Monday
before returning to conference play at
Maryland on Friday night. NC State
droppedto 2-5 in the ACC with the
loss, and will look to rebound at Florida
State on Friday.
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NOTEBOOK
MEN'S HOCKEY

Lowell pulls through

Huskies hold on

No. 16 UMass-Lowell continued
its dominance with a 3-2 win over the
University of Maine on Friday night.
Although the contest came down to the
final seconds, theRiver Hawks'Jonathan
Maniff talliedthe game-winning goal to
help his team improve to 12-8-4. Lowell
improved to over .500 win percentage
(7-6-4) in leagueplay.
Maniff ledLowellwith two goals,with
Kory Falite accounting for the thirdscore,
and BenHolmstromhad two assists. The
River Hawksraced out to a 2-0 leadbefore the Black Bears fired back with two
unanswered power-playgoals toknot the
score. Maniff's game-winning goal, which
was hisfourth against Mainethis season,
came with one minute remaining in the
third period, whenhe skated around the
net and eluded Maine goaltender Ben
Bishop.
Lowell goaltender Carter Hutton
earned his fourth win of the season after
stopping 18 shots on Friday. Bishop, who
fell to 8-12-3, registered 25 saves.
Lowell outshot Maine,28-20, but went
0-for-seven on power-play attempts. It is
the first gamethis season the River Hawks
have not scored on apower play.

Northeasterngrindedout a 1-0 victory
against UMass Friday night, courtesy
of goalkeeper Brad Thiessen's second
shutout performance of the season. The
Huskies improve to 12-8-3overalland9-7-2 in the verytight HockeyEast. UMass,
on the other hand, falls to 9-9-6 and
4-8-5 in the conference.
Randy Guzior tallied the game-winning - andthe only - goalon a power play
at the 1:30 mark in the second period.
Freshman Wade MacLeod, who earned
the assist, intercepted a UMass attempt
to clear the zone and shot it at goaltender Paul Dainton. The puck was batted
into the air and eventuallyrecovered by
Guzior, who shot it past Dainton for the
score. It was his second game-winning
goal of the season and his team-leading
ninth overall goal.
Thiessen was crucial in thethird period, whenhe amounted nine saves to stave
off a UMass comeback.He finished with
22 saves, andhis sixthshutout placeshim
one behind Northeastern career-leader
Keni Gibson's seven shutouts.
Northeastern barely earned the shot
advantage,25-22, and went one-for-three

BU gets back on track

New Hampshire

Although the game was much closer
than the score suggests, Boston University earned a 4-1 victory over rival
Merrimack on Friday night. It was a
much-needed victory for the Terriers,
who were on a three-gamewinless streak
anddespteratelyneededpoints inconfer enceplay.
Merrimack's Matt Jones opened the
scoring with his 12th goal of the season
at the 5:40 mark in the first period, but
the Terriers completely took over after
that, scoring three unanswered goals to
secure the victory.
Junior Brandon Yip struck first for
BU with four minutes left in the first
frame. After a scoreless second period,
the Terriers scoredthree more goals, two
ofwhich came on power plays. The game
winner was netted by Chris Higgins with
5:12 elapsedin thethird. Freshman Colin
Wilson scored BU's third goal, and Nick
Bonino notched theinsurance goal.
BC hasearned 12 consecutivevictories
over the Warriors andhas swept the series
for the fourth straight year.

on power plays.

downs Vermont
LAN THOMAS/HEIGHTS EDITOR

ReigningDefensive Player of the WeekKevin Regan of New Hampshire registered 19 saves againstVermont on Friday night.

Best of the best
-East Defensive of the Week
The
Player of the Week

Kevin Regan, New Hampshire

Last year, as a junior, he had career highs in almostevery
goaltending category and led the Hockey East with a .935
saves percentage. He finished with a 24-9-2 record.

reigning Hockey
Player
had 19 saves in the Wildcats' 5-1 win over Vermont Friday
night, improving his season record to 14-5-0.

Standings

-

Schot)l

pts

1. New Hampshire
2. Boston College
3. Providence
3. Northeastern
5. UMass-Lowell

25
22

20
20
18

Next Week
Record
12-4-1

8-4-6
9-5-2
9-7-2
7-6-4

Schot)l

5. Boston Univ.
7. Vermont
8. UMass
9. Maine
10.Merrimack

Pts - Record
18
7-8-3
16
565
13
4-8-5
11
4-9-3
9
4-12-1

Monday, Feb. 4, 2008
Northeastern vs. Harvard, 5 p.m.
Boston College vs. Boston University, 8 p.m.
Friday, Feb. 8,2007
Boston College at UMass, 7 p.m.
Boston University at UMass Lowell, 7 p.m.
Vermont at Providence, 7 p.m.
Northeastern at Merrimack, 7 p.m.
New Hampshire at Maine, 7 p.m.

No. 7New Hampshire continuedto roll
with a 5-1 victory overVermont on Friday
night. All four Wildcat lines registered a
goal as UNH improved to 16-7-1 overall
and 12-4-1 in league action.
Senior Matt Fornataro dominatedon
the offensive end, registering two goals.
Also scoring for the Wildcats were sophomore Bobby Butler, freshmen Mike Sislo,
and Greg Manz.
UNH senior goalkeeperKevin Regan,
the reigning Hockey East Defensive
Player of the Week had 19 saves and
playeda largepart in snapping Vermont's
four-gameunbeaten streak.For the ninth
time this season, UNH scored at least
five goals and furthered its dominance
over Vermont, improving its record to
13-1-2 in the last 16 meetings between
the two teams.
Vermont'ssole goal came from freshmanKyle Medvec. It was thefirst goal of
his careerwith the Catamounts, who went
0-for-three on power plays in the game.

WOMEN'S HOCKEY

UConn pulls through

UConn, NU end in draw

No. 8 Connecticut managed to pull
off a 1-0 victory over Northeastern on
Saturdayafternoon, thanks to another
stellar performance from senior Brittany Chandler. She recorded the only
goal of the game,and her second of the
season, at the 11:33mark in thefirst period of play. Michelle Binning assisted
on the play, her fourth of the year.
The victory was desperately needed
by a Huskies team thathas tiedfour out
of its past seven games.
Connecticut improves to 17-4-5
overall and 8-2-3 in Hockey East ac-

Both teams fought hard, but neither
team could come away with a victory, as
the University of Connecticut andNortheastern endedtheir contest in a 1-1draw,
even after one overtime period.
UConn improved to 16-4-5 overall
and 7-2-3 in conferenceplay. Northeastern, on the opposite spectrum, fell even
further to 5-15-3 overalland 4-7-1 in the
conference.
Northeasterntookthe lead in thefirst
period when freshman Alyssa Wohlfeiler
scoredher fifth goal of the season, assisted byKristi Kehoe and Chelsea Jones.
Neither team scored in the second
period, but Northeastern came through
in the thirdwhen SamanthaReid scored
her fourth goalon the season. Co-captain
Jaclyn Hawkins, who now has a teamleading 19 assists this season, and Jennifer Chaisson assisted on the play.
Hockey EastGoaltenderofthe Month
Brittany Wilson recorded 17 saves and
earnedher fourth tic of the season.

tion.

UConn goaltenderBrittany Wilson
registered 24 stops on her way to her
11th win of the season. It was her 31st
career win.

Her counterpart, Northeastern's
Leah Sulyma, had 32 saves, including
a stellar 17 in the third period- but obviously, those 17 weren't quite enough.
As aresult, Northeasternfalls to 5-16-3
overall and 4-8-1 in conference play.

BU takes advantage

BU skates over PC
On Saturday afternoon, the Lady
Friars fell to Boston University, 3-1.
GoalkeeperAllyse Wilcox starredfor
the Terriers, registering 46 saves to help
BU improve to 9-12-3 overall, 6-6-1 in
Hockey East play.
The first goal came at the 11:06mark
in the second period, when Melissa
Anderson scored on a power play. The
Terriers quickly scored again to make
it 2-0 when Sarah Appletonscored on
a five-on-three advantage.In total,
the two teams scored four power-play
goals.
BU's thirdand final power-play goal
came in thethird period, when Anderson shot the puck off a skate and it
deflected into the goal.
The Friars did not get on the board
until the 10:51mark in the final period,
when Danielle Tangredi shot a loose
puck into the net to make it 3-1 - but
by then, the game was safely in the Terriers' hands, allowing them some valuable momentum going into this week's
Beanpot.
Friars goalkeeper DanielleCiarletta
finished the afternoon with 21 saves.

On Sunday afternoon, Boston Uni-

LAN THOMAS/HEIGHTSEDITOR

Boston University goaltender Allyse Wilcox backstopped the Terriers to a 1-1 tic on Saturday against Maine by collecting 19 saves.

Best of the best
Players of the Week -Brittany Wilson, Connecticut

recorded a 0.96 goals-allowed average and made 115 saves,
She also registered her 10th win of the season and the 30th
win of her career.

The reigning Hockey East Goaltenderof the Month recorded 17 saves in Thursday night's tic versus Northeastern.
In four games during the month of January, the junior

Standings

Next Week
Feb. 5, 2008
Tuesday,

Pts.

Record

School

Pts.

Record

1. New Hampshire 23
2. Connecticut
17
3. Providence
16
4. Boston College 14

11-0-1
7-2-3
7-3-2
6-6-2

5. Boston Univ.
6. Northeastern
7. Maine
8. Vermont

13
9
5
3

6-6-1
4-7-1
1-7-3
1-11-1

School

Northeastern vs. Harvard, 5 p.m.
Boston College vs. Boston University, 8 p.m.
Friday, Feb. 8,2008
Maine at Northeastern, 7 p.m.
Boston University at Vermont, 7 p.m.
Saturday, Feb. 9,2008
Providence at Connecticut, 1 p.m.
Boston University at Vermont, 4 p.m.
New Hampshire at Boston College, 7 p.m.
Maine at Northeastern, 7 p.m.

versity took advantage of a great opportunity, defeating Maine 4-3. The
win moved the Terriers up to fourth
place in Hockey East standings, as its
record improved to 5-5-1. BU surpassed
rival Boston College with the win. Four
different Terriers scored goals in the
game. Lauren Cherewyk, Laurel Roller,
Caroline Bordeau, andGinaKearns were
the goal scorers for BU, while Vanessa
Vani, Taryn Peacock, and Abby Barton
scored for Maine. Goaltender Melissa
Haber stopped 26 shots for BU, making
her first start in overa month. Likewise,
Genevieve Turgeon made 23 saves for
the Black Bears. She could not save
Bordeau's game-winnerwith just 32 seconds left, however. Bordeau's goal made
the score 4-2, before Maine's Barton
scored with 11 seconds left in the game
to bring the score to a 4-3 final. The win
improved the Terriers overall record to
8-11-3 on the year, while theBlack Bears
dropped to 2-19-3. BU will return to the
ice for a two-game, home-and-home series against Providence, beginning next
Thursday and continuing on Saturday
afternoon.

The

C8

Monday, February 4, 2008

Heights

Boston College has its mind set on the Beanpot (Monday at 8 p.m. versus Boston University) after dropping a tough 3-2 decision against Providence Friday night. BC is currently second in the Hockey East at 8-4-6.

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Know what you missed Baylor battles A&M to
remain in Top 25
over the weekend?
The Associated Press

NEW YORK (AP)
Johan
Santana and the Mets agreed
to a $137.5 million, six-year
contract, a record for a pitcher
andthe last major step needed
to complete the team's blockbuster trade with Minnesota.
Afterthe sides were granted
an extra two hours to work on
a deal, the Mets announced
about 30 minutes before the
new 7 p.m. EST deadline that
negotiations had concluded.
The two-timeCy Young Award
winner was scheduled to take a
physical Saturday.
Terms ofthe agreementwere
disclosedby a baseball official
with knowledge of thetalks who
?

spoke on conditionof anonymity because no announcement
had been made. The deal includes deferred money and
a club option for 2014 with a
$5.5 millionbuyout that could
make the contract worthabout
$150 million over seven seasons. Depending on Santana's
performance, the option could
becomeguaranteed.
WASHINGTON (AP)
Chuck Knoblauch came to
Congress toting his toddler,
and the former major leaguer
met for about one and a half
hours with lawyers from a
House committee investigating
drug use in baseball.
Knoblauch, the 1991 AL
?

Rookie of the Year and one of
more than 80 players linked to
performance-enhancing drugs
in the Mitchell Report, did not
reveal what he was asked or
what he said.
Asked by a reporterwhether
there were questions about
himselfor other players, Knoblauch replied, "I only know
about myself."
A committee staffer told
The Associated Press that
Knoblauch was asked whether
he used performance-enhancing drugs, as alleged in former
Senate majority leaderGeorge
Mitchell's report, and also
was asked about former New
York Yankees teammate Roger
Clemens and trainer Brian
McNamee.
TORONTO (AP) The Los
Angeles Lakers bolsteredtheir
banged-upfrontline with a key
acquisition of 7-footer Pau Gasol of the Memphis Grizzlies.
The Lakers gave up Kwame
Brown, rookie Javaris Crittenton and two first-round draft
picks for Gasol. The Spaniard
is certain to help a Lakers team
reeling from recent injuries
to inside players, including
blossoming center Andrew
Bynum.
Coach Phil Jackson said Gasol could make his debut when
theLakers visit Washington on
Sunday.
Gasol, averaging 18.9 points,
8.8 rebounds, 3.0 assists, and
1.44 blockedshots in 39 games,
can fill in at center untilBynum
returns in mid-March, then
move to power forward.
?

The Associated Press
COLLEGE STATION, Texas (AP)?Baylor
waited 39 years to get back into the Top 25.
Then the Bears had to wait some more, enduring five overtimes to get their first win as
a ranked team.
Curtis Jerrells scored a career-high 36
points, including 11in the fifth overtime to lead
No. 25 Baylorto a 116-110 win over No. 18Texas
A&M on Wednesday night.
Baylor (16-2, 4-0 Big 12) won its fifth in a
row and first since entering the rankings for
the first time since 1969 on Monday.It broke a
15-gamehome winning streak for Texas A&M
(15-4,1-3) andis the Aggies' third straight loss.
No. 1 Memphis 56, Tulsa 41
TULSA, Okla. (AP) Chris Douglas-Roberts scored 20 points, Derrick Rose added 19
points and top-ranked Memphis beat pesky
?

Wednesday night.
Hansbrough made 10 of 15 shots from the
floor and 15of 16 from the line.
Wayne Ellington added 12 points for North
Carolina(19-1,4-1 Atlantic Coast Conference),
whichlost its No. 1ranking after an 82-80 home
loss to Marylandon Saturday.But losingrarely
becomes a Tar Heel trend: Excluding seasonending defeats, North Carolina is now 24-4
after a loss in the Roy Williams era.
Lance Hurdle scored a season-high 20
points for Miami (14-4, 1-3), which has
dropped three straight and four of its last
six, erasing whatever luster remained after a
somewhat-surprising 12-0 start. No. 7 Indiana
65, lowa43

Tulsa56-41 Wednesday night to avoid the fate
thatbefell the Tigers their onlyother time with
the No. 1ranking 25 years earlier.
After winning each ofits last six games by
at least 20 points, Memphis (18-0, 5-0 Conference USA) didn't take a double-digit lead
until Douglas-Roberts' two-handed jam with
6:21 remaining made it 48-38.
The last time Memphis reached No. 1, Virginia Tech was waiting hours later to pull off
a 64-56 upset on Jan. 10, 1983. It took the
school just over a quarter-centuryto get back
to the top.
Calvin Walls led the Golden Hurricane (97, 1-3) with 12 points. No. 2 Kansas 83, lowa
State 59

BLOOMINGTON, Ind. (AP)
D.J. White
scored 19 points and Eric Gordon added 17
to help the Hoosiers extended their winning
streak to 13.
Indiana(17-1, 6-0) has now won 29 in a row
at Assembly Hall, the nation's fourth-longest
home winning streak. It's the best start in Big
Ten play and the longest winning span at Indianasince 1992-93.The Hoosiers' only lossthis
season came Nov. 24 against Xavier.
lowa (9-11, 2-5) was led by Tony Freeman
with 14 points but was plaguedby 20 turnovers
and struggled to contend with Indiana's deep
roster andbetter athletes. It was lowa'ssecond
loss to Indiana this season.No. 13 Pittsburgh
81, St. John's 57

LAWRENCE, Kan. (AP) ?Darnell Jackson
had 21 points and 11rebounds to help the Jayhawks stay unbeaten.

NEW YORK (AP)? Sam Young scored 26
points and No. 13 Pittsburgh continued its recent success at Madison Square Garden.
Ronald Ramon added 16 points and five
assists for the Panthers (16-3, 4-2 Big East),

The Jayhawks(19-0, 4-0 Big 12), one of two
unbeaten teams in Division I when the night
began, dominatedalmostfromthe start, leading by 10 at halftime en route to their 33rd
victory in their last 34 games.
The 6-foot-8 Jackson, with his first doubledouble ofthe season, scored six points during
MORGANTOWN, W.Va. a 15-5 run in the second halfthat gave Kansas
(AP) ?Rich Rodriguez says a comfortable 64-41 lead over the Cyclones
(12-7, 2-2), who had won nine of their last 11
opening the books ofWest Virginia's private fundraising arm but hadn't played a ranked team all year. No.
is the only way to determine 5 North Carolina 98, Miami 82
whetherhis abruptresignation
as football coach harmed the
CORAL GABLES, Fla. (AP)
Tyler
school financially. \u25a0
Hansbrough scored 27 of his season-high 35
?

Terms: Pricesinclude $5 servicefee. Some taxesand fees additional. Based on actual bookings made onStudent Universewithin the past45 days.

points after halftime, Lawson scored 15 ofhis
23 points in the opening 20 minutes, and the
fifth-ranked Tar Heels got back to their winning waysby beating the Hurricanes 98-82 on

?

whohave won four offive overalland improved
to 5-2 since starters Mike Cook and Levance
Fields were injured.
With six players getting thebulk of the minutes, Pittsburgh improved to 19-8 at Madison
Square Gardensincethe 2000-01 season. Most
of the victories came in the Big East tournament, an event in which the Panthers have
reached the championship game in six of the
last seven seasons.
Freshman DeJuan Blair had 10 points and
eightrebounds for Pittsburgh, which is 5-2 alltime against St. John's at the Garden. \u25a0
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Filipino show enfuses Robsham with 'Life'

Culture show lends
diverse understanding,
inspiration to campus
By Leon Ratz
Heights Staff

Celebrating its 16thAnnual Cultural
Show, the Philippine SocietyofBoston

College (PSBC) brilliantly showcased
the colorful sights and sounds of the
7,000-island Asian nation to a nearly
sold-out crowd on Saturday evening
at Robsham Theater. The two and a
half hour performance, which organizers said is the oldest cultural show at
Boston College,featured Filipinosongs
and dances ranging from traditional
tribal to techno modern. The concert
also included special guest artists
Archipelag-a, the Filipino Spoken
word ensemble at Brown University,
as well as the Boston-based Iskwelahang Pilipino Rondalla Ensemble.
The theme of this year's show was
Diwa Ng Buhay, meaning "Inspiration
ofLife" in the native Tagaloglanguage,
reflecting the PSBC's commitment to
"discover the magic of our culture,"
said Christina Reynes, president ofthe
PSBC andCSOM '09. She went on to say
in the introduction of the show, "Cultures are an essential part of people's
lives and histories, and that's what we
want to exhibit and celebrate tonight."
The show commenced with the
singing of the American and Filipino
national anthems, followed by a traditional dance called Bumayah. This
dance, performed at thanksgiving celebrations, comes from the tradition of
the Ifugaotribe and is meant to imitate
a rooster scratching the ground, symbolizing a thanksgiving prayer to the
god Kabunian for a bountiful harvest
of rice. "The Bumayah is something
very personal to me as it represents
my own tribe from the Philippines. My
mother dances this, I've danced it, and
it truly speaks to my identity and heritage as a Filipino," said Scan Getchell,
member of the PSBC and A&S '11.

Following the traditional Salip and
Binaylan-Banog dances from the Kalinga and Bagobo tribes, respectively,
the South Asian Student Association
MASTI dance troupe took the stage.
Donning colorful traditional Indian
costumes, the MASTI performers
energized the crowd with an eclectic
potpourri of traditional and modern
dances set to music ranging from
tribalandCharleston to techno andpop.
After MASTI's performance, the
PSBC returned with a graceful, yet
subtlerendition ofthe ancient Pangalay
dance. The Pangalay, a dance originating from the people of Sulu, is meant to
emphasize movements in the upper body
and uses metallic, needle-like extensions of the hands to accentuate these
subtle motions, depicting specific feelings and emotions. Choreographer and
dancer Lucia Austria, CSOM '09, said,
"We've been preparing for this for over

a month. It's a lot harderthan it looks!"
Nextcame the intricate KapamalongMalong dance, in which the dancers
demonstratedthe manyways ofdonning
the malong, a tubular circleofclothused
as a skirt, shawl, or mantle. The dance
can represent somethingmuch deeperto
Filipina women: "It speaks to yearning
[for] freedomfrom therestrictive soci-

etalroles which women oftenfind themselves," saidAlexandraValdez, A&S TO.
Following a beautiful solo performance of the Asik dance by JoAnne
Wu, LSOE '08, the PSBC concluded its
first act routine with Singkil, a dance
which recounts the legend of Princess
Gandingan, and features elementsof a
popular Filipino dance using bamboo
sticks, fan dancers, and ornate traditional costumes.

See Culture, D2
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Chocolate brings sexy back to Boston College
By

JaneeAllen

For The Heights
Picture this: dim lights, pulsing music, and screaming girls. This was the
scene Friday night at the third annual
Sexual Chocolateexhibition,Back to the
Future. The show startedat 7:30 p.m. and
featured the men of Sexual Chocolate
with Boston College dance groupsFISTS
and Phaymus. Guest groups Essence
from Bay Path College, and the Bentley
Step Squad from Bentley College were
also on hand to perform in additionto a
performanceby BC alumnus and Jam'n
94.5 personality, Maverick. Hip-hop,
stepping, and dance were combined in
the show to create a truly memorable
evening.

COURTESY OF PAULA ALLEN

The men ofSexual Chocolate heat up campus with an energetic step routine from their performance in Robsham on Friday evening.

INSIDE ARTS
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Oscar turns 80

There Will Be Blood andDaniel Day-Lewis leadthe
pack with eight nominations at the 80th annualAcademy Awards, D2

Emcees Nelson Rodriguez, BC '07,
and Maverick, BC '04, started off the
show by attempting to get the subdued
audience excited.After slight confusion
about the lineup, the ladies of FISTS
startedon a powerfuland energetic note.
They wore Girl Scout-type uniforms
complete with matching wigs and pink
sashes that bore the name of the group.
The FISTS performance was followed

Lost in 'Strange Wilderness'
Humorless Happy Madison-producedcomedy fails to
leave audienceswildwith laughter, D3

by Essence. Admittedly FISTS was a
tough actto follow, andthe shaky start of
Essence's set was difficult for the group
to recover from. At one point during the
performancethey said in unison, "We are
so tired, but we ain'tfinished yet." Still,
their performance left viewers yearning
for something more powerful.
Luckily Phaymus was up next and
was able to raise the energy level, drawing the crowd back in. The highlight
of Phaymus's routine was the "crowd
participation" portion, in which a few
lucky ladies were pulled onto the stage
and given a free lap dance. Besides the
headliner, Phaymus was definitely a
crowdfavorite.
After a brief intermission, Maverick
took the stage to perform a couple of
songs from his new album. Although he
did not dance, his musical interludewas
well received, particularly the song in
which he gave BC its first rap song shout
out. Bentley College's Step Squad was
the last of the opening acts, and they,
like Essence, were not as strong as the
BC groups. However, theirlast set upped

See Future, D2
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Ever wonderedwhat's on your favorite professor's iPod? Here's your chance with our new feature, iProf.

iProf
Now playing

on Prof. Burmeister's iPod

Winged/Wicked Things
Everyday

- Sunset Rubdown

- The Field

Squalor Victoria - TheNational

Fourteen Autumns and Fifteen Winters
- Twilight Sad
All I Need - Radiohead
The Blue Notebooks - Max Richter
Anything - Bach
Dopamine Clouds Over Craven Cottage
- Stars of the Lid
Mistaken for Strangers - TheNational
NovemberRain - Guns N' Roses

OSCAR WATCH 2008

The Music Behind the Man
If you walked by Professor Burmeister's classroom,
you would think someone installed aresidence hall in the
middleof Carney, withKanye West or Radiohead or Beirut buzzing through surround sound. But thephilosophy
professor says he begins class with his music toset a mood,
spark students' interest in other bands, and even engage
in a philosophical seminar. Once he handed out Kanye
West's lyrics andblasted"The GoodLife," to compare with
Aristotle's concept ofthe ideallife. Beyond sharing West's
awe-inspiring reasoning, Burmeister spreads a globalarray of music to class, from the DJ the Field (Norway), to
Twilight Sad (Scotland), to U.K. bands.Whenasked what
musician he wouldmost like to be, Burmeister responded
Max Richter, a composer who mashes electronica with
symphonies.

?

Zak Jason

Part 1 of a 3-part series of reviews exploring this year's Best Picture nominees at the 80th annual Academy Awards

There will be gold for Daniel Day-Lewis
By

Marc Cubelli

Heights Staff

It is odd to begin a film review with
description of the ending, but rarely
has a film's finale been as baffling and
polarizing as the last 10 minutes of
Paul Thomas Anderson's There Will Be
Blood. A film that seems to be, for the
most part, an epic statement on American capitalism and greedat the turn of
the century, ends on a note of insane,
homicidal whimsy - a great, sprawling
film reduced to a violent scuffle in a
bowling alley. The ending will baffle
many, but will be accepted by those
who were paying attention,because at
the center of this great, sprawling, epic
film is a man undone by greed, ambition, paranoia, and a general hatred
of others, a more conventional ending
would have missed the point. Those
whounderstand thefilmwill understand
whyApocalypseNow could only endthe
way it does.
The madman in question is Daniel
Plainview, who starts the film as a
prospector digging for goldandends as
an impossiblywealthy oilman - a very
insane oilman. Plainview, played by
Daniel Day-Lewis, is aman so drivento
success, wealth, and a desireto wipe out
competition that borders on sadism,
which drains out anything resembling
human affection. Ushered from Texas
to California on a promising lead, his
quest for oil brings him to the town of
Little Boston, which is lorded over by
Eli Sunday (a wonderfully slimy Paul
Dano), a charismatic preacher whose
a

sermons appear to be styled by Jimmy
Swaggart as much as Dr. Phil. Ifthere is
anythingresemblinga plot in Anderson's
film, it is how thesetwo men will use each
other and destroyeach other simultaneously. Plainview wants the oil; Sunday
wants money for his church. What does
it all lead to?
Like Francis Ford Coppola's Apocalypse Now, Stanley Kubrick's 2001, and
Mcl Gibson's The Passion of the Christ,
this is a film utterly lacking any real
foundation or modus operandi. It is an
equallybeautiful and abstract jumbleof
a film that somehow shapes itselfinto a
flawed but unforgettablecinematic experience. The cinematographyof Robert
Elswit paints the film on the screen with
an equally lush and stark beauty. The
music ofLinda Cohenand Robert Ziegler
blendsthe modernandthe classicalin a
most Kubrickianfashion. The visualsreveal the serenity of the California coast,
the blacknessofcrude that explodesup
from the ground like a geyser, and the
mass ofoilfields that dwarfthe men like
a redwood forest. But most important
of all is the startling talentofcinema's
finest thespian, Day-Lewis.
Day-Lewis is hypnotic every second
he is on the screen. Whether he is silently chipping away at the rough terrain or foaming at the mouth with the
frustration of a man whose ambition
is unmatched by all others ("There's a
whole ocean ofoil under our feet, and no
one can get to it exceptme"),Day-Lewis

plays Plainview as an emotional,mental,
and physical force to be reckoned with.
Torn apart by his own contradictions

Spanish Horror

COURTESY OF ROTTENTOMATOES.COM

For his portrayal of Daniel Plainview, Daniel Day-Lewis has won every major critic's award.
(there are moments when we actually
believe he truly loves his adopted son,
H.W, playedtragicallyby Dillon Frasier)
and driven to isolation by his inability
to trust others, Plainview is a man who
builds himself to destroy himself. Even
the film's most inconsequential scenes
command attention to the character,
whether it be the thick, gristly, John

Hustonesque manner of speaking, or
even the eye contact which falls between
a glint and a squint. Even now, nearly
two decades after My Left Foot, DayLewis's beyond-all-reasondedicationto
method acting still can show a filmgoer
the heights to which acting can takeyou
when a performance truly does become
a work of art. A

Joseph Neese

My trip down to the Loews movie
theater at the Boston Commons this
weekend provided me with a refreshing
cinematic surprise. On suggestion from
a friend, I went to see El Orfanato (The
Orphanage), a Spanish horror movie
released stateside by Picturehouse.
I must admit, I was skeptical at
first. These days, the U.S. horror film is
experiencing a creative withdrawal.Unoriginal tactics are used merely to sell
box-office tickets, withprofit trumping
the creation of art. But seeing Pan's
Labyrinth mastermindGuillermodel
Toro's name attached to the film as producer was enough to take me to the theater. And the film, beautifully directed
by JuanAntonio Bayona, is a lesson
in filmmakingfor us from the Spanish
aboutwhat a good horror movie is.
El Orfanato is the story ofLaura
(Belen Rueda), a child who was adopted
at a young age and returns to the seaside orphanage where she once lived in
order to reopen the homefor handicapped children. Laura lives with her
doctor husband Carlos (Fernando Cayo)
andtheir son Simon (9-year-old Roger
Princep). Living alone with his parents, Simon makes up many imaginary
friends. What Laura comes to find out,
however, is that thesefantasies are a
little closer to reality than they appear.
Much of the film's success comes
from its strong female leads, something
nice to see in an industry that is malecentric. As mediumAurora, character
actress Geraldine Chaplin haunts. The
true gem of the film, however, is Rueda,
who is mesmerizing as Laura. She
brings such a poignant depth to her
character that the audience can feel her
presence in every moment that she is on
screen, relating to her as a mother.
What I most loved,however, about
SergioG. Sanchez's screenplay is that
it encourages its viewers to think rather
than imposing a view on them, as it
plays out as a puzzle that must be figured out, much like the games that Simon plays. It walks a fine line between
reality andthe supernatural, leaving
the audience to determinewhat is real
andwhat is not. It serves as a telling
taleabout how inextricablylinked our
fragile lives are - a lesson worth your
trip to the cinema.

Joseph Neese is the Arts d) Review Editor
of The Heights. He welcomes comments at
review@bcheights.com.

Back to the Future: Sexual Chocolate travels through time
Future, From Dl

to pick up "space chicks." Members

of Phaymus joined Sexual Chocolate
the energy once again and prepared the on stage in a Broadway-style step and
dance routine before the boys were
crowdfor the main event.
Back to the Future lived up to the "transported" back to "present day,"
reputation of past Sexual Chocolate where they "didwhat [they] do best."
shows. Aside from the sexual tones, For theirfinal set, the Chocolate men
the show was entertaining and coherdonnedthe stage in towelsand pleased
ent with a theme that connectedeach the ladies with their half-nakedbodies. But the men of Sexual Chocolate
of their sets extremely well. The performance started off with the Sexual have more than their provocative
Chocolate men in "present day" bemoves going for them - they are taling sucked into the past because of ented dancers and comedians who
one of the members' un-uniformed know theiraudience well, and are not
shoes. The next set opened with the afraid to give themwhat they want.
It is true that a Sexual Chocolate
men, shirtless, in prehistoric times.
The high-energy dancing resumed show is the closest thing to a Chipwhen the audience was transported pendales' performance that can be
to the '80s, where there was a Michael found at BC. However, when the pure
Jackson-SexualChocolate dance off. athleticism of the boys is taken into
Next, the Sexual Chocolate boys found account, the audience is left in awe
themselves on a spaceship in the future of their stamina as well as their sex
attempting (and shockingly failing) appeal. \u25a0

DAVID GIVLER/ HEIGHTS EDITOR

The men of Sexual Chocolate may be known for their sex appeal, but they also captivate audiences with theirtalented dance moves.

University's oldest culture show celebrates 16th anniversary
Culture, From Dl

The Philippine Society of Boston College sponsored Saturday evening's sold-out performance at Robsham Theater.

DAVID GIVLER/ HEIGHTS EDITOR

Concluding the first act, Brown University's Archipelag-a ensemble performed an emotionalspoken-word tribute to Filipina women, which expressed
their experiencesas women ofcolor and
exploredwhatit meansto be Filipina and
Filipina-American.
The second act commenced with a
stirring, upbeatperformanceby the Boston-basedIskwelahangPilipino Rondalla
Ensemble. Perhaps the Filipino equivalent of a mariachi band, the Rondalla
ensemblecombinedtraditionalfolk with
Spanish influences to produce vibrant,
energetic melodies using guitars, mandolins, and various string instruments.
Followingthe Randalla ensemble,the
PSBC performed a melange of classic
Spanish-Filipino dances, including the
Jota dcParagua, reminiscent ofthe SevillianFlamenco, andthepopularballroom
Paso Doble.
Next, the PSBC dancers performed
a suite of rural dances, including Pandaango Sa Haw, a skillful and graceful
dancefeaturingfemale dancers carefully
balancing oil lamps on their heads, and
the immensely popular Tinikling, the
nationaldance of the Philippines, which
is meant to imitate birds walking between

tree branches through agile movements
betweenbamboopoles.
The show concluded with a modern
suite thatshowcased afusion of Filipino
andAmericancultures.DancingTinikling
to Michael Jackson's hit "Thriller," the
PSBC performers effectivelyput the "ph"
back in the Philippines.
Closing to a standing ovation, the
PSBC Culture Show did a spectacular
job of bringing a slice of the Philippines
and its beautiful, intricate culture to
chilly Chestnut Hill. "I'm so proud of
all us. As a Filipina, I feel that PSBC is
like a home away from home and I loved
being able to show what being a Filipina
is all about to my friends here at BC,"
said Roma Estandian, PSBC performer
and A&S '11.
What was perhaps most remarkable
about Saturday night, however, was the
fact that students from the entire BC
community, not just Filipinosor Asians,
attendedand evenperformed in the show,
reflectingthe growing interest in cultural
diversityon campus. "What's great about
the show is that we'reperforming Filipino
dances, but the performers themselves
are from different multicultural backgrounds, performing for a multicultural
audience," Reynes said. "As far as I'm
concerned, we're all Filipino tonight." \u25a0
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Bigfoot proves easier to find than big laughs
By

Stuart Pike

Heights Senior Staff

Low expectationsare more than met
with Strange Wilderness, the latest partiallybrained(not sure thatthere's even
half a one in there) stoner comedy set
in the woods.
STRANGE
Well, techniWILDERNESS
cally, part of it
Dir. by Fred Wolf
takes place in a
Paramount Pictures
South American jungle, but technicalities are not
the film's strong suit - except, that is,
for a highly "technical"demo on how to
detach a wild turkey from your private
parts.

Steve Zahn (who, after aremarkable
turn in Rescue Dawn, must have lost a
condemning bet) plays Peter Gaulke,
son of a famous wildlife TV show host.
After his father's death,Peter inherits
the program (of the film's name), along
with its falling ratings and imminent
cancellation. Its 3 a.m. time-slot notwithstanding, the show needs something BIG to bring it back on track. Or
just make it a little less horrible. So,
Peter and his crew - a ganglybunch of
stoners, tokenhot girl, andthe annoying
fat kid from Superbad - drive down to
South America in search ofBigfoot.
To theircredit, the gang has a sweet
ride. It's a rusty and smelly RV with
no room for their luggage, sure, but it
seems like a pretty chill crib once they
indulge in their stolen canister oflaughing gas. That actually brings up a good
point: While recreational use of illegal

COURTESY OF ROTTENTOMATOES.COM

In his epic quest for Bigfoot, Steven Zahn - playing the son of a famous wildlife TV show host -fails to tickle his audiences' funny bone.
drugs is never advisable, the "Legalize
It!" grassroots movement will be gaining the most from Strange Wilderness.
Aside from Zahn, who provides most
of the movie's amusement, little of the
humorhas genuine laughs attached, and
instead stoops to the shock-and-awe

routine. Malformedpenis jokes quickly
become status quo, with much of the
"humor"mundane enough that, by the
time of this writing, they've already
blurred into singularblandness. Thus,
any outside aid the audience brings
with them to enhance amusement is a

plus. For the health-inclined,an ability
to adopt a collegiate male's mindset

will suffice.
But let us not writeoff directorFred
Wolf, who also co-wrote with Peter
Gaulke, so swiftly. (Like many Happy
Madison-produced comedies, the

'The Eye' can't see everything
Lauren Donatucci
For The Heights
By

a plot through-

out its entire 97
THE EYE
Dir. by David Moreau minutes. Based
on a film reLionsgate
leased in Hong
Kong with the same name, it tells the
story ofSydney Wells (Alba), a musician
who was blinded at the age of5 andlater
undergoes a successful cornea transplant that restores her vision. With the
helpofher sister (Parker Posey), andher
doctor(Alessandro Nivola), Wells tries
to adjust to seeing the world again. As
her visionbecomes sharper, she begins
to seepeopleand scenes thatare unreal.
The movie follows this development as
she explores the source of her visions
and attempts to prove her credibility.
Althoughthe subject matter is more
serious than thatfound in the majority
ofhorror films, the acting and dialogue
fallflat. Case in point: Thefirst lines of
the movie come when Wells, still blind,
stops another traveler from walking in
front of traffic. After he says,"I didn't
even see that!" Alba utters the line,
"Neither didI." Most of the dialogueis
bearable,but more ofthose cheesy lines
are dispersedthroughout the movie.
The less-noticeableemotionallines
from scenes without the visions, however, seem to lack the right emotional
depth. The biggest problem comes on
the part of Nivola, whose portrayal of
the doctor comes off harsh. He needs
to be somewhat distant from Alba's
character and makes her work for his
understanding, but he goes from arrogant and standoffish to caring too
quickly. His change of heart seems to
come out of nowhere.
In contrast, Alba accuratelyportrays

Box Office Report.
Weekend
Gross*

Title

Jessica Alba's newest vehicle, The
Eye, combines a medicalprocedure with
a classic horror-film staple - visions
of the dead. While the result does not
terrify, the story carries enoughweight
to keep things interesting.
Eye is not just another mindless attempt at scaring audiences; it maintains

COURTESY OF ROTTENTOMATOES.COM

films' protagonists share the names of
the writer and director.) Occasionally
theyallowZahn to sneak in some clever
mockumentary moments of wildlife
show quirks; animalfactoids, mumbled
by the uninformed host, are a high
point. Early on, Zahn's nature "expert"
remarks in a voice-over that, "It is estimatedthatbears kill over two million
salmon a year. Attacks by salmon on
bears are much more rare."
One might wonder - well, no, one
probably wouldn't, but let us go ahead
anyway - how they tied the jumbled
pile of gags together. While none of the
comedy, asidefromZahn's nature mus ings, seems very inspired, it's at least
erratic. The answer, my friends, is in
the plot's carefully articulated central
objective: finding Bigfoot. What better
way to stitch together a scattering of
breasts, animal carcasses, andMexican
slurs than the conclusive discovery of
the mighty Sasquatch himself? (Rhetoricalquestion.)
Back home - thatis, whereI fly to for
Christmas (not winter) break - a local
radio station features a "People'sMovie
Critic." He uses a time-honoredrating
system that categorizes films based
upon what us Normal Folk consider
important. Brilliance gets a Guiness 12
pack, whileMeet the Spartans might get
away with an empty box ofFranzia. So
let's try it for Strange Wilderness: Highbrows stay away, but for the rest us, it
gets at least a coupleoflukewarmPabst
Blue Ribbons. Oh, but in the world of
standards, it still flops to a D.

Weeks
in release

f. Hannah Montana & Miley
Cyrus: Best ofBoth Worlds
Concert Tour

29.0

1

2. The Eye

13.0

1

3.27 Dresses

8.4

3

4. Juno

7.45

9

5. Meet the Spartans

7.125

2

6. Rambo

7.0

2

7. The Bucket List

6.85

6

8. Untraceable

5.4

2

9. Cloverfield

4.9

3

10. There Will Be Blood 4.761

6

Jessica Alba delivers as a blind musician who gets hersight back in this horror remake.
the terror that her characterfeels as she
runs from her visions and desperately
tries to escape what she sees, causing
viewers to sympathizewith her.
The movie seems to driftback and
forth betweenstyles of thrillerssuch as
The Sixth Sense and The Ring. Wells sees
deadpeople, and thesevisions do more
to scare the audiencewhen they appear
suddenly and remain visibly human.
Attempts at using quick flash frames
leaves audiences confused rather than
scared. Rather than resorting to cliche
tricksfound in other horror movies such
as White Noise, the filmmakers should
have allowedthe content to stand on its
own. In similiarfashion, the filmutilizes
sound to hint at upcoming frightening
moments - an effective tactic when
considering Wells's overdeveloped
hearing.

As far as Hollywood remakes go,
this version stays fairly true to the
original. In fact, many of the scenes
come straight from the previousversion
- from Wells'sinitial stay in the hospital
right down to the ending. They even
successfully account for differences in
culture in theremake by making slight
alterations. Unfortunately, the remake
lacks the original's dramaticintensity.
(The original actually ranks high on
many top horrorfilm lists.)
The Eye does not dissappoint. The
pacing of the film doesnot drag andthe
its close comes at the appropriate time.
There are enough elements of surprise
hiddenwithin the film's script to render
it worthy of a trip to the movie theater.
Still, it seems as though it would be
better viewed at home on a smaller
screen. B

'Weekend Gross figures in millions

Bestsellers of Hardcover Fiction.

1. Duma Key: A Novel, Stephen King
2. Plum Lucky,

Janet Evanovich

3. A Thousand Splendid Suns, Khaled Hosseini

4. People of the Book: A Novel, Geraldine Brooks
5. World Without End, Ken Follett
ACCORDING TO PUBLISHER'S WEEKLY

NOVEL IDEAS WITH TUE TRAN

A little summer romance to heat up a cold, winter night

TueTran
New genres of books develop constantly, gauging the atmosphere of
the society in which they came into
existence. While gay literature is nothing new, there has been a shift from
coming-of-age novels about teenage
angst regardingcoming-out issues and
their subsequent journeys toward selfacceptance to actual love stories that
are transcendent of sexualorientation.
Usually, these antiquated novels are
directedtowarda certain audience and
never find mainstream success.
But Call Me By YourName is an example of this newer trend, along the
same lines as Annie Proulx's "Brokeback Mountain," the story of one boy's
maturation into adulthood is beautiful

prose. It is not like other, earlier books
of this genre, written with over-the-top

human being can relate to: a desire
to be loved. There
are moments in the

humor purely for the
noveltyof being about
gay teens.
T first stumbled
upon this novel
browsing through
Amazon.corn's list
of the best fiction of
2007, attractedto the
simple, yet dramatic
art on the cover, a
preview of what was
to come.
This book, the
first work offiction by
Egyptian-born Andre Aciman, is told
through the eyes of
a 17-year-old Italian boy Elio, whose
voice is earnestly conveyed with great
candor due to the diary-like quality of
the writing.
Elio expresses a feeling that any

book that will make
readers want to be
in love and other
times want to ask
what love is for. It
starts unfoldingduring the summer in
which Elio first feels
an intense longing
- bordeline obsession - for Oliver, an
American scholar
of 24 visiting Elio's
family's Mediterranean home.
This story is reminiscent of the song
"Summer Nights"
in
Grease, with some
COURTESY OF AMAZON.COM
pronoun changes:
"Summer lovin',had me a blast/ Summer lovin', happened so fast / I met a
[guy] crazy for me / I met a boy, cute
as can be / Summer days driftin' away,

to oh oh those summer nights."

Emotions commence with a slight
crush and flirting that may or may
not be misconstrued to clandestine,
in-your-face sequences that are beautifully descriptive, with their sexual
nature being necessary to the main
character's development. The title of
thebook, CallMe By YourName, alludes
to the moments of passion when Elio
and Oliver decideto call each other by
their own names.
All of this occurs in the illustrious
backdrop of Italy, including scenes
in the Italian Riviera, where Elio and
Oliver jogtogether at the beginning of
the novel, Rome, and other beautiful
locales that allow the visually inclined
reader to see serenity amid the rocky
path of this tumultuous relationship.
The lush scenery and summer's lull
are catalysts for a summer of romance.
Anyone can relate to the rollercoaster
ofemotionthatElio feels, with tension
typical of any teenagerin love. But this
tension continues to the verylast lines,
as the bookends with a reunion ofElio

and Olivermanyyears later. Personally,
I'm a fan of stories written in first person, because the reader is able to step
outside of his or her own reality and
into the shoes of someone else, relating
to theprotagonist and riding the same
rollercoaster, feeling his or her every
heartbeat.This book is one of the most
emotionallychargedbooks I've enjoyed
in a long time, as it mixes the heart of
Nicholas Sparks'sA Walk To Remember
with the poetic voice of a young person
from the depthsof desireto the heights
of actualizing those fantasies.
Unfortunately, the summer thatElio
and Oliver spend together ends similarly to the "Summer Nights" song as:
"Summer dreams, ripped at the seam
/ But oh
those summer nights."
Such is always the destiny of summer
romances, unless somehow aflying car
gets involved - Grease's cheesy ending.
This novel's summer of passion, however, will not make the reader yawn in
nostalgic delusion, but willkeep anyone
warm as we brace ourselvesfor another
six weeks of winter. A
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The Humane Charity Seal of Approval
guarantees that a health charity funds
vital patient services or life-saving medical
research, but never animal experiments.
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Council on Humane Giving
Washington, D.C.

www.HumaneSeal.org
202-686-2210, ext. 335
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Marcie, we must bring
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Just tell your teammates you missed the race because you were getting stoned. They'll understand.
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